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THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF MEMPHIS;
TENNESSEE.

INTRODUCTION.

In April,' 1919, at the request of the Board of Education of
Memphis, Tenn., the United States Commissioner of Education sub-
mitted the conditions on which the Bureau of Education would make
a . servey of the public school system of that city. These conditions,
as stated by the Commissioner of Education, follow:

(1) That the board of educatiA, the superintendent of public schools, and
all tither public officers mid teachers eminected with the schools will give me
and the persolled to make the survey their hearty cooperation; to the 4,1
end that the sifflre7maN be made !trust effectively and economically.

(2) That -the survey 'committee be permitted 'to find the facts as they are,
?rrso far as may seem advisable, to report them as they are found.

(3) That the findings of the survey committee and such recommendations
for the Improvement of the wools as nfay seem to be desirable may' bepub-
Mho, as a bulletin of the BurTa 'o f Education at the expense of the Federal
Government for distribution, first,- among title citizens of Memphis and, second,
among students of education throughout the country.

(4) That -the necessary expenses of the survey, including expenses for
travel and subsistence for employees of .the bureau detailed for this work, nnd.
the honorariums and expenses of the one or more additional Persons whom It
may be necessary to employ,to assist in the work will be paid by the board of
education. It is understood, however, that th© board will not be-obligated for
expenses beyond $5,000.

It is my purpose to begin the survey on or before May 12 and to have the
field work of It finished in June. The final 'repo'rt will be submitted and printed
as early us possible niter the 1st of July. Such portion as Witty be needed by
the board In determining their building policy for next year will be submitted
as much earlier than the' 1st of July as possible.

On May 5 the commissioner was notified that all the conditions
named 'had been agreed to. To assist him in making this study the
conimissioner appointed the following commission:

. -

THE SURVIS COMMISSION.

Frank F. Bunker, Specialist in City School System, Harem' of Education*
director of the surrey. --

Thomas Alexander, Plvfeseor of Elementary Education, Peabody College for
Teachers, Nashville, Tenn.

William T. Bawden, Specialist in lea:lona! Education, Bureau of Edueatfon....
Hiram Byrd, Specialist in Health Rdneation, United States Public Health .

Service,

5.



TRH PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF MEMPHIS, 'TENNESSEE.

Elmer W. Christy, Supervisor of Industrial Education, Public, Schools. Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Fletcher B. Dressler, Specialist in School Architecture, Sanitation, Buildings,
and Eggipment, Bureau of Education.

Arthur W. Dunn, Specialist in Civic Education, Bureau of Education.
Will Earhart, Supervisor of Music, Public Schools, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Alice Barrows Fernandez, Specialist in Social. and Industrial Problems, Buren:,
! of Education.
Florence C. Fox, Specialist in Primary Grade .duation, Bureau of Educatii,n.
Ada Van Stone Harris, Director of Elementary Practice Teaching, Puldic

Schools, Pittsburgh, Pa.'
Carrie A. Eyford. Specialist in ante Scotto/Pills, Bureau of Education.
F. A. Merrill, Specialist Sck t and Home Gardening, Bureau of Education.
John It Randall, Specialist and Home Gardening, Bureau of Edu-

cation.
Willard S. Small, Specialist in School Hygiene and Physical Education. Bureau

of Education.
George R. Twigs, Professor of Secondary Education and State High School

Inspector, OM State lieiversitp.. ,

The field work began May.12 aid was completed June 7,-except
that two members of the staff remained two weeks-longer.
''while the time for the examination of conditions was short, the
schools closing for the year on June 13, nevertheless, through careful
organization of the work and through frequent meetings of the staff
for the discussion of every phase of the problem, definite and positive
conclusions in which all concurred were quickly reached. Although
the commission as a whole considered every important activity of the
work of the-system, each member was assigned to the -particular field
of hig interest. The reports Of the members of the commission were
organized by the director of the survey and trawmittet1 to the Com-
MissiOnef; of Education for his approval. The report is issued in

'separate parts for general circulation.

TIME. PARTS. TO BE ISSUED.

Part 1. Chapter ' I. kn Industrial and Social Study of Memphis.
Chapter II. School Organization, 'Sui*rvision, and Fi-

.
mince.

Chapter III. The Building 1)rolilem.
Part 2. Chapter I. The Elementary Schools.

Chapter IL The High Schools.
Part 3. feso Education.
Part 4. ,nce.
Port ft. Music.
Part 6. Industrial Arts, 'Home Economics and Gardening.
Part 7. Health Work.

r > ntis study of the Memphis schools is intended to be a ( udi of
licies and afpactices; not of persons. The ecomission has eon.,
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INTRODUCTION..

sciously avoided either praising or blaming, crediting or discrediting,
individuals. The matter of placing an'estimate upon the value of
the services which individuals are rendering is the duty of local au- .

thorities; it falls outside the province of the survey commission and
has not been attempfM.

The commission desires to express its appreciation -of the courtesy
and consideration shown its members by citizens of Memphis, tilt
members of the board of education, the secretary's office, the super
intendent and his clerks; and the cntii .; school corps. Without ex-
ception, all cooperated to make the investigation as thotouglr and as
efficient as the time would permit.

A special Word of appreciation is due the management of the
Young Men's 'Christian Association for providing office rooms and
equipment for the staff, without charge, and to the local company
handling the Burrough's Adding Machine,. which very kindly loaned'
one of these machines to the staff.

A summary of conclusions and recommendations will be found at
' the end of each Chapter.



Part 1.
CHAPTER I. AN .INDUSTRIAL AND SOCIAL STUDY

-OF MEMPHIS.

CONTENSS..Mtrategle position for trade; Populition and nativity ; A distributing mar-
ket: Industries and occupations; Social consciousness of Memphis; Threshold of a new
ern: Educational needs bused on social and industrial conditions; Initiative and ability
to think; Knowledge of agriculture; KnoWledgc of science; Knowledge of Rocha:lies; Of
exchange, marketing, shipping; I'llyedvalbealt.; Burial and rick devidopment.

One hUndred years ago a small settlement of 53 people founded
the town of Memphis on the Chickasaw Bluffs overlooking the
Mississippi River. The only communication which- this little comb
inanity had with the outside world was through the slow tranSpor-
taf loll of river barges and flat boats, and the leisurely travel of pack
horses and traders across the plains and through the mountains of
Tennessee. Trade in the city was limited to a single Indian-trading
post oil 'Commerce Street, and the only manufactory was the smithy'
of the blac'ksinit and gunsmith, who repaired the muskets of the
Indian hunters. .111 1832 the -first church, was established, and in
1818 the first public school was started-29 -.fears after the founding
of the town.

One htindred years litter, in May, 1019, the " Memphis Special,"
from New York City, and other trains over the 17 railroads which
now enter Memphis, landed visitors to the centenary of the. town
in'ticity which bore all the earmarks of a prosperous American city,.
even of a booming western City. Skyscraper office buildings, factories
covering blocks of building space, giant smokestacks to the south
and north, made' a sky line along the old 'Chickasaw Bluffs which
reminded the _traveler of New York City. Large hotels- with cool .

corridors and Metropolitan- cuisines, department stores the duplicate
of those in any large city, innumerable quick -lunch eating places, a
clanging street-car sYstem; whirring autos and auto trucks moving
Mcessantlylike shuttles back and forth through the city, the sp;icious,
cdniely lisidential-diStriet of the well-to-do to the east, the factory
district to the southwest, the cosmopolitan character of Second and
Beale Streets, with Russian, Yiddish, and Italian nainesat) these
things made the ilsitor feel at keine, as he- alight in Detroit or
Clevehindi NewYprk or Pittsburgh. Only the great bales of cotton

9'. ::



10 THE PUBLIC, SCHOOL SYSTEM OP MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE.

trundling down the street behind sturdy mules; the soft southern
accent, and the leisurely movements of the people on the streets,
their gentle courtesy and graciousness in place of the usual western
rush and hurry reminded one that he was in a Southern city.

'What has transfornied Memphis in 100 yearsl from the little

frontier 'settlement of 1819 to the most important city on the SI issi-

sippi between St. -Louis and New Orleans? What has made it the
chief city of the 'Fri:States (Arkansas, Mississippi, Tennessee) ; the,-

largest cotton and hardwood lumber market in the world; and the

-chief distributing center for the central South ? What is the char-
acter of the population which now makes up the city? What pro:
poition is white or colored, or .foreign born? ` How do the mm-es
of the people earn their living? :What are the industrial conditions
and industrial needs of the community? What are the social condi-

tions of the coMmtmity ? What. are its amusements and recreations?
'How does theeivic spirit express itself'?

If the industrial life of the city ha§grewh 'from a single black,

smith's shop to hundrqds. of factories a stores, has the educational
systemgrown in proportion, or, as so often liappens in rapidly grow-
ing American cities, is it still ,30 years behind the Aterial growth
of the city?. If so, what are The reasons for such a condition ; and
in what respects should the system he changed to meet the changed
social and industrial conditions?

Since the schools were created by tlit people to meet the needs of
the community, it is essential that suchquegfions be answered before
the educational system of the city can be fairly apprai'sed. It is
necessary that a careful first-hand study of conditions be made in
order to determine whether the schodls are educating the rising gene-
ration of children so that they will not-only carry on the btst tradi-
tions of the community, hut also impalve on its previous ideals of
living and working in accordance with changed social and industrial

conditions. For these. reasons, the survey staff undertook a pre-
liminary -study of the .'social and industrial lfe of Memphis as a
basis for determining the. noedlof the commUnity,..and the extent
to which the schools were meeting these needs.

THE PIONEER SPIRIT AND THE STRATEGIC-POSITION FOR TRADE.

The two chief fadors in the develganent of Memphis have beeti

its daring, pioneerApirit, and its strategic position for trthie. Neither
one without the other would have been sufficient to explain its rapid
growth.

The history of Memphis up to the present generation has been a
dramatic story of overcoming whht seemed at times insuperable
material obstacles. It is a story -rich in educational value for the
study. of history, geography, eeonomi* and dyke.. .Frotu 1541,.



AN INDIISTRIAL AND SOCIAL STUDY OF MEMPHIS. 1.

%hen De Soto first entered the village of Chtsca on the bluff where
:Memphis now stands, until 1796, when the State of Tennessee wasadmitted into theUnion, the Place which wasater to become Mem,phis was a battt

:French.. and E
Even in those d

ground for the possession of which the SpaniSh,
ish, the Indians and the Americans contended.
the value of the future city as a comlecting

between the East and West 'was recognized,, for it was the bi.st
mailable crossing place of the ,Mississippi betwearthe mouth oc-thetThio and the Gulf of Mexico. The years between 174 1818saw the final driving ont.of_the Spaniards and Indians by the Allier-leans. During that period the existence, of the country about. Mein-phis as a hunting ground for the Indians, and as a battle ground
for possession by the whites passe.d into history. In 1818 the open-ing up of time rid) agricultural lands of western TennesSee attractedsettters and investors, and the struggle. for existence as the chieftrading. post of the agricultural region of the middle South wasbegun.

Up to 1818 the story of the locality which was later to beeome Mem-phis was the usual story of American pre-Revolutionary and Revoln-tionny War days. But during the next 100 years the city was sub-jected to trials beyond, the experience of-the average city. In 187:1and in 1878-79 the city suffered greatly from epidemics of yellowfeVer, and was almost hopelessly involved. in debt. The people ofthe city, realizing that the situation was ,critical and that " cornsplete sanitation and a pure .water system ". were fundamental neces-. sities for, the salvation
. of the city,

new

the most expert advicein the country and finally adopted.a new plan of sewerage org tealby Col. George E. Waring, .jr.' This system had not been !well)used to any extent. "Its failure'was predicted by other. engineerS,but notwithstanding their predictions, it succeeded, and those wh%
-'"bnce ,40posed it, have situ.° adopted it." .

The. significant point., however, is that the city attacked its problemnot by -a rule-of-thumb method but by deliberately mobilizing the best
scientific knowledge of the country, and then haring the courage totry a new systein Whichekad not been tested and proVed,:butwhich
seemed- reasonable and economical. In other words, Memphis, car-ried over into thesolution of her civics problents her old pioneer
habit'of daring to experiment. and to attempt the new and untried.But if the spirit of initiative and daring enterprise explains the
growth of MeMphis, it is equally true that the 'city's strategic, posi-'tion for trade4 attracted men find women with that spirit and tendedto-develop it. From the days when.Dr Soto first used it us the hest
connecting link between east and C'eal, and the el&Chief "Chiech

11I5tory of MempIe, Teutv Judge J. P. Young, u. 155.
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stai-ied the first agricultural system in the locality," the existence
of a rich agricultural eoutitry, with producti to be transported and
distributed, and a strategic position for such transportation and
distlibution, have developed the small .settlement of.1818 into the
chief distributing, market of the central South.

Let us consider what the city has now become, how the social and
industrial conditions have,shanged, and 1n 'vhat way these changed
conditions necessitate- changes in the educational system.

MEMPHIS TO-DAYPOPULATION,AND NATIVITY.

Estimates akille populdtion are difficult to obtain, because the 1900
:

census returns for Memphis have been rejected as unyeliable, but the
best/evidence available indicates that in 1918 the population wa's

157,000, including approximately 60,000 negroes.;'
For the purposes of the survey, however, the exact numbeOin the

population is not, as significant, as..it,s general cliaracter, the.
natimialitY of the people, bow long they have lived in the city, and
whether the conimunity is homogeneoos in character.

As there were no figures in regard to nationality later than 1910,
it was decided that the best method of,getting information about the
general character of the population would be through a study of the
nativity 'and occupations of the parents Of public-school children. It
wet evident that such a group, although not comprising all elements
in the city, would represent more nearly than any other the,general
character of the bulk of 'the population. Consequently, a question-

,naire was sent out to the parents of all public-sAtool children asking
them to state where they were born and what wias their occupation.

The seturns'from this questionnaire show the tendency of the city
to rapid growth, for it is,evident from the figUres that a large part
of the present population was not born in or near Memphis, but I
been attracted from all parts of/the country. For example, %ere

mere 11,781 white parents. who-rrfiswered the questiohnaire. Of this
, number, 10,352 were born in the United`').States. They came'from 43
' different States. Although 6,760, or about two-thirds, were born in

,*the Tri-States (Arkansas, Mississippi,' and Tannessee), there were

zits the ceSaus is taken only every 10 years it is customary to estimate tbo population
for the intervening years by taking the average yearly increase, between two successive
census reports, and manming that this will be the average for the succeedlag 10 years.
Since the coneys of 1000 has been rejected, we are left, without a basis of comparijon.
But, by taking a 20-year interval we.find that the census of 1800 gave a population of
64,405, and the census of 1010 gave popuintido ot-131,100' an increase of 67.000 in
20 years. At this rate of increase. 8.850 pef year, there would be a gain of 26,000 people,
since 1910.r This number. aulded to the census returns of 1010 (131,105) would give
population In 1918 of 157,000. fibe city Wird of health estimate for 1918 is 166,000.
Vhis ardent* Is based, however, upon a more restricted area than will be included ID the
Seat mama: Conalcleang the additional area, the next census should give II population of
at AMA 185,000 or 200,000 people. 0



AN -171UU8TRIAL &sty, SOCIAL STUDY OF MEMPHIS.
only 183 who were born in Memphis; 3,59or neatly one-third, wereborn outside the Tri-States, and of this number there were nearly umany from the West and North (1,750) as from what are commonlyknOarn as the Southern States (1,842). (See Table 1.) .

TABLE 1.Birtloploce of oplicc-born white poceuts of public-school children,
Memphis, Tens.

Number of States repreQedted
-- 43

Number.of parents lwrii in Nlemphis, Tenn
-183'Number of parents born In the 'Tri.States, exclusive of those born InMemphis:-

State. Number of
parents.A tikansas_.

Mississippi
Tennessee

Number of parents born in Southern States, exclusive of Tri-Stutes:Alabama ....
rDiStrict of Columbia

I'Florida'
Georgia
Kentucky I
Louisiana ...,

Maryland
North Carolina
South -Carolina

..Texas -.

Virginia ., ..
West Virginia

Number of parents born in 1V4tern and Northern States:California.
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware -
Illinois__ fr.
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas'
Maine._ 7

.Massachusetts _,'
Michigan ..
Minpilleta
31issouti __-- --

.Montana --:...
3,,,: Nebraska ...... a

Nevada
New Jersey r ,r--New York g, ...16

454
^,256
3,867

,

-,....,...%

,.-:

.....

7T-

442

2

211
561
118
48

-68
55

188
130.
10
1'
6
1

349
274
94
56

,. .11

80
24

302
11
7
;

14
10

6, .577

1, 342

a
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Tams 1:Btrtliolties of aistive-born indite peiviits of 'patio-school children,
Memphis, Tenn. -- Continued.

Number of parents born In Western and Northern StatesContinued.
Number of

-Rats. parents.

North Dakota 9

Ohio__ 200

Oklahoma 13

Pennsylvania 104

Rhode Island 3

South Dakota_ 10

Utah 1

Vermont 3

Washington
Wisconsin 30

1. 774'
Total number of white parents born In the United States 10,3:12

The questionnaire also revealed the fact that there is a larger num-
be ofloreign born in Memphis than is generally believed. A cham-
ber of commerce report of 1919 estimates the number of foreign born
as 1 per cent of the population, whereas the questionnaire shows that,
of 11,781 parents of public-school children, 1.429, or 12 per cent, were
foreign born.. There were 22 nationalities distributed as follows:

Tins 2.Birthplace of white foreign-born parents of putdic-school children,.
allemihis, Tenn.

Number of
Country. t parents.

Russia 577

145Italy
Germany 140

Austria-Hungary 135

England ----- ___ _____ 88
Poland ''',

. Or 81

Belgium_ 03
Ireland 35

Scotland ., 32

Canada.-- -L 32
France- 20-

It wine seen from this, table thaethe largest. number are Russian
(577). IPhhould be noted, however, that those who signed made no
distinction i5etwoe.n Russian and Russian 'Jews. The next largest
group is Italian (146), followed by the Germano (140), and Austro-

; Hungarians (185). The number from Grelt Britain and Canada,
when combined, was 187. ', , . .

In other words, counting thetoreign-born parents and the parents
born outside tlioSouthern States, it is found that together they make
up nyer one-fourth (8,179) if the.; total, number of parents of the

Number of
country. parents.

Sweden
Roumania 11743

Switzerland
Greece , 12

Denmark 11

Norway 7,
Holland_ 4

Turkey
...

.,-.

Bermuda___________. 1

Galicia 1.

Moravia 1

"..

...

dren.
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The' replies received from the 3,861 Negro fathers and Mothers
show, on the other hand, that the large majority (3,183) were born
in the Tri-States, iklthough only 171 of these were born in Memphis.'
(See Table 3.) Only 81 were born outside the Southern States.

rr%arx 3. Birthplace of Negro fathers and =others of publiaschoot rhildrrp.
meawhis, Teas.

Number of States represented

Number of parents burn In Memphis
171

Number of parents bortrin the 'rri-States, exclusive of Memphis:
State. Number of parents.Arkansas__ 145

Mississippi 1.5!2Tennessee
1, Xt5

3,012Number of parents born in the.Southern Statesexclusive of the
Tri-States:

Alabama _
264District of Columbia

6Florida _
4Georgia

79
Kentycky

25Louisiana -
North Carolina
South Cato line 20Texas

-4- 11
Virginia

20

Number of parents burn in Western and Northern State:::
Arizona a....

ACalifornia
2

. IConnecticut _
1

Illinois_
17

Indiana
..._ 2Iowa

1
Kansa.4_

2
Massachusetts

1-----Michigan 2
MiSsouri

18
Montana 3NewYork _____...... ...._-:....... --___ 6Ohlo_____.....-_.-------------.-_ 11
OklabOma

4
Pennsylvania _ _,....

Total number of Negro parents_

2

557

81

3.801

The significance of these faNs about population. both with regard
to the edacationaland the civic problems of the city, will be takenup bar,
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MEMPHIS AS THE DISTRIBUTING MARKET FOR THE CENTRAL
SOUTH.

Memphis is essentially a great distributing center, rathe'r than an
industrial city. It. started as a:market for the products grown in
the surrounding country; and has developed along this line until
now it is a great clearing house for the central South. The report
of the chamber of commerce for 1,919 refers to Memphis as the largest
inland cotton and hardwood lumber vikarket in the world. But from
the point of view of the growth of the city, the significant fact is
how Memphis, starting as the market for these two products, has
applied far-sighted scientific methods to the further development of
the surrounding country so that the city might become the market
for an even greater variety of goods.

The.two best examples of this deliberate planning to knit together
, the interests of the country and city for the future as well as for

present commercial development are found in the work of the Farm
Bureau and of the Alluvial Land Association. It was recognized by
the business men of the city that if the land was not to be worn out
and the future production of cotton injured it would be necessary to
impress upon farMers the importance of scientific farming and of the
Value of the diversification of aims. But in attempting this the city
met with the usual inertia of habit and custom. Therefore, the Farm
Bureau was established by the chambe'r of commerce. It operates in
the Tri-States, working in cooperation with the Department of Agri-
culture and sending out agents to demonstrate new methods and the
use of new machinery. It has developed, in addition to the two mar-
kets already establishedcotton and lumbermarkets for live stook,
corn, molasses, poultry. and butter, peanuts, and waterinelons. A
report of the bureau states that, as an example of how these markets
are growing, in the year 1914 only 10,000 hogs -wire shipped from
Mississip i to St: Louis, while 65,000 head were shipped in the month
of Mai .J 18, alone.

Recognizing; also, efficient production can not continue unless
the general standard of living is raised and better food for the family,
and a greater variety 's it produced on each. farm, thebnreau is now
putting forth a great deal of effort to persuade the farmers to make

-each farm self-sustaining. To that end, as the Farm Bureau bulletin
states, their slogan is " a garden and 25 hens and 2 cows for every
flirnily" Everyone who knows the southern farms, with the great
acres of cotton growing 'up to the 'very door of the house, will ap-
predate what such a campaign means for the social as well as for the
commercial development of .the.country

In the.sarde way the Alluvial Land Association is anticipating the
Ili:exhaustion of the lumber spplju and the use. of the land tot'
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other purposes. The lumbermen decided that the cut -over lands in
the alluvial regions would be more profitable for growing cotton than
for-reforesting. Therefore they established the Alluvial Land Asso-,
elation, to analyze the land and to develop farming and the produc-
ing of cotton. Alter the first timber is cut down, expertS analyze

e. what is left on the land, in order to determine what can still be cut
for lumber, what can be used for manifacturing, and what can be
converted into chemical by-products. t

.. .

There is no question, of course, but that both these associations -'
were formed for lively commercial purpbses; I. e., to develop
Memphis so that people would buy and sell there. But this does not -
affect the point that the very existence of these associations showe:_,
a recognition of the fact that such development can only he brought

._ about through the interrelation of efforts and_a spirit of; cooperation
and mutual understanding. In other words, the same spirit -which
led to solving the problem of how to. make Memphis a fit place to live
in is now evident in these attempts to lay the foundation for the

'ai Iftured commercial developtiont of the City through a scientific
tdy of trade conditions and a deliberate planning for the future.st

THE INDUSTRIES OF,MEMPHIS.

Is the city applying the same scientific foresight to the problem
of tier industrial development as she is to that of her agricultural
and commercial development ?

Although Memphis is essentially a distributing market rather than
a manufacturing center, yet the indications are that it is tending to
become more and more of an industrial city.

It was not difficult to get an idea of the general industrial develop-
ment of the city, for the chamber of commence had already started
to list the industrial establishments. According to their report,
published in 1919, there were 355 manufacturing establishments in

\`' the city. The list would indicate that thereiis no one predominant
industry, but that many different industries have sprung up as a
result, apparently, of two things, (1) the attempt to develop as many
by-products as possible from the two main industriescotton and
lumber,, and (2) the tendency of the farmers of the surrounding
country to buy their farm and household supplies in Memphis rather
than in the North, as formerlyanother result of the work of the
Farm Bureau.

A careful and comprehensive study of trade opportunities in
Memphis hts,d also been made by the chamber of Commerce,- and de-:
tailed information was availablein regard to "raw materials," trans-
"portation " freight costs, "." hara*ood outputs," " freight
-rates on logs" "the; annual output. of veneers,/- ".fuel supply,"

146,497 .21J7,7-,--2 4+
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But when the attempt was made to secure specific information in
regard to the number otworkers in each industry, the kind of work
demanded, and the conditions of work, it was found that there was no
detailed or comprehensive information on these subjects. The census
for 1910 was of little value, because conditions have changed so
radically in the past 10 years. It is true that the chamber of com-
merce had made the following estimate of the number of workers:

Male labor, about 35,000 unskilled and 1.5.000., skiliedlaborers in Memphis,
7of whom it is estimated 20,000 unskilled and 7,500 skilled are in indastrie.

Female labor, 7,500 unskilled and 2,500 skilled. Estimated that 3,000 unskilled
and 1,000 skilled are in industries.

These figures,-however, are only an 'estimate, and are too general
to be of much value in estimating the growth of the different indus-
tries from the standpoint of the minlber of workers employed or in
getting an understanding of the types of work demanded. The classi-
fication of work as "skilled" or "unskilled" is of little value in de-
termining the actual kind of work performed, for the terms'" skilled "
and " unskilled " mean little now in' industry, since what they mean
to-day they may no longer mean to-morrow.

In order to get more specific information, therefore, it was"decided
to make a study of the occupations of the parents of public-school
children. It was recognized that such information would not cover
all the workers in the city, but that it would give a fair sampling of
the kinds of Fork done by the majority of workers: Replies to the
questionnaire were received from 7,492 white fathers. The following
table groups their occupations according to the general census classi-
fications:

Tsai: 4. Classification of occupations owhite fathers of public!schoot children,
Memphis, Tenn 1919.

Occupations. Number of workers. Occupations. Number of workers.
Agriculture 331 kttentling school_________ 1
Extraction of minerals__ 8 Fathers dead ______ 440
Manufacturing and me- Fathers invalid 10

chanical 1,934 No occupation 12
nation 8315 Not given_ 282

Teal 1,534 Retired __ _ ---- 17
Professional service 425 Specific occupation not
Public service 293. given'
Domestic service 1,579.
Clerical occupations 470

6, 913 Total.--
These figures indicate' that, as has already been suggested, the

number of workers in manufacturing is already rivaling the number I
I IlkinOsetHAva was Sued. ma.....sal to be ww.. a II, "Deus 4.

gimes giving the Infers:Woe soy have been either a clerk or the weber. Alt !Wks
aortal abig each pearisIllittorsiattoa wars therefore wanted tees the above nat.
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of workers in the trade-group. In fact,if we compare the number
in trade alone (1,534) with those in manufacturing,.kis found that
there is a larger number in manufacturing and mechanical pursuits
(1,934), while even if those in trade (1,534) and transportation
(835) aril combined, making a total of 2.369, still the number in

'manufacturing is 81 per cent of those engaged in trade and trzinS-..
poriation. The importance of agriculture in the development of
the city is shown by the fact that their are nearly as many in agri-
culture (331) as in professional pursuits (425).

The classification of workers under the above general headings
shows where the greatest number of Yorkers is concentrated, but it
tells little about the variety and range-of work. The following table
(Tablt3 5) lists the specific occupations as they were given by each
worker, and later tabulated according to the census classification.
It shows that there were 5.913 workers engaged in 366 different men-

- pations. There were 10 different occupations in agriculture and 2 in
"extraction of mineralS." There were 145 different kinds of occupy-
Lions listed under manufacturing, in which 1,934 workers were en.-
gaged. Oily 251 of these were in the group of owneth, proprietors,
and managers, leaving 1.683 workers in 137 different industrial occu-
pati ons.

. riest.s 5.Oernpntionti of (others of white children in the Memphis publio
echoolk 1913-19.

Occupations. Workers.
Agrictt I t ere, forestry. animal

husbandry
Dairyman 10
Fernier 105
Vishbrinan
Forest engineer _ 1

A Gardener 10
Log scaler 1
Logging superIntend-:

ent
Lutoberthan
Lumber inspector .18

______ 48
Extraction of minerels___L,

Coal -mine superintend
1

Miner _ 2
Manufacturing and mechantcal_

Mnnufacturing man-
ager 90

. e'
Manufacturer_......4...........
President of manufac-

turing .compeuy 414

331

1,934

Ocenntatons.1 workers.
Manufacturing and Mechan-

icalContinued.
Proprietor of menu c

turing company__ _- 10
Representative of ma u

lecturing .company
Secretary of manuf

tering company 18
Superintendent of mae-

ufacturing company', 70
Vice president of manu-

facturing company .._ 11
Axle turner__. 1
Auto upholsterer 1,

..Baker 24
Bandsaw tiler
Barrel-stave cutter_ 1
'Belt* t
Bleyele repairer 2

. Blacksmith 31'°`
Roller 'inspector ,
Boiler maker
Bolt cutter-------s 2
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TABLE 5.Occupations of !others of white children in the Memphis public
schoola, 1918-19Continued.

pecupatIons,
Dinkufacturing and median -

teal Continued.
,Bookbinder 3
BOttle maker 1

Box nailer 1

Brewer 1

Bricklayer 27
Broom maker 4

Building-material esti-.
Motor 1

Cabinetmaker
Candy maker 6/
Carpenter 251

Carver 1

Calker 1

Cement finisher 1

'Cement worker 1

Chair maker .1

Chipper 'and corker 1

Cigar' tnnker 7
Concrete worker 1

Contractor 1;8 .
Cooper _ 2

Coppersmith 1

Decorator 11

Designer 2
Distiller 1

Door and sash Riker 1

Electrical engineer__ 9
Electrical worker____ 45
Engraver 2
'Farm machine expert 1

Finisher 2
Florist
Foreman
Foundry man 1
Fruit packer 1 ,

Garment cutter 3
110 fitter 1

Gas maker_
Gin wright 2
Glass worker 2
Glazier 2
Grinder 2
Gunsmith 8
Hand-made' fvrniture

Maker 1

IEtardw.00d-

.4ititirOod.flgor'layer

Workers. . Occupations. Workers. -
Manufacturing stud median-

1c:11Continued.
Harness maker_____ .6
Hat ter 1

Heading insuetor 1

Heading jointer__ 2
Horseshoer 2

Hot-air heating engi-
11(2('

House mover 2
.Inspector 2
Interior marble set-

t _/
Ironworker 4

Jeweler 11

Jobber _ 1

Laborer ___ -- 23'
Leather Nvorker..____,
Linotype of terator__It
Machine operator___

16
16
12

Machinist 99
Maker of 1 -
Marble cu t ter 2
Marker at box fac-

tory 1

Mattress maker__ 1

Mechanical engineer_ 6
19

Mechanic 92
Ahliwright 5:1

Molder man 3
Oil refiner 2
011 mill operator__ 2
Packer 4
Pahlter 88
Paper cutter 1

Japer hanger.. 7
Pattern maker 9 .

Piano tuner 3
Pipe fitter 9
Plasterer 6
Plumber 34
Printer 50
Puncher 1
Repair man 1'
Rigger 1
Riveter 1

. Roofer .6
. Safe expert 1
Saw repairer,.H.... .1
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TABLE 5.Jc-et:pa/ions of fathers of white childrenta the Memphis pul.oie
schools, 1918 -19 Continued.

Occupations. Workers.
Matinfacturing and median-

Ica ICont nued:
Sawyer 17
Shade maker 1

Slit metal worker_ .14

Ship builder_ 2
Shipwright 1

Shipper 1

Slatemaker and re-
pairer__ 36

Kivu writer__ 1
Slater 1 ,

Spoke Inspector 1

Spoke turner..3____r 10
Stair builder 2
Stationary engineer_ 23
Steam engineer 2
Steam titter 5

Steam heat inspector 1
Steel worker 3
Stereotyper
Still man at chemical]

plant.
Stock keeper (auto-

mobile) 1

Stonecutter 4
Stonemason 2
Tailor 115
Tile setter 3
Timber cutter 1

Timer 12,

Tractor demonstrk
tor 1

Turner Handle Co.._ 1

Valve man 2

Veneerer 1 ,
.Watclunaker
Well borer
Wheel maker_ 1

Window trimmer '1
Wood machinist 2
Wood maker 7

TratisportatIon ________ 835
Baggage ehecker., 5
Block operator___.
Brakeman
Bridge building, R.

R
Bridge dispatcher

1
2

Occupations. Workers.
Transport 'IlionContinued.

Bridge foreman 3
Bridge iuspecto 1

Captain .ou 2
Car builder 1

Car carpenter 23
Car inspector______ 30
Car knocker 3

Car repairer 24
Carman 7

Chauffeur 4

Claim agent. R. R .33

Complaint agent, R
1

Conductor, It. R 116

Conductor, s t r e e t
railway ____ _ 21

Depot agent r. - 1

Development, depart-
ment of nwricul-
lure, Frisco It. 11. 1

Drellgeman 5
Engine inspectOr____ 1

Express company
agent _._

Express instructor_ 1

Expressman 7

Federal treasurer, R.
11 2

Fireman ao 17

Flagman - -18
.

Foreman of rallresti
shop 00

Foreman of tele-
phone company 2

Freight agent__
Freight traffic repre-

!Tata t 2

Gateman, R. It 1

Housing: superinten-
,dent, shipyard 1

Inspector, It, B 20Aka 1

tivwengineer_ 138

Marine enlineer 0

Master, of dredge____ 1

Master of lighthouse
tender 1

0 .Messenger
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TABLE S.Occupations of fathers of white children is the Meniphe public
school*, 1818-19Contlnued.

Occupations-. Workers. Occupations. Workers.
Tr:insiortationConthined. Trade 1. 534

Alotorman, str ee t /UPI:stet' 2
railway 50 Agent 641

Pilot 7 Banker 13
Porter 3 Broker 42
itallruad employee__ 58 Butcher 24
Itallroad officers
Itallway storekeeper-

3
1

Buyer
Carrier

44
11

Ar

Surely applicant, It. Cleaner 1

1 Cotton factor 13
Sailor 4 Cot ton marker 3

041Pigual instIctor _ 2 Coll on weigher
Signal- maintaliter___ Coupon lister -1

speci4kstittion agent 10 - Credit Mall 14
Stablel)oss 1 Denier 73.
Station master -1 Driver 2U

Steamboat engineer_ 2 loorwa;ker
Steamboat man_____ 2. Grocer 72
Steamboat owner__ 1 Huckster 33
Superintendent mo- Junk dealer

tive power, It. R__ 1 Manager of store____, (1:r
'Superintendent o f Ma rket man 2

transportation, B. Meat cutter 20
11 Nerd)* 427

Supervisor, It. R____ Office manager 5
Sikiteliman 45 Pawnbroker e1
Telegritpl ter 27 Pharmacist 43
Telephone company,

assistunt manage_ 1

Presiden` of company
Salesman

4
493.

Telephone engineer__ 1 Stock keeper* 2
Telephone Installer__ 1 Superintendent of In-
Telephone lineman_ 1 surance company "" 8
Telephone operator 1 Superintilident of
Ticket agent 7 stores, etc. 4
Timekeeper 2 Undertaker 5
Tool man ., 1 Professional service 425
Tower:rum 2 Architect 9
Trackman 1 Artist 6
Train caller 1 Chemist
Train dispatcher 12 QhiroptIclist 1

Trainman 4 Dentist 10
Train master- ____._., 1 Doctor and surgeon- 84 -71

Trunker at station-- Draftathan 2
Vainatien engineer,

R. 11.---41.. 1.
Editqr
Engineer _

Wire .c111431------:. 8 Lawyer
Wrecker, II. R.* Leckirer _____
Yard maStnr... . 14, Librarian
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111.E 5.----ceapations of fathers of white Children in the Memphis public
sehools,-1918-19Continued, "*,

Occupations. Workers.
Public serviceCoutlaued.

Income tax specialist
Inspector for U. S.

Government
Insurance and city'

finance cowmi s-
stetter

Jailer
Judge
Jury commissh oiler_ _
Lecturer for U. S.

Government 1
1 Officer

Park commissioner_
9 Police guard of con-
3 vict camp 4

19 Policeman 70
Post-office employees_ 47

Road commissioner 1

Sanitary officer , 2
Secyetary of the board

of education
Senior examiner of

U. S. Employment,
293 Bureau

Sheriff
Soldier
Street cleaning dept.

emplwe 7
"Superintendent of

county Ail 1
. Superintendent of

0,ecupattoos. Workers.
l'rofessionaLservicpContinud.

Manager of theater__ 1

Masseur 1

Minister 48

Musician,. 13

NeWspaper circulator 2

Newspaper man 3
Newspaper manager_ 2

Optometrist la

Photographer 6
Playwright
President of baseball

association
Salvation Army officer
See'retury of club
Stage employee
Teacher
Teacher. private, He-

brew 1

Teller 1

Tyler of M-a sonic
Temple

Umpire
Usher

Public servlee
City assessor. _.
City building inspec-

tor 2

Litty 1

City commis:stoner 2

City engineer I

City fireman _ 42

City gas Inspector 1

City marshal 1

Court reporter 2
Court stenographer 2
Custodian, 8
Deputy city treasurer 2
Deputy sheriff 9
Deputy county__der k_ 1

Detective 12
Federuki grain super-

visor 41

Fire and spolice corn-
Missioner

Government fleet em-
ployee

Henri of the State of
Tennessee for labor

1

2

1

1

4
1

3 .c

1

4
13 IP'

cemetery
U. S. custp officer__
U. S. mar Inspector
Watchman

Doinestic science
Hit rher
Butlei% a

, -
Hotel steward
Hotel supertn'tendent
Hottseiteeper
Janitor

esLaundryman
Owner of laundry , 1

PrOprletor of pool
room

Proprietor of restau-
rant

1
3

26

53
1
4
5
8

1'
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TABLE 5.Occupdtions of fathers of white children. in the .16utphis public
'schools, 1918-19Continued.

Occupations. Workers. Occupst ions. Worker.
Clerical occupations 470 Attending school . 1

Accountant 34 Father dead_ 440
Advertising manager 2 Father Invalid 10
AtdItor 22 Retired 17

Bookkeeper .03 ° No occapation_. - 12-,
Cashier - 31 Not giveit 28
Clerk 237 Specific occupaa not given__ 817
Collector' 26
Pitymuster, transfer

co .
proof reader

Grand total 7,4:12

C.

These facts are of particular importance in two respects. In the .*

first place, they throe; light upon the pnnblem_ of. industrial educa-
tion. There is.sometimes a tendency in rapidly growing industrial.
cities to endeavor- to develop a system of. ratlier narrow industrial.
training in.order to fit workers for specific types of work. A glance
at the table. of occupatioi shows how futile and short sighted such,
AM attempycould have beent Memphis,. eVeil if it were desirable
from an educational standpoint, for no community could undertake
the task, either financially. or administratively; of training for. 137
specific types of work. Moreover, by the time such training nould be
completed, the specific type oiltwork a machine would doubtless have
disappeared. From an educational standpoint, also, such a scheme
of industrial training would be in accordance with the Germati
method of specialized industrial education rather than the American,
It ,iii evident that Memphis business men are not likelx to make the
mistake of dpfnanding That type of training, for they evidently want
"brains," .not "hands," developed ,for . ,the industries of ,Memphis.
For example, when they were asked what kind of training they
thought should be given, to the children, some replied " educate them:

no that.they can develop More by-products from our industries," or.
'lagain, "train them in the principles of mechanics," or agai. , " teach
them how to handle tools." /fir -other 'words, these 4n re ognized
the importance of science and of general Mechanical ability and
'adaptability as compared -with the narrow training .which leaves ii
worker useless to himielf 'and to industry Wren his particular ma-
chine type of work is discarded.

-. In the second place; to anyone familiar with 'industrial conditions,
a glance atthe tale of occupations shovis that Memphis has definitely
passed out of the category of the small tdivn with a few shops where ,
'there is close ennnantinn hAftraan amnlnvar, .a n cl .IVAT41.01, and wlnana
one man does Many different liinds of work.., liuclr terms as "box
nailer," " barrel stave. cutters," " bolt :cud floor

.1,
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grader," "hardwood floor laye," and "spoke turner ,7 shoW the stub-
divisions and specialization of work that is characteristic of large,
'modern manufacturing establishments. And .'such development
brings with it all the problems of modern indu4strial enterprise probe

-Items that inv(ilve not merely a consideration of transportation facili-
ties. raw material,'cost. and output, but also thVelation of workers
and employers. The 'world has moved rapidly in the past few years,

land it is now a truism that in industrial organization OA whole world
is entering won a new phase. There is a widespread recognition of
the fact that the.successful devi.lopMent of industry dep nds-
the spirit a mutual understanding and a sharing of respons e ef,
fort- on the part of all engaged in industry.

In her. agricultural (level-opulent, Memphis has evidently recog-
nized the importanftof this mutual understanding anthcooperation
of all those eEgaged in agricultural production and distribution.
Iyhat is she doing to develop this spirit in her industrial life? In
the short time available for the survey it was4ripossible to make a
thorough stilly of the subject, but the indication§ were that she--was
nqt applying the unie foresight and thoirghtful consideration to the
subject of such cooperation in her industrial life. lt,was not so much
that she was out of sympathy With the developments in this direction
as that she had not realized their importance. .

THE SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS OF MEMPHIS.

Memphis, throughout her -history, has ShOwn a spirit of daring
enterprise and at the same time a tendency. for deliberate,,seientifie
planning 4r-the future. She has taken stock of,her weakness and of ;
her strength and then set shout improving her condition. Up to the
present time, .however, this spirlfhas been largely. exhibited in con-
nection with the material-development of the town. Ultimately, how
ever, the prosperity,of the city depends upon the masi.of the people
of the city, upon their unity and midget understandingolpOn their
intelligence,. upon' their 'good health, vitality', and -industry. The
development of .these quidities in tt ,community demands far more,
attention and scientific planning than is'ueeded for its commercial._
deyelopment. It demands, in the first place,a ricoarition of the fact
that there are social problems .to be anticipated and solved. What
are these social problems which Memphis faces? And what evidence
Is there that she recognizestheni and 'is planning to meet them ade-
quately?

.

. It is;evident . that Memphis, as a 'rapidly growing traacenter, is
already confronted with the complicated Civic, indttstria4. and social.
problems with 'which large industrial cities have been wrestling for
yen rs: The population iIi heterogeneous, moileLattracted by the Com-
mercial prosperity of the town, bit4 it h few common bonds aside from
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lithe desire to make a living. It is a group with various inheritances,
different habits ofthought, and different customs of living, of work-

ing. and of enjoying life. This means that soon the city will be 'split
up into a collection of small communities as unrelated in sympathi
and interests as thOugh they w9re geographically huniclreds of

apart. ThiS is the case in cosmopolitan citieslikaNew York, Chicago.

Detrpit. etc. In then, cities it was only after these conditions had be

come fixed that settlements, civic clubs, and community plans cam
into existence in the attempt to unify the diverse elements in the con-
mituity and interpret them to each other....

Memphis has the opportunity to profirby the experience_ of the...e

cities and to anticipate and prevent this disintegration of the city
into separate tinits unrelated to each other by any common bowl.

But she will be obliged to act soon, for the separation of the differ-
ent, elements in the city is Already apparent. For' example. when

. the foreign-born parents were listed according to schools and coin...,
pared wit&the torsi enrollment in the schools, it was evident that the
largest ,proportion of foreign-born parents is found Smith ,

Schoql, the Leath, Cummings, and Merrill. In other wqrds the
foreign -element is situated, as is usually the case, in or fiear'tlia.
business section of the 'city. Cummings, however. in the southern
section, has a tot.al.of 108 foreign -born 'parents. and a school enroll-

. ment of 677. "t

A further indication that the city is already tending to fall apart
into different class groups is shown by the study of the occupations
of the white fatriers, Those of The same occupational pyoups tend
to congregateyin the same districts. For example, A. B. Hill. Lauder-
dale, Riveriae, and St. Paul have the largest number of lagers work-
ing intraniportation; Lauderdale alone has 66 locomotive engineers.

fillother hand, Snowdon. has only 4 workers in transportation,
Smith 21, 'and Bruce 15. But Bruce and Maury have the largest
number in trade, 148 and 115 respectively; while Smith (99), Leath
(105), Merrill (102), Pope (105)., Riverside (132), Guthrie (162),
and Cummings (121) have the largest number of workers engaged in
manufacturing. Bruce, Maury, and Snowdon have the largest number
jn profeasional and agricultural work.

.
It is *natural, of course, for people of the same pursuits'and interests

to live net; each other, but if a city is to have unity these groups
must be drawn together by some Common understanding and the
recognition of common interests. Mrphis does not yet fully realize
thia,or she is evidently not giving as much .attentiod to her human

prob either social or industrial side, as she is giving 6
tem of her co i i w aI deyeloptnent... There is a very con-

ition of the dence of pie ate. interests vtitit
ihrioundini (*natty, .9zganititioth! aothe
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Burean and the Alluvial Land Association are evidence of the, fact
that time and thought are being spent on that problem. There is

little evidence, however,/of the importance of developing..an
interdependence of interests among the different groups in the city.
The best ,groof of this is that there iiapparently-little accurate infor-
mation about social conditions in the city. The Farm Bureau makes

.1 scientific study of facts; it knpws what parts of the country; should
be developed; it sends out peZple to:give definite advice about- such
development.; it knows hoof many lags were shipped last year and
this year; it has that information by months; it knows the *people
who must be reached to develop the sale of " Home ButterMade in
the Tri-States." r.

But in regard to social conditions there is apparently no accurate.
information, even in regard to the total number of people in Mem%-
phis; no available record of the number in each school dist ; no.
available record of the' number of workers in each estahlishnie
each industry. The nearest approach to a 'social survey of the city
is an investigation which was made by the War Camp Community
Service in regard to the occupations, etc., of wage-earning women.
This is a valuable piece of work which should 1.** duplicated along
many lines.

In the Second place, not only isamttrate knowledge of conditions.
necessary if the social and industrial problems.confronting a city
are to be anticipated, but there must, also be as much.time and thought
spent on developing a spirit' of, mat ual understanding among. the
various groups in the city as is now spent on developing the spirit of
cooperation between city and country.. Such understanding grows
out of social intercourse, public discussion. an an 'opportunity to
share in recreation and in the thrashing out of common -pkohlems. It
would seem that little time or thought or opportunity is given to such
matters. There"are. to be sure, the usual social agencies and corn--
memial clubs and organizations, but the experience of other cities is
that these do not reach the mass of the people. ling when a 'city. has
fallen, apart into distinct conmiunitiei or groups, unity comes only
through. local district organizations which are really representative
of. the people, not directed from:the top dolvn. But the very fact
that there are few pladee for:such organizations lo meet indicatea
the failure of the city to function on that Side. There is no common
hall or meeting. place in the city for public discussion, alitrOnly two
evening recreation centers. There are two large parks at the extreme
edge of the city, but only nine playgrounds available for 1-ecreation
and meetings.

Probably two of themost effective Soia. 1 agencies in the city are
the Parent.Teachers' Asiociation and the Cossitt library. The first

rag 44
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does the local, detailed work among individuals in the districts which
is so necessary for any real district organization. The second chr-
ries on a well-developed plan-to reach all the people through its
branches and its traveling libraries, and to make them feel that the
library exists for them rather than that they exist for the library.
It is a real social force in the community, the value' of which can
hardly he overestimated.

19MEMPHIS °MRE THRESHOLD OF A NEW ERA.

Such is the social and industrial situation of Memphis.. It is a
growing commercial town, with alert intelligence and cooperative
effort directing the commercial life of the city. But Memphis is
standing upon the threshold of a new en. The generation of men
who rebuilt Memphis after the disaster of 1878-79-laid a sound foun-
dation for the future material welfare of the city. Their sons and
daughtirs are now carrying on the work of building up the indus-
tries and agricultural possibilities of the town. They-are doing it by
virtue of their inheritance and training, which developed initiative,
practical ability, and scientific knoWledge. But their childrenthe
present .generationare growing up in a modern industrial city with
little of the opportunity for healthy work and play which gave their
fathers their strength and ability. The survey of the city clearly
indicates tlkt, if the-city is to grow and prosper socially and commer-
cially, as much foresight and scientific planning must be spent upon
the education of the children as has been expended upon the material
development of the city.- Conditions have changed, and education
must be changed to meet these conditions. Are the schools of Mem-
phis recognizing this fact? Are they giving the children of the
present geneiationtke type of education necessary to meet the chadged
social and industrial conditions of the city and to insure in them the
development of the initiative, energy, practical ability, and scientific
knowledge which modern eduCation should give to children and which
is needed for the fullest development of the children and for dui
welfare and prosperity of Memphis? .

EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF MEMPHIS BASED UPON AN ANALYSIS
OF THE PRECEDING DATA.

The survey of the city clearly indicates that, if the best traditions
of the community are to be continued and its, present needs met in a
way to lay the foundation for its future.growth and prosperity, the
people of Memphis are justified in askingthat their children be given
the type of education which. will develop them along the following.*
lines:
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1. IlerelopmeAt of initiative and ability to think.It may fairly be
said that Memphis would not have grown and prospered as it has if
it had not heel for the spirit of initiative, independent thinking, and
practical ability in meeting new probletqs which characterized the
builderi of the city after the disaster of 1878-79. That spirit is
Memphis's most pree,jous heritage. Withalt it the future growth of
the city fan not be assured. Are the schools of Memphis tending to
develop among their pupils the spirit of initiative and the habit of
thinking for themselves? Does the teaching stimulate thinking or
train merely in the capacity for answering questions? This spirit Of
initiative and prtictical ability was developed in the past generation
because they faced the necessity of solving practical problems. Since
then thesity has grown, and with that growth much of educational
value *inch vas found on the farm and in the simple life of a smaller--
town has necessarily been taken away from the children. Ore the
schools of Memphis !supplying this lack by so organizing the, school
cork that the children have real problems to solve or only lessons to

be learned?'
Knowledge of agrirulture.It is a recognized fact that thi

study of agritulture and 1practical work in gardening has great edu-
cational value for children of any community. In the case of
Memphis its practical importance is self-evident. The business men
of Memphis contend that the prosperity and even the existence of
the city are dependent upon the production and general prosperity
of the surrounding country. This production and this proiperity are
dependent upon a knowledge of scientific farming and of farm con-
ditions oti the part of the city as well as on the part of the rural
commitnity. What is needed is an educated public' opinion.. At.
-pre;;ent the Farm Bureau is spending much time, effort, and money
to bring about such an educated point oL view among adults. It is
felt that the city should be able to count upon such knowledge in the'
rising generation.

Are the schools of Memphis educatingthe children_W.a practical
knowledge of the part that agriculture plays in the life of any corn -'
niunity, alul particularly in the life of .their own home city?, How
are they doing this? By textbookv methods or by. actual gardening
and scientific study of soil, plants, etc.? Is this. being done only. in
iherhigh school or vocational school do is the maxi of children in the.,
elementary school, who never get. to high iehOol, receiving -an.oppor-
tunit, for this work?

3. PraciicalknOwledge of icience.No subject has greater educe..
tional value than the' physical sciences, and none is more impbrtant
in meeting the conditions.of modern social and industrial life. To
aeprh'echildren,of prietical scientific knowledge is to doprive.th
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of one of the tools of freedom. In the casO-of Memphis the practical
importance of scientific training is self-evident. The statement
"teach them to make something out of our wood and out of our
by-products," was made by one of the lumber manufacturers of the
city. As he pointed out, the manuketuring of Memphis grows on'
of the development of the by- products of the main industries and
of supplying the needs of the surrounding country. Memphis needs
for its continued development a rising gPrieration with the pracfic:!
scientific knowledge necessary to develop the industrial life of the
community on scientific lines.

Are the schools of Memphis giving- training in chemistry and
physics? Are they doing this by laboratory methods? Are they
giving the opportunity for such courses only to children in high
school or vocational schobLor is opportunity given to the children
in the elementary schools, who will make up the large majority of the
future citizens and workers of the city of Memphis?

4. Practical knowledge of ?necha tiles awl ability to 'haiulle tools
and morhine8.For years inanual work in the public schools has been
considered a necessary part of any thorough education for children,
whether they are going into industry or the professions. The danger
in communities where there is one single large manufacturing in-
dustry has sometimes been that manual work might be interpreted
in too narrow and specialized a sense. In Memphis there is little
danger of that because of the great diversity of industri'es. Because
Of thii diversity and because of the constant change in types of
.machine and handwork it is obvious that what is needed is a
thorough groundwork in the principles of mechanics, in the ability
to handle tools and machines. and in the power to adapt from one
type of work to another.

Are the schools of Memphis giving to the children training -in
.practical manual work and knowledge of mechanics? Are they
giving this knowledgt.only to children in.the vocational school, or
are they giving the foundation of it to the large majority of chil-
dren in the elementary schools who will make up the mass_of citi-
zens and workers in the future? Arethe schools .proyiding for
More intensiveAnd thorough training for older children and for
.adult men and -Women'?

6. Knottledgeteljhe principles of commercial exchange, market-
, ing, shipping, etc.How.the products of a community are produced,
. -Marketed, and shipped has always been one of the chief subjects of

Say in geography in the elementary school. Memphis lends itself
:particularly -to a-rich treatment. of that subject. -It -is a veritable
..mine of ibformatioWand illustration for the teacher of geography

hietory aott:bommerchtl work. As the city is* greatdistribut,
e
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ing center, it should be able to count on a rising generation with
(1) a thorough general knowledge of the commercial life of the
city and (2) training ,for those older pupils who desire it in such
subjects as Officemanagement, business methods, stenography, type-

riting. and accounting.
Are the schools of Memphis, by a practical study of the industries

and commerce of Memphis, in connection with their geography and
history and arithmetic and English, developing a knowledge in the
children of how the work of the world is carried on? .Do they give
training in office management, stenography, typewriting, bookkeep-
ing. etc.1

G. PhyVcal iegith,..American cities which reached their full de-
velopment 20 or 30 years ago are now finding that in the buildi
up of the, city they omitted 'to take account of the necessity for
healthfulikty and recreation for the children. They did not leave
sufficient vacant spaces for playgrounds, recreation centers, etc., so
that the next generation might not suffer for lack of the opportunity
for physical development. The tendency in the average city has
heen to consider that one or two large parks provide this oppor-
tunity,,thus ignering the fact that under the stress and strain of
modern city life the people must find their recreation and pppor-
tunity for physical development in their own immediate neigh-
borhoods.

Is each school in Memphis providing opportunity for play for the
children in its neighborhood every day? How often do the children
get this opportunity for play and for how long at a time? Are super-
vision and playground apparatus provided?

7. Social and civic development.It is evident that Memphis is
weak in her development of the broader social life of the community.
If serious social and industrial problems are to be avoided in the
future, a means must be discovered for interpreting the different
group6in the city to each other so that there may be understanding
and a sense of common interelbk Such a result will not come, how-
ever, unless there is some ctitri.mat meeting ground in each district
where the people in that particular community may tome to know
each other, and where they may freely discuss their problems. And
the place should be one which they feel is their own. The public
school meets there requirements more nearly than any other organiza-
tion. The school should be a real social force in the community not
only for the education of the children in civic ideals but for the adults,.
as well. Its doors should be open for recreation and for debate, for
study and for playan institution that functions in the life of every.
one in the district.
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Are the schools of Memphis measuring up to these requirements?
Are thercleveloping a real civic spirit in'botli children and adults,
giving them a knowledge of the best traditions of the city and of its
present needs? Are they serving as a clearing house for the activi-
ties of both children and adults?

The, survey report will answer these questions and show to what.
extent the stools are meeting the needs of the children and of the
city, and in what way the system can be improved so as to meet these
needs more adequately.



CHAPTER II. SCHOOL ORGANIZATION, SUP:7,RVI-
SION, AND FINANCE.

CCIVNTS.-1. Politics, the board of education, and the superintendent : Pulllica and
the 46clibols; nature of political activity; plan for nominating board of Iducation; board
and the superintendent ; principles governing corporations; charter provisions; powers of
board. 2. Qualifications of teachers, improvement, supervision, dismissal: Training;
causes of low standards; " aid teacher" system; eliminating the poor teacher need of '
supervision; improving school corps. 3. Salaries of schoo4 employees: Present schedule;
salaries compared; conditions essential to good teaching; savings of teachers; proposed
salary schedule; superintendent's salary ; salary of principals; Janitor' salaries; a
"school" for janitors. 4. Pupil promotions and failures: The present plan ; failures in
the grades; failures In the high schools; causes for nonpromotion? the formal examina-
tion condemned; plan recommended, ti. Ability to finance proposed program : Distribu-
tion of city expenditures: per capita expenditure on schools fax rate ; value of taxable
Property; attitude of turnayers In Nletnphis. (3. Summary of conclusions and wont-
mendst ions.

Believing that the people: who know most about'the conditionS
which prevail in the schools of*Memphis hare the principals and
teachers who are working in the system, the survey staff,ls soon as
it arrived in Menlphis, prepared a list of questins which was sent
to every, teacher and school officer in the department. This ques-
tionnaire was drawn up so as to elicit facts and opinions regarding
matters of significance touching thepreparation of teachers for their
work; their experience; the conditions under which they are Work-
ing; their salaries and their methods of procedure in conducting
important phases.of school work. Furthermore, each was asked to
make whatever suggestions he cared to which he believed would 1p
to better the conditions and the work.

The purpose of this ,questionnaire and the spirit', in which it was
issued are expressed in the letter which accompanied the blanks.
This letter is .quoted:

To the Teachers, Principals and Supervisors:
Please give the Information herein called for with complete frankness.

.The survey does not enter the province of the individual teacher, as Such, In
any way.. But it is necessary tO get facts from individual teachers and to
observe their work as individuals in order that valid conclusions of a general
character may be drawn regitrding the teaching work and the needs of the
schools. You may, therefore, be entirely at ease respecting the survey and the'
visits of the members of tibe surrey committee. The committee will be etipe-
ciallY pleased to hake each .of you, including the principals and ..the

'visors, give a well- considered, frank, reply to item IVO,*P. :Your answers Will
129840-20 :74 '1311
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be held in complete confidence. As soon as you have filled out the blank, kindly
place it in the accompanying envelopq and pall., The envelope requires no
postage. .

Sincerely, yours,
THE SURVEY COMMIWEE.

Item No. 19, referred to in the above communication, as printed
in the questionnaire, and which called for reconunendations, is a-

'follows:
Without discussing the matter with others, as you see the public-school prob-

lems of Memphis, what would you recommend for the improvement of the
schools or of school conditions?' Please enumerate brietiyyour most important
recommendations.

NATURE OF THE REPLIES RECEIVED.

This request was responded to with frankness and intelligence, and
4or the most part with a commendable avoidance of the mention of
the petty and annoying details which grow out of the personal fric-
tion which unavoidably arises in every situation. where aimmber of
persons are obliged to work together. The survey staff finds in these
responses abundant reason for congratulating the teaching corps on
the broad andcomprehensive. attitude which the members have
taken in replying to this partieularluestion:

While the entire range-of school practice is covered in one way or
another by the recommendations offered; many of the most important
fall within the field of the organization, administration, and super-
vision of the System. 'Although it is impossible to discuss- in detail
every one of the suggestions offered, nevertheless the survey staff
deems it of sufficient importance to eutunerate a number of the more
important recommendations and statements dealing with the ad-
ministration of the system and to comment upon these.

1. POLITICS, THE BOARD OF EDUCATION, AND THE1SUPERIN.
TENDENT.

fruUtilaIIONti nays HY TsAcuses.

"Eliminate, if possible, politics from the school administration,"
"The Memphis public schools should be divorced from pcilltical influences."
"No politics or religious factions in the schools.'"
"A strong public school board who are school men, not politicians."
"I' would recommend that the schools be taken out of politics; that the

superintendent, principals, etc., who are abreast of the times in education beelected and be allowed to retualu.in office until they are able to make theirhapless on the system."
" Tenure of office not to be dependent upon politics, but upon ability andefficiency."

"A board elected so that their tertn.does not expire at the same time."
"Superintendent and principals elected for their *fficteney and not for polit-

ical reasons. We have had a great many changes in the last few years."
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" That the only qualification for appointment to a poSitIon, whether it be that
of superintendent, principal, or teacher, be fitness for the work."

" Fe of ' personal pull a'and more attention .to effIciencr in the selection of
lemIters in the future than in the past."

".The elimination of city politics from control of the school system.'
" Remove, if possible, all influence, directly or iudlrectly,.of politics and poli-

ticians from the schools and ping' all teachers and principals on a civil-
service' basis as to tenure of office. Protect them against injustice and ask

1.`r SerriCP of them."

Divorce the system f6l1t poliths and make the city superintendent the petit'
gogical head of the system."

" Get politics out of the school (front the janitor
f
to the superintendent)."

We have had to many changes of superintendents in the last 10 year
Each had his hobby,' and we followelLhitplan as long as he remained in office.
The next year thaxe,would be sotnethiWg.W,v."

POIXrics AND Till! SCHOOLS.

Without any doubt, to an unusual and disquieting degree the
schools of Meirillifiis have been organized and administered on a per-
sona nl nod political basis rather than upon the impersonal .011e. wh?crt
seekg the answer to but one question, " What' is best for the children
of the city ?'' Unfortunately for the school population of Memphis
this simple criterion for judging.of the worth of any policy or prac-
del has not abvays been kept in- clear view. Other factors-have en-
tered into the discussions and have changed the conclusions reached..

For example, many teachers have found places in the classroomsof_
Aleniphis not because they measured up to, publicly announced stand"
ards of training. education, and character, but because their names
Neere quietly suggested fr;ome member of the board or to the super-
intedent by a personal friend. jiy a city official. or by some person of
acts 611 or prospective political influence. In instances, so thi: sniff was
informed, this influence has been powerful enough to secure exemp-
tion -from the muninations which all candidates for -teaching posi-
tions 'are presumed to take.- Again, teacher§ have been retained in
the deprtmcnt nat because they have demonstrated their success in
the clatSroo. m-- indeed, in instances principals and supervisors Wave-.
reported unfavorably upon their workbut because they have been
so thoroughly intrenehed behinil powerful influences that the super-
intendent and the board have not dared to attempt dismissal. The
principals of\the syStemare required each term to fill -out a blank
which calls for a confidential estimate of each teacher in their- corps
and.tefile it with the superintendent. But principals have infokmed
the staff that thei,do not dare to be frank in their rating fot: fear the

.

report will prove `to be a -boomerang. The office, tog of .sitperin-
-tencleta of schools his, in instances, been filled because of the persontd-
and political influence of candidates rather thin beeause they were
able to measure up to the high stondardseWhich boards should demand
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of those filling this high office. Similarly, superintendents have been
dropped not becauSe they have not done creditable work, but because
they have incurred the hostility of individuals of powerfpl influence
either in or out of the board, who decided the question'of retention
or rejection not on the basis of impersonal principle but for indirect
and devious and ulterior reasons.

THE :NATURE OF THE POLITICAl. CM ITV OF MEMPHIS.

The political activity of Memphis_ is not a contest between two
great parties, but is a struggle for supremacy among various political
fiations, each held together by the personality of some strong indi-
vidual who is recognized as' a leader of his group. Memphis, there-
fore, in respect to its government is' for the most part kept in a
seething and unstable condition. The political faction which gains
the ascendancy in municipal affairs is able to do so usually because
of the fact that it has succeeded in creating a machine tempoeirrily
Strong enough to place it in power. This machine is general* pow-

# and enough likewise, to control the election of the board of educa-
tion; consequently it has come .about that the personnel of such
boards liasTactually been selected, not by the people in their effort to
secure representatives who will express the educational convictions
of their constituents, but by the leader of the particular faction
which chances for the moment to be in control of municipal matters.
. To' illustrate, the board of education which immediately preceded

the present board was a board of five men nominally elected by the
people, but actually selected and. placed in office by the leader of
the group then in control of city affairs." While, without,doubt, tit
leader in power instructed the board,to take the schools out of poli-
tics and to keep them out, and while unquestionably he kept his
hands off the board and its policies, nevertheless the method by
Which the board was selected is not a method that can be indorsed.

. In this instance it. was fortunate that the leader of the political
group in power was high-minded enough, to recognize that the
schools. should lie freed from politics.. Nevertheless, a method of
selecting bOaids of education should be employed which will take
them outi)f. the hands of a single individual, for it is impossible
with the changing currents of political control to expect that
cinus who hai'e this exalted view of education shall always come into
power. The only method by which this aesult can be insured is to'
insist that the selection of the personnel Of boards of education and,

. in turn, of members of the school corps, including the superintendent,
shall beiremoyed .absolutely, mind unequivocally fromlhe struggle
among factions o of city goVernment.
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A PLAN FOR NOMINATING CANDIDATES FOR TIlE BOARD OF EDUCATION.
.

It would therefore seem., desirable that the matter of nominat
candidates for boards of education should be intrusted to a hr
committee, perhaps-100 in number, made up of representative m
and women chosen for the purpose from the various civic bodies
the community which are working in a nonpolitical' ivayfor the

sterment of conditions and for the progress of the city. Such
mittee, coming together for the purpose of;. imiiting reprove*
men and women of the community to stand before the public as
candidates for .a place on the board of education and guaranteeing
Such candidates!their support, would serve to induce men and women
to take places on the board who, under present conditions, with. vari-
Oils' tickets in the field, backed by political machines would be un-
willing to permit their names,to be used.

THE BOARD AND TIlE SUPERINTENDENT.

A board of education whose posonnel is selected in some such
manner as this; would take office absolutely unpledged in -lespect
either to persons or to policies. After making a careful stork of
conditions as it found them,it would seek in open discifssion bit-block
out in a constructive broad, consistent, aid planned
to cover a period of years, in the light of which plan ever.detail as
it arises would fit in as into a harmonious whop. Such a board,
again unpledged either as to individuals or s to policies, would be
able quickly to differeutiatibetween the crosTturrenth of opinion in
the community and the great main stream of desire illicit flows
steadily onward and which it should seek in its actions to define, to
interpret, and to e'xpres's. Such a board, too, it is to be hoped, would
recognize clearly that there is a clear-cut line of demarcation be-
tween its own proper functions and the functions of the'office of the
superintendent. It would doubtless recognize .that this mateiir of
relationship between a board' of directors and its chief executive and
his corps of officers has already been well worked out in business
practice; it would recognize that the primary function a a board
is not executive but xdministrative and legislative;' and. that it can
best serve the people of the city by determining policies and not by
occupying its attention with the minutia of details necessary to carry-
ing defined policies into execution. It would see to it, too, that the

superintendent of schools, its chief executive ofiler, is an expert in
all matters. pertaining to .school policy and practice; a person of
vision, abreast of present-day educational thought, with qualities of

.tactful initiative, acrd who thereby is in a position to give the board
expertxdvice with 'respect to details. With such anexecutive officer,
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with a corps of Sitibordinates, each an expert in his or her
r field, the board of education could well content itself with

giving consideration to the reports of these officers, passing upon poli-
cies, and leaving the execution of the details to the superintendent
and his experts.

This is the method which successful business houses have adopted.
aed it is -the only method which will bring success in the iinuTiv.4c
business enterprise of conducting a city school wistent. Any other
method' employed means that members of briar E of education are
undertaking to do what they are not properly qualified to do and
for which they. should secure expert service. Too frequently. in
Memphis, in consequence of-a failure to recognize this distinction
beweene proper function of the board of education and of the

71

superintendent and his corps. there has been witnessed the anomalous
situation of the existence of six superintendents. with divided and
-confused authority instead of a board of eduiation consisting of five

, members expressing its will through a single, ftircefnl. and effective
superintendent.

Furthermore, in progressive school athninistrations it is ileJognized
that members of boards of education, as individuals merely, have no
inerafauthorityin school Matters than have citizens of th community.
This is a faccfreqUently overlooked both by members o boards of
education and by citizens and teachers. Only in their offieilil pacity
OS members of a corporate ,body, duly and properly ejected by the
citizens of the community, have boaixl members any peculiar author -'
ity or jurisdiction, and yet the reason which impels citizens, teachers,
and others to take their troubles to individual inembrs of die tar('
is the thought that such individuals, by reason of the fact that they
chance to be members of the board of education, somehow have '
greater power than other individuals in the community. ,

Boards of education oisight always to insist that the right of.appeal
be intimated any individual who feels that lis petition has not
reogretl, proper or just. consideration. Obviously, however, most of
the requests. which arise .in connection with the administering of a
city system of schools can and should be- handled by the super-
intendent, his assistants and supervisors, and by the principals and
the teachers. Matters of detail should be carried to the board of
education Tonly when the individual feels that he hai not received
justice, and this rkht should filwayS be insisted upon. But, it should
be added, such appeals should be made to the board as an official
body and not to the individual members who chance for the- moment
to contititute, the personnel of the board, and it should thither be
added that the final decision on such matters of appeal should. be
based not upon personal, political or religious considerations, but
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upon the basis of right and justice and fair dealing and upon. the
Jinni consideration as to what will operate to conserve and promote
the educational interests of the children of Meinphis.

.TILE PRACTICE OF TILE PRENENT BOARD.

One member of the present board, apropos of this failure to insist
that all matters of detail be handled by the superintendent andlis"
corps, remarked tliat there were Iticree dobrs to his officethe fleet'
door, the rear door, and the side doorand eho teachers aud eitizene
used all three to get to him with their troubles. Another mffinaer
of the present board stated quit he estimated that 500 different *di,
vidiials had been to him at his office with various matters of detail
within a short period.

While this willingness toplisten such details speaks well for
the sympathetic desire of each member of the b(iard to be of service,
yet it is a mistaken attitude which grows out of the failure to 1-!ecog

both by members of boards 4.34 education and the Citizens, that
this is' not the efficient Way of chnducting the business of a school
department. Tactfully but firmly the members of the board should
insist that all these details be presented first of all to the,superin-

stendent and his assistants; only in the event that satisfaction hasnot
been received shoujd these matters be permittled to conic to the atten-
tion of the boavrof education. There should be no back stairs into
the board of education, and no working under the table, but all deci.

0 sinus should he open deciions, openly arrived at. In no other way
can the school affairs of the city of Memphis be worked out on the
broad basis of principle rather than upon the basis of personal, po-
litical, and ulterior considerations.

THE BOAR) OF EDUCATION ANT) DAD:Q:01N OF CORPORATIONS GOVERNED BY

SAME ruixcirr,Es..

Probably no clearer or sounder statement of principle$ definnig
the functions of a board of education and its proper relation to its
technical experts has been forolitted.than that made by Dr. Frank-
lin Bobbittf the University of. Chicago, under the Caption, General
Organization and Management.of Public Schools, in the report of

. the survey of the schools of Denver. Dr. Bobhitt- emphasizes the
fact that the best principles'of businOss management applicable to
ti.v.basingss corporation the principles that should 'govern the
bUsiness mahagements of a school corporationthat-is, of an incor-
porated public school. SyAein--are the same. He *guts out that

w ehe.funCtions of a board of education or of school direc is in every
way identical with

e'
the funaious of a board.of directors f a business

- .-Jr
rt"Tle.

,
.
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corporatien; that the principles of good management in the school
world'are identical with the principles of good m_ anagement in the
business world. ,

.

For purposes of comparison and to- impress this analogy, Dr.- Rob-
hitt-hag set forth in parallel columns the principles of administration
whi should govern the two types of corporationsbusiness and
edn&Thnos follows:1

. -

OF AVIIINISTEL;VION TO GOVERN 60RFORATI07:S. V

111sMilacturing corporation employing School corporation empiOginiT1,500
1,500 people. people.

I.

The owners, called stockholders, se-
lect a board of directors, whose func-
tion le solely representative. Their
only duty is to serve the Best interests
of tbSsis whom they represent.

11.

Tke stockholders are laymen with
respect to the specialized labors to be
IIttrantiOeti, and the directors are also
hymen. Neither, stockholders nor
directors a're familiar with the spe-
cialized technique involved in the

- work. They do know the results that
they want, and they know there are

tmen 'fnmillar with all the technical'
. ,

processes involved in getting these re.
WO. They employ, therefore, a

I trained and experienced specralist of
ihis clraracter, the stronge- at -they-
!tin find, for their ex hey
dull him tiAr general manager.

a
1' in.

.
board of directors, niter cares

.ful consideration of conditions and
bilities, and in constant consults-

tion;with their executive, make deti-
sion nd announce to their executive
the eneral policies that they wish
adherld to.

r.

The owners, called citizens, select a
bard of education, whose fu_ nction is
solely representative. Their only duty
is to serve the best interests of those.
whom they represent.

11.

The citizens arc laymen with re-
spect to the specialized labors to be
performed, and .the members of the
board of education are also laymen.
Neither citizens nor board members,
are familiar with the specialized
technique involved in the work. They
do know the r6sults that they'want
and they know there are men who re
ftunIllar with all the technical prk-
esses involvecLin getting these results.
They employ, therefor, tee And
experienced speciall charac-
ter, the strongest th t they n find,
for their executive They m. I him

e r ge utendent.

The board of education, after care-,
ful consideration of conditions and
'poisibIlities, and in constant Consulta-
tion with their executive, make deci-
sion and announce to their executive
the. general policies that they 'wish
Adhered to.

,Repianted from San Francisco Survey Report, Bu. of Ed. But., 1917, No. 46, pp. 83-88.

It
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'IV.

''tilbe.executiv draws up detailed
plains for every department of the
work. This cove the general form
of orianization of the personnel to be
employed sod the series of processes
to be performed in each department.

The-plaus will show
. Ilk number of assistant man-

agers.
The dales of assistant managers.
Special departmental heads.
Specialists in technical processes.
The foremen to be employed.
The number and types of' work-

men.
Thylutits to be assigned to eaN.
The series_of processes to be per-

formed.
Buildings needed, and the build-.

lag plans demanded by the work
and the -exact building equip-
ment for the work.

The machinery and other equip-
Ment that will exactly .serve for
the best type of work.

.

The board of directors will consider
the detailed plans": presented by their
executive to see, so far as they can,
whether the plans conform to the gen-
eral.polieles adopted. If they do con-
form, they approve. if they do not
conform, they'pidut out the divergen-
cies and .ask their executive to make
amendments to his- plans. This proc-
ess will continue until the detailed
isittns conform to general policies.

If during this process tkete is seri-
ous disagreement ttetWeen the board
and executive,pe board will call In a
competent tonOiting speciallstovhose
competence-eon be approved by their
executive, to advise with them.

xv .
The executive draws um/Metalled:

plans for every department, .qt.01141.

work. This covers the geneng-dillibT
of organization of the pe7nuarto
employed and the series of taiewiNks--_
to lie performed ineach departISSIAL.::.

The plans will show .

The -number of assistant suppro- -
tendentS.

The datles of assistant
tendents.

I Special departmental 1pondii.
Special supervisors.
The principals to be
The tonober and types_of tiOnd041'.

,engineers, etc.
The duties to be assAnedittf.
Courses of study and us

procedure.
Buildings needed, nnd The

ing plans demanded by UM WI*
and the exact linilding
meta for the work.

The textbooks, library, and sup-
plementary books, supplies, duo
equipment, furniture, ete, that
will exactly serve for the ,peat
type of work.

r.

The board of ektuFation-will deisidee
the tietnlled plans presented by their
executive to sec, so far as they can,
whether the plans confirm to gra
ernl policies adopted. It they de an-
thill), they approve. If they-do:not
conform, they point out the divergen-
cies and ask their executive to
nmendments to his plans. This peer
cess will rntinue until the detailed
plans conform to general Wattle&

If during this process there lY seri-
ous disagreement between board and
txecutive, the boakd will WI in a
competent consulting specialist, whole
competence can be approved by their
extleutWe, to'advise with, them..
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The general manager will nominate
Illten torah; assistants and for his major
deportaistal heads. The board may
or arty iast pass upon these nomina-
eigaelere the men are emplo If
tilliiliettitt is assured of the competeice
of its executive, it knows that he can
choose' these departmental heads Alth
zreater assurance of good judgment
than tea they. They realize that they
cam not een pass rationally upon his
nentitmeens without the aid of lode-
gen4nisionipetent consulting special-
bets; liey have placed the resplmil-
betty Wen their general manager for
remits. They will never hamper him
br he wants unless there

leeOlitestable pileof of the unfitness
Of Uwe Men. His recommendation of
mock aim is 'proof of his unfitness.
The NSW will therefore never, or
prscucani never, veto a nomination
made by their general manager. Al-
wags When they arecalled upon to ex-

t. IMO veto they must consider
Whether *hey do not need a new gen-
eral taeliager,

Tie general manager, in consulta-
wilitt hit assistants department

beRdkiihd specialists in processes, em-
pier!' **eaten and workmen.

The *Ord' of directors does not pass
o thioarnominations. It is a principle
of bust oti management that responsi-
bihity ill actually placed upon general

.10littlailer and department heads only in
so far as they arek given full control
over all means to be employed_ in do-
ing tine Nork. The qualiflattions of
foremen and workmen constitute one
of the poet Important of the means that
-Is to be placed under the full control of
the overhead management, as they are
commissioned to yet results. Neither
thestackhoiders nor the beard of di-
rectorscare who does the work. Situ-

vt. -

The strAirstendent will nominate
men for his assistants and for his
major departmen/al heads. The board
will exercise its rights and duties of
antecedent inspection of these nomitet-
tions before appointments are made.
This is to make assurance doubly sure.
If the board Is assured, however, of the
competence of its executive, it knows
that he can choosl-these departmental
heads with greater assurance of good
judgment than can they. They realize
that they can not even pass rationally
upon his nomimmtions without the aid /
ot independent competent consulting
specialists. They have placed the re-
sponsibility upon their superintendent
for results. They will never hamper .
itimity refusing the men he wants un-
less there is incontestable proof of the
unfitness of these men. His recom-
mendatieps of such men Is proof of
his ynfitness. The bonne will there-
fore never. or practically never. veto '

'anomination. made by their superin-
tendent. AReays when they are called
blot to exercise such veto they must
consider whether they do not need
new superintendent.

Pit.

The superintendept, in consultation
with his assistants, department heads,
and special supervisors, nominates
principals, teachers, janitors, engi-
neers, physicians, nurses, clerks, etc..

Again to make assurance doubly
sure that no mistake is made, the
begird exercises its antecedent inspee-
tortel powers and approves or (limp-
proves all nominatIou..., before appoint-
ment? made. The board conforuis ttr
the:ettedinal principle of business matt-
ageMent titated oppoilte by never re,
Ming a nomination inade. by their
superintendent *films there is evi-
dent and incontestable proof of unfit-

s
tle811 on the pert of,the -one nominated.
an approved hp a competent consulting
specialist called in to adrise the board
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ply they Want-It done, and done well.
It is not a principle of busineas, man-
agement for the board of directors to
approve the names of the individual
workmen who are to be. employed.

They do not consider even the possi-
bility of al veto.

VIII.

The board of directors places at the
disposla of their geneial malinger all
funds needed for the conduct of the
work as embodied in the budget drawn
up. by their executive on the basis of
the plans of work approved by the
1;ourd. The expenditure of the item-
ised funds of the budget is left to the
general malinger and his assistants.
only in matters of large moment will
the board use its privilege of ante-
cestent 'inspection of budgetary ex-
pmditures.

The general manager and his corps
will do the work according to the plans
nut, specifications approved by the
board. They operate and control
all the means that have been placed
at their disposal by the board.

The hoard .will ngt interfere in any
of the nets on the part of nay members
of the factory organization.

At stated intervals the board will
require' of its general manager an
account of his stewardship. They will

- ask for teports on finance, equipment,
materials purchased, materials con-
sumed, materials on hand, stock mann-
faeturetl and sold, stock on hand, cost
accounting in the various departments,
efficiency' reports, etc.

The board will examine these re-,
ports and compare them- year after
yearitimmare them 'with. Similar re-
p** of other factories. d such are

where, doubts hare arisen as to the
competence of. their superintendent's
ability to nominate.

At the !MAR 84111I0n they will con-
sider the adrisability of employing a
stronger superintendent in whoset rec-
ommendations they can Place con;i-
dence.

The board of education raceaat the
disposal of their superintendent aft
funds needed for the conduct ,A the
work as embodied In the budget draiw
up by- their executive on the basis
of the plans obi nark approved by *le
board. The expMliture of the item-
ized funds of the budget is left to
the superintendent and his assistitats...
Only In matters of Large moment wilt. :7..
the board use its privilege of auto.:
ced nspection of budgetary ex-
Pet tiny--

IX.

The supeiintendent and his Midi
will do the work according to the plum .

and specifications approved by the-
board. They rill operate and control
all the means that have been platielt.
at their disposal by the board.

The hoard will not interfere Wilk.
nay of the .acts on the part of an;
members of the school organization.

.

At stated interwas the board .4'
education will requtre of its
teudent an account of his stewardship,:
They will ask for reports on finatakw,
equipment," materials purchased, MA
terials consumed, materials on,
instructional results, attendance; I.
motions, failures, graditates, -cost:444_
Minting In the various departnWlidik_
efficiency reports, etc..

The board will examine these repshiat.
and compare them year after
compare them: school with school 40:
with corresponding reports from other .

:71
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If, as Judged by these conyarisous,
the board is satisfied as to results,
they will ask that the work continue
as it has been going. They will not
demand improvements, though they
will encourage inventions and dis-
coveries that look to improvement.
With things thus going well, they v0.11
place all possible power in the hands
of their general manager, so that he
can improve the work if lie can find
the means.

When the board finds shortcomings
revealed in the reports they will de-
mand explanations that explatp. If
satisfactory they ask for recomnlemia-
Hone from their general manager as to
changes needed in general policy or In
the details of policy. They will grant
what is needed if it promises remedy ;
they will back upqiis labors as fully as
they can, and then they will stand

',aside and let him bear the respensl-
Unity fur results.

If he fails again, or if his first fail-
ure .was serious; after having been
given sufficient time and sufficient
power for success, the board of direc-
tors will let him go; and they will.take
on a new general manager.

Their.policy mat be to dismiss the
weulAnny and to Mild on to the strong
man.

xf.

At stated times, or at any time when
conditions appear to demand it, the
stockholders will require of their rep-
resentative board of directors an ac-
count of thelr stewardship.

They will ask for reports as to the
general policies folloWed, the reason
for the* policies wherever serious
questions May arise, and foci all In-
nPeetorial reports of all kinds enumer-

'eted.In the foregoing section.
This practice is not universal yet ip

the.business worldnot even common%
But it is groWIng in extent and free
+Blaney, and is recognised es a nedes-

4:".sitty principle of sound management
When the management is intended, OM-

If, as Judged by these comparisons,
the board is satisfied as to results,
they will ask that the work continue

as it has been going. They will not
demand improvements, though they
will encourage inventions and dis-
coveries that look to ImprovemenC
With things thug going well, they will
place all possible power in the hands
of their superintendent, so thatshe can
improve the work if lie can find the
means.

When the board finds shortcomings
revealed in the reports they will de-
mand explanations that explain. If
satisfactory they ask for recommenda-
tions from their superintendent as to
changes .needed in general policy or
in the details of policy.- They will
grant what is needed it it promises
remedy; they will beak up his labors
as fully as they can, and then they will
,stand aside and let him bear the re-
sponsibility for results:

If he falls a&Atin, or if his first failure
was serious, after having been given

sufficient power for
success, the board of education will
let him go; and they will take on a
new superintendent.

Their policy must be to dismiss the
%weak man and to. hold on to the strong
loan.

X I.

At stated times, or at any time when
conditions appear to demand it, the
citizens will require of their represen-
tative hoard of education an account of
their stewardship.

They will ask for reports as 'to the
general policies followed, the reasons
for these polities wherever serious
queStions may arise, and for all Inspec-
torial reports of the kinds enumerated
In the foregoing section.

This practice is not universal yet in
cotimulnity supervision of their boards
of schogl directors.. It is not even
comiton. But it Is growing in extent
and frequency, and, Is recognized as
a necessary principle of sound man-
'
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(gently to serve the Interests of the
stockholders.

If the stockholders approve, they
will sustain their board in all of its
nets. They will give it all the support
tharthey can.

If the stockholders disapprove, they
will ask for Changes in the matters
disapproved. The board will make it-
self cognizant of their wishes as fully
as possible, accept all means placed at
their disposal for the Improvement in
the work, and inaugurate the ne,w poli-
cies required or make the necessary
amendments to the old.

If, after the wishes of the stock-
holders are made 'known to the board,
the latter continue negligent or derR-
lict, or If their failure to serve the
best interests of the stockholders has
been serious, they - will be promptly
relieved of their stewardship and
more _faithful reprpsentatives' placed
in their stead. T--.0icy of the
stockholders must be to relieve only

ful. They must not dispense with ex-
perience of the right sort. But un-
faithful directors will be relieved of
their responsibklities.

They will hob i on to the service of
faithful board members to the last
extremity.

45

agement when the management is in-
tended efficiently to serve the inter-
ests of the citizens.

If the citizens approve, they will sus-
tain their board in all of its acts.
They will give it all the support that
they can.

If the citizens disapprove, they will
ask for changes in th.ff, matters disap-
proved. The board will make itself
cognizant of their wishes as fully as
possible, accept all means placed at
their disposal for the huprovement in ,

the work, and Inaugurate the new poli-
cies required or make the necessary
amendments to the old.

If, after the wishes of the citizens
are made known to the board

t
the

latter continue negligent or derelict,
or if their failure to serve the best
interests of the citizens has been 'seri-
ous, they will promptly be relieved of
their stewardship and _more. faithful
representatives placed In. their stead.
The policy of the citizens must be to
relieve only, those who prove fleet-,
gent or unfaithful. They must not
dispense with experience of the right
sort. But unfaithful directors will be
relieved of their responsibilities.

They will hold on to the services
of faithful board members tq the last
extremity. .

ArrrrunE OF THE NATIONAL iliUCATION ASSOCIATION.

The smile principles are embodied in the Report ,of the Commit-,
tee on the Relation between Boards of Education and Superintend-
ents" adopted by the Department of Superintendence of the National
Education Association at its meeting in E ansas City m February
and March, 1917.

The following quotations from sections a, 6, 7, 8 and 9 of this a
report reinforce Dr. Bobbitt's statement in the report of the Denver
survey and bear directly upon the situation in Memphis:

SrzrioN 3. The representatives of the people can not perform directly the
large duties .of carrying on the school system. They must employ technically'
trained officers to conduct the schools. To these technically trainedeofficers
they must look for proper information on which to base their decisions, and
they must be preppred to Intrust to those officers the pokers and eisponS1b1U.
ties which attach to the da ilduct of school work,
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There Is little doubt on the part of all communities that technical training is
necessary for the proper conduct of schools, but the exact definition of the
sphere within which technical training le needed is notyet worked out in most
systems.

A series of concrete examples, may therefore be offered as illustrating the
type of duty which board members can not properly perform. No board mem-
ber should teach classes. No board Member should act as principal of a school.
No board member should negotiate with a publisher of textbooks, nor should
pees on the availability of a given book for use in a school. No hoard metnise,
sliduld examine teachers with a view to determining their qualifications for
appointment. No board member should plan a school building. No board /root -
her should write the course of study. Even where individual cases may nrise
in which particulat members of certatu boards would dove the ability to per-
form these tasks, it is better that a NX ell-establ isheil division of labor should
be recognized. It is the duty of the members of the board to .see that technical
officers do the work of the system, but tile board should not do this work itself.
It is a public board. crated to see that it certain piece of public work is done,
not a group of technical officers created to do the work. .

The safe analogy In this case is the analogy of the board of directors in ot

business corporation. No one can imagine a director of a railroad stopping a
trnitand giving the engineer and the conductor orders about their duties. :t
Ought to be possible 40 organize and define the technical dynes of a schoolI system and to distinguish them from the' broad duties which reside in the

.- representatives of the people. .
*Sec. 6. The technical officers of the school systent,wvill be most harmonious in

- their activities If they are placed muter the supervision of a single head or
manager who is the executive head of the system. This central supervisor
should hare the responsibilities and the rights which will make poesible a com-
pact organization-of the working force in the schools..

Sin'. 7. The superheendent.inuet be a man of superior traluMg. Ile must be
prepared to report plans of organiznflon and to make at clear statement of
results. Ile should organize the officers under him in such a way as tossecure
from themin detail an efficient type of (organization, and he should se, ll IV (rani
them adequate reports on which to base the statements which he presents to
the board.

,,''. Ssc. 8. In the performance of these functions the superintendent has a right
'to the initiative in technical matters. Specifically, be should have the sole
.right to perform the following: (a) Recommend all teacberi, all officers of
supervision; and all janitors and clerks; (b) work out the course of stAetwith
the cooperation of the other officers of instrUctlen; (c) Select ,t(Ixtbooks with
the same cooperation: (d) have a determ:ning yr .ce in mutters of building and
equipment; and (e) draw up the annual budget.

.
.

...These technical rec ommendations should always be reviewed by the board,
anii,the approval of the board should be a neceseary,step for final enfictment.
This will insure the careful preparation of reports and the careful study of
results. The superintendent is not to be authorized to conduct the syetem
apart'from the board, but hp should be insured by definite forms of organiza-
tion agalbst interference which will defeat ,hie planand divide his responsi-
bility. . . . .

Public business suffers when these technical matters are Improperly. handled.
Let us asstune two cases. In the first case the superintendent may be inefficient,
and the board or Signe other active age= may cover over his inefficiency for a
time by doing his work for him. The result will be disastrous in the end.

.
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It would be better for public business to bring the inefficiency to the surface
us quickly, as possible and remove the officer who can not conduct the'system
properly. In the second case the superintendent Is efficient, but Is hampered
by lack of definition of his functions. The school system will lack in unity of
organization and in harmony of internal operation. The system will be defec-
tive in SO fur us it is divided against,itself.

Sec. 9. Iu the relations of the board to all officers of the system ft is es:aen-
lint that appointment, reappointment, dismissal, and prom6tima be removed
from the interference of petty influences, and that all such transactions be
based on records which are .ystematically 'organized and supervised.

There is no clearer indication of the condition of a school system than the
attitude of the teachers and other officers to their duties and to the results
which they are securing. The school system which is well organized exhibits
cooperation on the part of all its officers. The interests of the public suffer
beyond measure when appointments are the result of illegitimate personal
influences'

CHARTER PROVISIONS RESPECTLNO THE: BOARD.

The charter provisions respecting the board of education in several
important particulars are unfortunate. In-the first place, the five..
members of the board, elected for a term of four years, all go out of
office at the same time. This means that a new board may come into
office knowing nothing about the schools or about the policies inau-
gnrated by former boards and which it may be highly desirable to
retain. Under the present 'arrangement it ,is too easy for a new
board unwittingly and through ignorance of conditions to alldw
policies to lapse which have been inaugurated only after strenuous
endeavor. Furthermore, the school corps is always uncertain as to
a continuation of poilicieS already, entered upon.

A majority of the members of every new board ought always to
comprise those who hold Over and whose presence will, in conse-
quence, insure a continuity of policy. The citizens of Memphis,
therefore, should take steps to bring the matter to the attention of
the legislature, insisting that the city charter of Memphis, under
which the schools are conducted, should be amended to provide a
board the terms of whose members shall expire at different periodi,
thus aoDiding the present anomalous and demoralizing condition of
having the entire board terminate work at the same time. Moreover,.
the mistake which. now obtains of electing a new board 11 month!)
before it takes office should be corrected.

A LARGER BOARD NEEDED.

Furthermore, in making changes in the charter respecting the of-
ganizatioti of the board, the. survey committee suggests the desir-:
ability of increasing the number of members from five, as at, present,
to seven. It is 'too easy in a hoard of five for four to pair off ozi

Reprinted from the Ban Bragclaco Barn, Report. En. EA Bat., lel't. No. 411. 00.18,111.
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questions of policy, leaving the fifth holding the balance of power
and often in practice determining the policies of the board. It is
not so easy with a board of seven members to hohno a uniform
alignment of members which permits a single individual to deter-
mind the boarcis action:

We would therefore recommend a further charter change, namely,
upon the expiration of the term of office of the present board that
it be increased to seven members, whose terms of office shall besix
years, except that at the first election two members shall be elected
for two years, two for four years, and three for six years. Pro-
vision should be made for an election every two years after the first
election for either two or three members, as the case may be, each,
however, to he elected for the full term of six years. By this arrange-
ment the majorityof the seven members will always consist of 'menr-
hers who have had experience on the board, and at no time will there
.be normally vn influx of new members in sufficient Anniber to control
the board. At the same time, an election held as often as once in tivo
years will insure to the people that changes in the desires and wishes
of the public will be given opportunity for expression through the
changing membership of their board representatives. Such elec-
tions, it should be added, for obvious reasons should be held at times
other than upon the dates set for the regular municipal elections.

SHOULD THE SCHOOL 11O-6D BE. PAID?

Under the present arrangement the president of the board of edu-
cation and the chairman of the conunittee on buildings and grounds
receive an annual salary of $600 each, and each of the other mem-
bers, $480. A recent examination of.46 Of the important cities of this
country I shows that in only 6 cities besides Memphis are boards paid
anything for their services. San Francisco pays each f itstriembers
$3,000 per year and requires that they give full time to school duties;
Milwaukee pay $3 for each meeting, with a limit of $100 a year;
Los Angeles pays $10 for each meeting, with a limit of $50 per
month; Oakland pays $10 .for each meeting, with a limit of $40 per

.nionth; Salt Lake City pays $100 per year; and Rochester, N. Y.,
$1;200 per year.

Clearly the prevailing practice, as well as the weight of public
opinion, is overwhelmingly against the paying oreven nominal sala-
ries or fees for attending meetings. Undotjfeclly this feeling is
based upon thetelief that the services of a b,l.er type of citizen can
ordinarily be secured where no Fly is given than obtains if pay is
provided. :Unfortunately, even the paying 6f but a nominal fee
attracts some who but for It would not be interested in the Work of

tbO Serve' of the Has Ftalkdoeo , 110...08 Ed. Bol., 1911, No, 48. O. 80...

a
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\the board. obvioutly, people who have no more interest in the
schools than this should not be permitted to take office. On the other
hand, experience shows that the public-spirited citizen who has the
welfare of the schools at heart will not be deterred from serving on
this board of educatidn through a failure to pay a salary or fees.
We would recommend, therefore, that when the charter is next
amended the provision which authorizes the paying of a salary to
the members of the schoqj board be abolished.

mita

THE POWERS OF THE e(1.1er).

One other charter change should be made, i. e., a change which
)vill empower frtpoard of education to. levy taxes for the support of
the schools. The boards limitation in this important respect means,
Of course, that it is not an independent. body. It has neither full and
final power, nor full and filial responsibility, in its control of the
schools, for its estimates of the amount needed for' the support of the

oschwls is passed in review by the city council, which may or may
not grant theounounts called for. Thus the power of the board of
education to carry out its plans for the extension and improvement
of the se:tools depends upon the action of an independent body which
can have no such intimate knowledge. of the -schools' needs as has the
board of education. The board of education, therefore, is unable to
formulate any definite policy with the certainty of being able to put
it into operation ; and,'as a consequence, it can not properly be held
completely responsible for any inefficiency of the schOol system which
may develop.

More and more -throughout the country' it is- recognized that the
efficient administration of city schools demands that boards of educa-
tion be given full control over the educational, business, all'd financial
affairs of the school system. That is to says the tendency in practice
is to make city boards of education entirely independent of all other
branches of city government; and should be brought about in
Memphis. The board of education of Memphis should be given the
power to levy, within statutory limitations, a tax sufficient to main-
tain its schools on a plane of high efficiency.
--The foregoing charter changes, together with the adoption of the

method - of nominating candidates fur the board-by a representative
body of citizens drawn from the membership of the various civic
organizations of the city, as heretofore suggested, will, go far, it is
confidently believed, toward lifting the schools of Memphis out of
politics and placing their administration, instead, on the broad and
high plane of impersonal principle. At the same time there will be
insured:the while a fligh level of intelligent eitizenship.in the pei
sonnel of the men and women who take places on the boatd;

..3.20849f..7*-574
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2. QUALIFICATIONS QF TEACHERS, THEIR IMPROVEMENT, SUPER-
VISION, AND DISMISSAL.

DRUOGERTRAIRE RT ITACHERS.

" Improve the teaching corps In every possible war. They are. the keystone
of the work."

"Require more than a high-school education for teachers.'
"Too many inexperienced teachers, whose educational attainments are beta

a (air standard, can be found in these schools."
"There should he smite...professional training required of applicants befor,

thty are assigned to duty."
" I don't like the 'aid system.' I for one don't want to have to teach the

aid ' in addition to doing all the other work."
"Sepervision that would. be genuinely helpful to the weak or inexperienced

teacher."
"A live assistant superintendent to have supervision of all elementary

schools."
"A grammargrade and primary supervbiorone for each department."
" primary supervisor reinstated."
"The use of several live-wire supervisors."
" It aeons tagine that we should be visited at least twice each term by a

supervisor."
"A wide-awake, broadvisioned assistant superintendent. Expert supervishin

for all the grades of the elementary schools. Two supervisors of unquestioned
ability."

"A primary supervisor who will make out definite outlines for teachers to
...follow and visit rooms to see that her outlines are followed, and to give any

assistanceneeded to all teachers in her department."
" Principals whose scholtistic and professional qualifications particularly fit

them for positions of leadership."
"Mahe the general monthly meetings of teachers of so vital Interest to theta

In the subjects or classes that they teach that they will look forward to them
with enthusiasm rather than as that much time kW."

" More visiting of classroom work by principalti. Mine has not been in this
year. His knowledge of my work is all second hand."

"getter training of principals as organizers and supervisors."
"Heads of deparfinents in the high schools. Heads to be college graduates."

"li.ileciagogiesti training required of all teachgrs before beginning school
service."

"A stronger foundation can be secured by placing experienced teachers in
the lower grades. Do away with aids, and place a teacher over each half of
these foundation grades."

. "Do away with two teachers 'holding forth ' in the same room at the same
4" period. Concentration can 'never be secured when this is the' condition."

"Training of inexploienced teachers in some other way than by the class-
:no& teacher."

"pacourage teachers to visit schools, to strengthen themselves by cbrre-.
Spontilince coulees or summer study, and to broaden themselves by ttlavel
extra credit or special recognition to be given for professional growth."

view of, the fact that the very large majority of the, colored 'teachers
tad little_ or no specific professional, training, and . that .it 4huld be

-,'Intponsible for the board to dispense with thetr services --to say nothing of
the charge of Injustice thearodnight maketh8Ftnost eaective step tO' secure
COordluatloh yu the watt and' to give 'incentive to the teacherk to .telprove
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themselvesand thereby the standardla the immediate appointment of a
competent supervisor for the colored schools who will operate immediately'.
with and. under the superintendent."

" Evolve a plan for eliminating tie hopelessly poor teacheror principal from
the system,. and of improving all &hers." -

"Better training of principals as organizers and supervisors."
"Better trained principals and teachers."
"Competent heads of such departments as language, science, niatMmatics,

history. and eivies so that there will be a progressive line of training through-
out grades and high school."

" liaise the standard of scholarship for teachers and select teacheri becauseof their value as teachers. Elect a larger number of male teachers. Giveheads of departments a voice in the selection of teachers for their respective.departments." e
" Each teacher a college or university graduate."
" Principals and teachers elected for a term of three to five years."
" Better sorgaulaztion of 'departments. with n recognized head for each."
" Insist upon more thorough and more expert supervision."

The elimination of poor Writers after a sufficient trial is recommended."
"A two-year training course for teachers after finishing high school."

When the.schools closed in. June, 19,19, the rolls shows thehe follow-
ing distribution of teachers:

TABLE 6.Number Of teachers (regular teachers, aids, special teachers), byschools, on the roll of the close of the year 1918-19,

1st

Schools.

N11111.'
tar of

regular
teach-
ers.

,
Num-
bee of
aids.

Num-
Der of
special,
teach-1
era. !

Total
num-
her.

schools.

Num-
bee of
reglaru
hitch-

WHIT( SCHOOLS. 11 COLOR= ACnocits.

Bruce 21 2 27 . 6Central High BehNI. 45 8 53 'carries 13Church Nome,.
Comm him
Gordon

2
18 3
13 2

, 2
21
15

Charles. s.
Graal
(Ironwood

3
21

Guthrie 15 4 19 1.166dIke 11A. It. Hill 22 5 27 Kortrecbt High
idlewtld ... ..: 11 -- 4 21 School.. 19
lALeathuderdale 23 2 23 Bort recht Grammar

19 2 22 School 18Leath Orphanage.... 1 I 2 La Rose 23
33 2 15 Porter 12Van Zon Heights.... 13 1 14 Virginia AtieUt 15Hairy 18 2 2Q

133Merri1,1 .. a': 18 1 19 Total A...Open An 1 . 1 2
639Peabody 17 5 22 grad total ' 4..Popo

erside.Riv 21
15 ...- 3

3 21
24

Rancho 19 1 20
Smith 13 1 14I nodea 12 1 13Et. rani 9 3 12
%Weitehool.t lonal High

, 18
Jefferson Street 2

Total. . . .... ... 381 52

Nu,n-
Num- ber of Total.
bee of special' num-
aids. totch t,er

era.

6
3 16

3
3 '24
2 13
1 12

19

1 19
3 23
I 13
4 19

18' no
70 11 890

W a total of 668 teachers, principals, anti suarvisors in the de-
partment -.to whom the "criestiongaire asking for informatfon con-
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cerning training, experience,,etc., was sent, a total of 638 responded---:
399 elementary. white, 157 elginentary colored, 69 secondary white,
and 13 secondary colored.

PRVPARATORY TRAINING OF WHITE TEACHERS.

Of the 399 white teachers and 'principals in the elementary schools
respqnding, 128, when elected to the department, had received less
than the equivalent of a four-year high-school course; 191 had re-
ceived the equivalent of a full four-year high-school course, but
Tothing more; 65 had received some college training in addition to
a hig:i-school course or its equivalent, while but 13 had both a high-
school course and a .full college course at institutions of recognized
standing.

As to the professional training for teaching, of the 399, 194 came
into the Memphis schools without any normal-school work or work
of a professional character at all 101 had spent, less than two years
at a normal school, many of these having taken no mdre than one
or two summer sessions, While 44 had the eptivalent of a full two-
year normal-school course.

It is interelling to note thtt nearly one-half of those. respondingk
189_ to be exact, were Raduates of the Memphis schools. Of these
189 local graduates, 106 entered the Apartment wit t professional
training of any kind; 80 had had.some. normal-ischoNwork, usually
one or two summer sessions, while 3 reported that they had taken a
two-year course 0, Peabody College for the Training of Teachers.

Of the teachers of the white high schools, 69 in. number, 14 re-
ported that upon entering the departtpent they had r&eived nothing
more than high-school training; .35, in addition to high-school work,
had received some college training, usually at summer 'sessions,
while 20 stated that they were graduates of reputable colleges and
universities: t the tirne they vere elected to positions in,the schools.

SUMMARY OF THE TRAINING OF WIIItE TEACHERS.

,,
, Yrom the fo,regoing it is clear that /the actilemic preparation of

approximattly. 80 per Cent of the elementary \Ake teachers when
they entered the' schools of Memphis was limited to a four-year
high-school course 'or less, and thgt only 20 pei. cent had received
any academic training beyond thai of high-school, grade. Further-

.

more, nearly 50 per cent of the elementary teacherslaegan their work
. without any professional training of any kipd.: of the remaining

f 50 per cent, the professional training wasaimited to\one or. two See-
pions of summer nornialUwhile only about 10 per tent brought to
thWe -work at its beginni g the iraining .given by g t*o-year course
fit a table normal school.

.,. ,
i

V.. I
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Moreover,. 206 teachers, a little more than half of those reporting,
state that they had had no teaching experience wilatever before en-
tering the school system of Memphis, while 43 others had not taught
inure than'two years.

As to the white,high schools the facts show that 20 per cent of
the members of the tettching corps at the time,of their selection had
received' only a high-school training; 50 per cent had done some
college work, for the most part at summer sessions; 30 per cent only
were graduates of colleges of standing; w'hile a third of the entire
number had no teaching experience.

.

The facts, therefore,diohow that oily about one-third of the teachers
of the white high schools of Memphis, when tey were elected,
measured up fully to the standard of preparation which 'good high
schvors of the country are insisting upon, namely, graduatimi.fredil
a college or university of recognized standing. It is not surprising,
in view of this situation, that the 04,ibraV-Iigh School-should have
failed to be accredited by the Southern Commission of Colleges and
17niversities. As rapidly as possible these teachers pow in the high
schoOls who are there owing to laxity of superintendents and boards
or because of personal'relationships,-and *whose work is weak, should
be eliminated and theik places filled with persons better qualified to
do the things which need to be done.

PREPARATORY TRAINING 0 COLORED TEACHERS.

Similarly, the situation in the colored schools in respect to pre-
liminary training is as follows: e

Of a total of 157 teachers and principals of the colored elementary
schools who reported, 54 had received nothing more than the three
years' course at the local Kortrecht High School; 72 had taken the
work at *Le Moyne Institute, the equivalent of a high-school course,
with a little time devoted to professional training; 6 came in from
the Howe Institute; while Q i had the training given by other insti-
tutions for colored students. Of this latter gi'bup, 6 had Clone work .

at Fisk University and 3 at Tuskegee.
Of the 13 teachers in the colored high' school (Kortrecht) who

reported, 5 had taken a high-school Course-only; 3 had done some
college work in addition; while 5 were graduates of colleges in good
standing.

Of the 54 elementary teachers who had graduated from, the Kor-
trecht High .School (the local school), 45 had received no prof*.
sional tiaining for the work of teaching; 2 had done 'work in the
Shelby County .normal sessions.; 3 had taken work in addition at the .

Le 'Moyne Astitute ; while 4 had attended one or more summer
sessions at a State normal, one .of these having -attended ful) .y
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That is to say, nearly half 4 the colored teacher's in the ele-
mentary' schools came in frOmle Le M6yne Institute; about 35
per qentfram the Kortrecht &hail; and the remainder from
other institutions_ doing about thelsame grade of work, except .that,

or 10 teachers have received exceitent college or university train-
:. ing. Eighty per cent of these teachers had no professional training

at all, 'while the remaining 20 per cent, for the most part, had taken
only one or two terms at a summer normal. Fifty-one had no teach-
ing experience when they entered, and of 34 others _their experience
amounted to two years or less.

TAE CAUSES FOR LOW STANDARDS.

- The standards of academic and professional training and of teach-
ing exkrience required of candidates, for teaching positions in- the
Memphis school system as shown by the foregoing fads are altogether

\toe low. No one should ever be permitted to teach in an elementary
school who has not had a full four-year high-school course and a two-
year normal training course in addition,. or their equivalents,.as, a
necessary minimum of .preparation. Furthermore, every teacher` in
high.school grades stould hare a full four-year course at a standard
college or university, together with special professional training.
These are the standards of academic and professional equipment
which the citizens of Memphis should require of the teachers of their
children. Indeed, in general, the quality of the instruction will fall
below the standard which the taxpayers of the city have a right to
demand to the degree that the teachers fail to measure up to this
minimuin of .preliminary

Several reasons can be pointed out whieh account, in part at least,
-for thg low standards of preparation required by Memphis boards.

The salaries paid in the past have been too low to-attract to 'the
empliis schools teachers of the qualifications desired or to hold them

e schools one they are obtained. During the last two years in
'cider salaries elsewherk and in oiher lineg of activity, have ad-

ced so much More rapidly than they heroin MemphiS that teachers
have resigned in great numbers: Boards' have been obliged to accept
almost anyoperwho came along; irrespective of qualifications, to avoid
closing down Classes and requiring the childilen to be kept at home.
The abnortnal conditions in-this.respect under which the city has been,
working diring the two years; this country has been it war is indi-
sated ,by the fact. that 182 new teachers and aids' have been required

19114o take care of the' needs of the white. elementary schools;
7. win the white high schools; indsg in the.colored schoola.; Alto-.

"Vier, a total of 177 teachers .and.aids I Ave been receivePinto the
dieing this period- Some qf.t,hianumber.is tine to the *growth'
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of the school population of the city, but most of them came in to fill
vacancies created by resignations.

Moreover, weStem Tennessee has not had' until within the past .

seven years a normal school supported at State expense for the prepa;
ration and training of elementary-school teachers. In consequence,
there has been a dearth of normal trained teachers in Memphis. The
situation in this particular, however, ought not muchdonger to exist.-
for, with -a State normal school located as it is in Memphis, an ade-
quate supply of teachers who_can meet the Standard heretofore sug-,
Bested should soon 174 available.

The State normal schools of Tennessee have not yet reached the
standard-in their preparation of teachers which the Memphis board_
should require. of those to whom if-offers places, for these schools at
present permit students to matriculate for 4r four-year course who
have had but two years of high-school work.. HoweVer, a plan has
been adopted whereby in 1920 entrance requirements will besraised
to tt requirement of three high-school years, and in 19'21 a fallfour7
year high-school preparation will be demanded as a foundation for
a two-year professional training course for those wishing to enter
the elementary 'schools as teachers, though a four-year course will
he provided for those wishing to continue.

TIIE "AID TEACHER SYSTEM.

Another reason which accounts for the preponderance of teachers
.

of too meager academic ai;'(1 professional training in the Memphis
sehools is to be found in the system of " aid teachers' which the
Memphis system has employed' for many years.' By this-plan
ates of the local _high ,schools upon passing an examination, which
most of them are able to do, are assigned to teachers in the -eadeti
whlrhavolarge and crowded classes. These "aids" are expected to
help the teacher in whatever she wishes done. They are on full time,
are paid $50 per ,month the first year Mid $55 per month the second

.year, after which period they are eligible for appointment as regular :-.
leachers, when- vacancks. arise, without further examination. Many -.1.

of the teachers now serving in the elementargsgra- des came in undei.:-
this plan. The aids receive no special instruction in their work
are they given any special supervision. They are expected/to acquire
proficiency and skill in teaching through observing the teacher to-
whom they are assigned and thrSugh following the suggestions which
she may give from time to time. -$

In practice this arfangement works ontbidly in eyaryM4.1.,- Us-
" aid "- is not shifted' from one teacher. to another fretMatlY.!mioulf4:
to get a corrective on -the poor teaching which may of TOM . 110,.

fact, many are never ehitted.at repitin.f.nt;d0-
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probationary 'period with the teacher to which they were first as-
signed. No opportunity is afforded for the discussion of the prin-
ciples involved In good teaching; so whatever practices the " aid "
acquires must be gained largely by imitation. The plan deters the
young people from going off to a normal school and making real
preparation for their work, for obviously many young people would
rather begin serving as "aids" receiving $50 per month for two
years than to go to the expense of attending a normal school for the
same period. Again, it means that the regular claSsroom teacher
must teach the Aid as well as the children of her claSs. Further-'
more, the presence of the aid is doubtless taken as an excuse for the
assignment to the-class teacher, in instances, of altogether more chil-
dren than she should have. Neither is.the plan fair to the children,
for they are entitled at all times to the best and most experienced
instructors which it is possible to secure for them. It ought not to
be necessary for them to be taught at any time by young and inex-
perienced aids.
A Without doubt the meagerness of the salaries paid in the Memphis
schools in the past, the slowness with which the department has met
the enormous rise in living cost, the failure of the State normal
.Schools of Tennessee wore quickly to raise their admission standards,
and hence to increase the.qualifications of .their graduates, and the
"aid-teacher" system which has prevailed in Memphis for many
years go far toward explaining the fact that at the present time the
system has in it so many people so poorly qualified by education,
training, and experience for their work.

NO PLAN FOR EL13IINATING THE POOR TEACI1ER.

One other reason in accounting for this situation should not be
overlooked, and that is that no plan apparently has ever been sys-
tematically employed by superintendents or by boards in Memphis
for eliminating the teacher who in her Work has not measured up to
proper standards of efficiency and who has not given evidence of
professional growth. It is impossible eigr to devise preliminary
tests of efficiency which will unfailingly prevent some tom getting
into, a department who ought not to be there. however careful a

. 'superintendent and a board may be in appointing teachers, there will
always be found some who fail to do creditable work. One of the
"mportant functions of -a normal school is to find out which of its

udenta are lacking in the temperamental and intellectual qualities
hich are necessary to success in teaching. It is &ably necessary

that a system, such as the Memphis system, which draws its teachers
very largely from sources other than normal schools, should have an
efficient plan for-trying out all who enter and of eliminating those

V.

t
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from the department who for one reason or another are not success-
ful. Such a plan, of course, must avoid working any seeming injtis-
tice to a teacher, and it.must not be operated in an arbitrary_ and
unsympathetic manner.

One such plan whicliNs worked very successfully is this: At the
close of each term the principals and supervisors. hand to the super-'
intendent a frank statement regarding the teachers in their respective
corps, grading each as "excellent," "satisfactory," or "unsatisfac-
tory." Those teacher.s who are ranked as "unsatisfactory" by the
principal and supervisors, if the judgment is concurred in by the
superintendent, are thereupon transferred to other schools, in other
situations, and even perhaps to other grades than the ones to which
the teachers were assigned. But such transfers are made, it should
be pointed,out, only after each teacher has been told very frankly by
principal and superintendent just what the criticism is. Each is
thereby given another chance, with as nearly a con plete change of
.conditions provided as it is possible to secure. Very often the re-
ports coming in at the end of the next term are favorable rather than
otherwise, but if they again confirm the first reports it is understood
that the soperintendent will fail, to recommend for reelection the
teachers in question. By some such plan as this the danger of snap
judgment the teachers are given every to
good, and the children are protected against the retention-of teachers
who have mistaken their calling and who should be dealing with
typewriters.and merchandise rather than with children.

Only by the twofold process of exercising discriminating judg-
ment in the appointing of teachers and in systematically employing
some such plan as the foregoing in eliminating these who are in-
efficient can a teaching corps be kept up to that high standard of
excellence which the citizens should properly demand. Neither is
this a difficult matter when a school system is taken out of politics
and away from personal influence and operated on the high plane
of principle. Teachers rightly hesitate to accept dismissal at the
hands of superintendents and boards who are known or suspected
to be working under the table but, except iri care cases, they do not

IP' hesitate to quit after they have been given a fair and impartial and
systematic try out and after they have been told wherein they fall
short and have been given ample opportunity to correct their mis-
takes and to overcome their weaknesses.

THE LE MOYNE NORMAL INSTITUTE FOR COLORED TEACHERS.

The foregoing study Shows that about one-half of the teachers of
the colored schools of Memphis have come in from the Le Moyne
Normal Institute situated in Memphis; and that about one -third
came from the Kortrecht colored high school, also of Meinphis.
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The Le Moyne Normal Institute was organized in 1861, under the
auspices of the American Miisionary Society, as a vocational and in-
dustrial school for negro youths. The school comprises a faculty of
about 19 teachers made up chiefly of white men and women of col-
lege training obtained in the Nprth and East, though. some of the
teachers are colored people of good education. The school attempt,
to carry its students over the ground usually covered by good four-
year high schools, and it should be said that it gave evidence of doing
the work it has undertaken in a very creditable way. To meet the
demand of students entering the 'school for a training which will
prepare for teaching, a normal course was instituted. This course,.
however, parallels the other courses, all of which terminate with the
twelfth year, that is with the completion of what corresponds to the
regular four-year high-school period. This normal course is differ-
entiated from the college preparatory course of the school only very
slightly during the first two years, but with the third and fourth
years a greater divergence between the two is to be noted. Some at-
tention is given to the study of psychology, pedagogy, school an-
agement, school hygiene, and methods of teaching. Along with
this work, a practice school has been organized which gives oppor-
tunity whereby the students can get some practical experience in
actual teaching under trained supervision.

Inasmuch as this course is given while the pupil is pursuing his
regular high-school studies, training for teaching is gained only at
the expense of time which should be devoted to high-school work.
The pfofessional work, therefore, under present conditions, can not
be considered as of adequate character.

In looking for a source of colored teachers for the schools of Mem-
phis, in addition to the State Agricultural and Industrial -Normal
School for Negroes at Nashville, it would seem to he a feasible proj-
ect forthe,board of education to enter into an arrangement with the
management of the Le Moyne Institute whereby the former would
raise. their qualifications for colored teachers to a point such that a
two-year professional course of training, in addition to a four-year
high-school course, would he deman6d. If this were done, doubt-
less the directors of the Le Moyne Institute would be willing to add
a two-year normal course beyond the four-year high-School course
which they are now giving and to eliminate from the high-school
period the work of professional character which they are now trying
to do. With such an arrangement the Le Moyne Institute would be
in a position to do work in the 'training of teachers which would be
worth while. 'On the other hand, Memphis would thereby have the
opportunity of securing teachers who would be vastly.better trained
for i-eltehing than those now in service.
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In line with this plan the Kortrecht High School should be shifted '
from its present unsuitable location, should be provided with a proper
site and with adequate buildings and equipment, and a full four-;
year course arranged for. It should further be-required that all the
graduates of this school who desire to teach in the Meinplek schools
should take; thisItiie-year training course at the Le Moyne Institute
or at some institution which would do the same grade of work. An
arrangement of this character, it 'is believed, would work to the
mutual advantage of the Le Moyne Normal Institute and of the city
of Memphis.

It would be well to investigate the possibilities of the Howe Insti7
tote, also in Memphis, in this connection. The reports coming to the
staff regarding the work of this institution raise a doubt, however,
as to its availability for this purpose.

THE NEED FOR SUPERVISION.

/'It has been suggested in precediftg paragnitilis that to keep the
teaching corps at a. high plane of efficiency a twofold process is neces-
sarythe insistence upon high admission standards and a method
of eliminating' the poor teacher. There is a third important .con-
sideration in accomplishing this result which no progressive superin-
tendent and boyd Fill ever overlook, and that is devising means and
methods for improving the efficiency of the corps while the members
are still in the service.

The first and most obvious method is that of providing an ade-
quate supervisorial staff.. Teacherg must have supervision, if good
teamwork_is to be secured. In the end, the efficiency of a system of
schools depends upon collective effort. Confusion, loss of time and
effort; and general wastage on all sides can be avoided only by the
careful coordination of the work of every individual. This coordi
nation of plan and of effort can be secured in no other way than
through the personal supervision of a leader orfeaders who endeavor..
to unify the work of all in order that definite aims may be reached and
authorized plans carried into execution:

This responsibility rests directly upon the shoulders of the superin-
tendent and his corps of assistants and supervisors expressly, selected
for their ability as leaders and for their knowledge_ of dettils. In
most cities of the size of Memphis there is a' supervisor- of primary
grades; egupervisor of intermediate grades; a supervisor of the in-;
dustrial work of .the system throughout; a .sul)orvisor of lunn3.
economics 'throughout; a superlisor of music throughout; a super-*:
visor of physical activities throughout; sometimes, although not.al;
ways, a supervisor of penmanship throughout; one. for drawint sintV
art throughout, and then heads of 1401401 depa

'1T,
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are responsible, in the high-School corps, for the planning and teach-
ing of their respective subjects and whose ability and responsibility
are recognized in the salary schedule and whose jurisdiction, in
-places, extends downward to embrace the work in their respective
fields in the junior high schools.

These supervisors, acting with the superintendent as their leader
and with and through the principals in the several schools, constitute
the supervisory body whose duty it is to lay out pins in discussion
with the teachers, and through cooperating with the latter gradually
bring about a well-knit and thoroughly coordinated school system
which shall increasingly reach higher standards of efficiency in every
department of its activity.

In respect to such a supervisional staff Memphis is unfortunately
placed, for the only supervision which the teachers are now getting,
aside from that afforded by the principals, is given by a supervisor
and one assistant of music in the elementary schools; by a supervisor
of handwork- for children in the primary grades whose attention has
been diverted to Red Cross sewing activities; and by a supervisor of
physical activities. Until a year ago there was a supervisor of pri-
mary teachers, but the present board abolished the office and trans-
ferred the supervisor to the principalship of one of the grade schools.
The high schools have not yet been organized on the departmental
basis, though the staff was informed that this step was contemplated/

SUPERVISION OF THE COLORED SCHOOLS.

As matters now stand the colored schools are without any special
supervision of any kind except for that rendered in music by one
person. The superintendent of schools meets the principals and the
teacheri of the colored schools for one session per month, kt which
matters of general interest rather than of specific -detail are presented
by the superintendent or by some one Oho has been invited to ad-
dress the meeting. No opportunity offers at these meetings for a
discussion of matters pertaining to the internal work of the schools,
although it is planned that the monthly meeting shall break Up into
groups for such discussion and for some special study under the
direction of the principals of the respectiVe schools.

There is a definite need for a well-equipped sEervisor of the
oolOred schools who shall work under the immediateMirection of the
superintendent and who shall give his full time to the problems of
these schools. As time goes by and the work develops, there should

added supervisors of special subjects as well, for if Supervision is
essential for successful Work in white schools, there all the more
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reason why it should be provided for colored schools, if the money
expended upon Negro education is to bring the fullest returns.

It is a debatable question in the minds of the survey staff whether
such a supervisor should be a colored man, or whether he should be
a white man who takes a sympathetic interest in the problems of
the Negro race. The staff has no hesitation in saying that theoreti-
cally it believes one of the colored race should be chosen, but, prac-
tically, it must admit that in instances where this plan has been
adopted it has not' worked satisfactorily, because of the failure of
the colored people themselves to stand back of the supervisor in a
unified way. Be this as it may, there is urgent need for a supervisor
of colored schools and for a supervisOrial staff as well. The staff
therefore recommends the appointment of such a supervisor when
the board is convinced that a well-equipped person is available,
and that, as opportunity arises, his work be supplemented by a
supervisor of. primary grades and also by a supervisor of inter-
mediate grades, who shall be skilled in the work of their respective
fields.

OTHER WAYS OF IMPROVING SCHOOL CORPS.

Such a staff of supervisors, working under the general direction
of a leader of initiative and inspiration, will be able so to guide andism
help the inexperienced and weak teachers that the necessity for dis-
missal in many instances will be avoided. It is, however, possible to
go further in providing opportunity whereby teachers may improve
themselves while they are still in the service. By lecturers brought
iir from time to time, by the organization of groups for the intensive
study of school problems, by establishing clubs for the reading and
discussion of educational topics, by arranging that 'teachers may
visit others in the corps and in other cities for the purpoSe of obe
serving their work, by exchanging teachers with school departments
in other cities in other parts of the country, by granting a sabbatical
leave on half or full pay for travel and study, by encouraging at;
tendance at summer normals and colleges, and by giving recognit.ion
to individuals who are striving to increase their efficiency,. by pro.
motions in the corps and through increased remuneration, progrest
ive educators in many cities are accomplishing. much in improving
their teaching force.

The reports of the teachers of Memphis show that many hays
-made commendable efforts, even handicapped as they have been by,
small salaries and by no plan for the recognition of better service,
to improve themselves. For example, of the 899 white elementary
teacheis reporting, 224. stated that since entering the departarieitt-
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they had taken courses in summer sessions at various normal schools
and colleges of the country. Of the remaining 175 who had not taken
such courses, about two-thirds have recently entered the department
and. have not yet had time to take such work. There are some 60 ele-
mentary teachers, however, who have been in the department more
than two years, some, indeed, for a number of years, and yet who
have not availed themselves of opportunity for increasing their
efficiency.

The situation in this respect in the white high schoolsis as follows:
Ofthe 69 teachers and principals reporting. 41-have taken summer-

school work, while 29 have not. Of the 29, about 15 have been elected
to their positions within two years.

In the colored schools, of 170 teachers reporting, 119 state that they
h. ye taken work of this character.

This is a creditable showing and indicates that the teaching corps
of the Memphis schools is :mak:. to the importave of taking advan-
tage of every opportunity for professional growth within reac't&
although, doubtless, the credit is due in instances, at least, to the fact
that former boards required all teachers not needed in the vacation
schools of Memphis to attend summer normals.

3. THE SALARIES OF SCHOOL EMPLOYEES.

BITCESTIONS MAI* BY TEACHERS.

"A substantial increase in teachers' salaries, so that they may not be ham-
pered, but may work happily and contentedly and thus gchbetter results and
also have time and means for self-improvement. To keep out of a rut. it is nec-
essary to go away and study during the summer ; then you come back to your
class feeling refreshed and ready to work with renewed energy. But you can't
always go on borrowed money."

" Last, but not'least, a teacher should be paid enough to keep her from worry-
ing constantly over how she can manage her financial affairs. She gives her
life to the work and has a right to expect enough to be well dressed, well fed,
have a few pleasures, and save something."

"The most serious problem at present is the very low salaries paid to teachers
and principals, for -unless there is an lacrosse worth while there will be many
of our teaehers.go into the commercial world this fall, and the greatest ques-
tion is, Where can we find others to take their places?"

" Salaries ark so' low here, as elsewhere, that no self-respecting, tducated
womrin can live on them comfortably. Good teachers are leaving the - system,
because of poor pay, and, very few are taking up the profession of teaching,
.Result, poor teachers."

"Some recognition-of merit in compensation. At present all salaries are in-
creased on term of service only, with the result that the competent und,incom-
petent are remunerated alike."

I "Board of education to pay adeqbat4 salarieS and then make the requiefuents
Of education, temperament, and pettionality such as will obtain reS1 teachers."

"When we are happy in our Work we can accomplish more."

"Incentive tb grow while to service.'

late`2
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"Pay teachers more salary and require of them more professional work.".
" Teacher's ability should be recognized more than her experience.'"
" Increase of salary to enable teachers to take normal-school courses- thatare worth. while."

" The teachers are overworked and underpaid. I do not believe it is possibleto do justice to the school; the children, the subjects to be taught, or to myselfwhen I have to teach.eight classes per day. I am supposed toiiave seven prepa-
rations. but every minute of the day is occupied in teaching classes of anywherefrom 16 to 60 pupils. Also- the equipment is very inadequate for the work tobe done."

" Pay. better salaries and so free the teachers from financial worries. Theywill do better work."

" Let training and degree of success In teaching be the basis for salary in-rease. Pretty difficult to arrive at latter here. Have taught five years Pereand can count the official visits on five fingers."
.

" Give a sabbatical year to teachers.,' ..s

"An increase In salaries and more male teachers. Ten thousand dollars ofthis increase can now be saved by clearing Central High of a lot of 'deadwood.'"

" Better salaries, so we can have better teachers. Some of .our most efficient
teachers have left the service hecaulb it was almost impossible to live on thesalary received."

."A bettes.su Lary for the teacher.so that all his.tfrne and energy may be de- .voted to st:hooi work and preparation of school work and duties, and ,that
he may be able to spend his vacations in doing special work in summer normals."

" Better Negro teachers so they can giVe towork. can go to different parts of the country to nit summer schools andInstitut n also that their livffig conditions may be proved."
"Owl tot high cost of living' I recommend that be standard of salarybe so rai o etuthle the teacher to do her school ork without worrying

about how site Is going to secure the necessities of life."
-" Better salaries. A salary that would permit the teachers to attend stammer

schools; subscribe for-and take educational Journals, etc., and sappetrt them-selves; not live in debt add work all summer."

TILE PRESENT SCIIEDVI:E.

Not until last Septemberi1918) was the board of education. of
Memphis able to make any response to the tremendous rise in living
post by increasing the salaries of school employees. For many years
prior to 1917 the maximum tax limit for school purposes as fixed by
the charter ander which the schools operate was 25. cents on every
$100 of assessed property valuation. In 1911 tbis limit was raised
40' 40 cents; 3 cents of this amount, however, was set aside, it was
stipulated, for buildings and equipment.. By act of the last 'legis-
lature a mandatorrivoteefor school purposes of 50 cents was author-
ined. Although the act was not to become ope,rative until July
1919, nevertheless, in response to urgent de.mandaby the teacher's the:
board; on the strAgth of this Increase in rate, advanced lhe salary
of all of the regular teachers in the white schools $10 per month,
clatiim. this advanciback to the beginning of the fall tend,

. .
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ber, 1918.., Ask now stands, then, the salary 'schedula of the depart-
; mut is as f011ows:. .

TABLE 7.-Salary schedule of sel10o1 earployees, Memphis, 1919.'
I

Per year.

011icere and teachers.

Per year;

sown.
Maxi
mum.

Superintendent 45,000
'Secretary of the board
.Assistant secretary 1,020

SUPERVISORS.

MusicMusie 1,680
Art 1,680
Assistant supervisor of music 1,500
l'hysical director 1,500
Supervisor music (colored schools) 900

PRINCIPALS.
Elementary:

All white schools, irrespective
of site 2,000

All colored schools irrespective
of size 1,600

High:
Central High .2,560
Vocational b 2,400
Kortrecht Big (colored) 1,420

TEACH FAS.

Elementary, white: 0
First grade $780 1,140
Second to seventh grades 720 5,020
Eighth grade .720 LOBO

Elementary, colored:
First grade 501
Second to seventh grade 501 720
Eighth made /01 840

High school, white: All teacher/ 1,140 1,440
High school, colored: All teachers .720 LOG

AIDS TO TEACHERS.

Elementary, white:
First year of service 4W
Second year of ....... COO

Elementary, cplored:
First year of seevice. 420
Second year ofmcvice 493

Substitute teachers eg

Officers and teachers.
Mini-
plum.

Mari
mum.

CUSTODIANS. AND JANITORS '

White:
Bruce School
Cummings
Gordon
Guthrie (415 rent)
A. B, Hill
Idlewild
Lauderdale
Leath ($15 rent)
Leath No. 2
Lenox.,

.7) Madisdn Heights
Maury.
Merrill
Open Air
Peabody
I'ope
Riverside
Resell*
Smith
Snowden
St. Paul
Vocational I I igh

Colored:
('aid ell
Carnes
Grant
Greenwood
Klondike
Kortrefht Grammar
Kartrecht High
La Rose
Porter
Virginia Avenue
Attendance officer (while)
Attendance officer (colored)
Superintendent repair)
Superintendent's secretary
Stenographer (superintendent's

secretary).
Storekeeper (white man)

.1

i

$1,500
1,280
1,020
1,020
1,203
1,440
1,280

960
1,320

960
980

1,080
1,050

720
1,140
1,140
1,275
1,500
1,020
1,020
1,020
1,320

380
450
030
480
540
450
450
585
450
450

1,020
480

1,680
1,320

1,020
900

1 Salaries are paid In 12 monthly payments. For teachers they automatically Increase $50 per year
until the minimum Is reached.

Ilt'erigtd=whwit teaching. , %I
sad janitors receilili their rent rree as they live In houses on the school ground. They also

receive free fuel end light. On the other hand they have to provide out of their salaries for whatever help
they need in caring for their buildings.

MEMPHIS BAS MADE SMALLEST RESPONSE TO UiCREASED LIVING COSTS..

Until the salaries of white teachers of elementary and high-school
grade were recently raised, thcir salary schedule had remained for
many years at $600 to $900 for elementary ,teachers and $1,020 to
$1,820 for high-school teachers. The flat adiance of $120 per year
which the raise in salary brought meant an increase of about 18
per cant for the teachers of elementary grade, and about 10 per cent
for teachers of high-school grade, or an average advanee of 18 or 14
per cent, colored teachers not included. It will be of interest to con/-
pare this increase With that made in other cities of the country.
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A study which the Bureau of Education has just made of 149 cities
of the country shows the following facts regarding the advances
which have been made in teachers' salaries since 1914. Three report,
no advdnce; it2 report an average advance of 15 per cent or less; 58report an average advance ranging-from, 16 to 25 per cent; 14, withmost of them near the upper limit, report an average advance of.from 26 to 30 per cent; 41, of 31 to 50 per cent; and 11, of more than50 per cent. Memphis is seen, therefore, to fall into that group of
cities which has made the smallest response to increased living cost,
when the percentage of increase is considered.

HOW TEACHEW SALARIES IN MEMPHIS COMPARE WITH THOSE IN OTHER
CITIES.

In the questionnaire sent out to the teachers by the survey commis-sion, each teacher was asked to state her total salary for the year' ..1918-19. In order to determine where Memphis stood with'respect
to the. salaries which she paid her teachers, a comparison was made ..with the salarYes paid elementary and high-school teachers in 392cities of 100,000 population or more in all parts of the country.1

MEMCIIIS COMI'ARFD WITH CITIES OF THE SAME SIZE. s.

. Table 8 shows that the largest group of teachers in
(34.2 .per cent) receive a higher salary ($1,000 to $1,199).than thelargest group of teachers (32.2 per cent) in the 392 cities ($800 to::999). It should be borne in mind, however, that 105 of the 149
Memphis teachers who fall into the salary Lrroup of $1,000 to $1,199received only $1,020. No teacher in the elementary schools of Mem-phis received a higher salary than $1,140, whereas 20.6 per bent ofthe teachers in cities of the same size as Memphis received between'
$1,,200 and $2,000. ,

.4n other words, MeMphis pays her largest group of elementary
teachers a higher salary than other cities pay the largest group oftheir teachers, but she stops at that point. Her maximum for ele-mentary Ivhite teachers falls $1,,000 'short of the maximum in the.392 cities. .-

Ainonglhe negro teackers in Memphis, 121 teachers out,of137. or'88 per cent, receive only the initutn salary paid white teachers. orI/less. Themaximum sala for the Negro teachers was $960. Threeteachers. in replies to to :questionnaire statedthat they receivedthat salary.

regard to the salary schedules of teachers In 392 dtles were compiled bythe-Nallo Education Association. and nre about to be published under the title " Teach-ers' Saler s and the Cost of Living." In the table showing this comparison the select,. ofwhite tea ere and negro tetithers are given separately for Memphis, but the comparisonwith other cities Is made on the basis of the salaries of both groups combined, since thesalary schedule for the 302 cities includes both white and negro teachers.
129840 *-20---5
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to
TABLE R.-Elementary teachers' salaries for 1918-i9411emphis compared mill.

other cities of 100;b00 poputation.or more.

groups.

3M. Memphis.

.11

_i

Number
of

teachers.

Per mot
of

total.
Whit.

teachers..

I

Per neat

total.
Negro

teachers.
WhiM I, Per c

"
nt

and ! of
Negro. hrtal

120,11 8399
8400-$599
1600- 1790
1800-11990 .
81,000-81,199
11,20041,399
$1,400-51,599
11,600.11,799
1480041,999.,
12,000 E2,I99

Total

35
370

3,204
4,627
3,t170

564
61
18

1

.3.0
2.6

22.3
32.2
22.0
la. 2
3.9

.1

56
94

119

It
38

18.8 72
31.1 16
49.8

II
38

128 ,
110.
149

"'
/4.7

29 4
25 2
31 2

14,367 100.0

. 299 1149.0 137 436

___:._.
7 100 0
___1___

. .. .
01I011-SCHOOL TEACHERS, SALARIES IN MEMPHIS AND OTHER caws OE

Tli Et SA 5fE SIZE.

.

t i The highesrsalary which Memphis pays her high-school teachers
is $1,440, whereas in 392 cities, in nil parts of the country 4 .5' per

,

cent of the teachers *receive from $1,600 up to $.2,500. n other
word(her maximum falls $1,0130 short of the maximum paid in (he
group of '392 cities.. 0147 teaelters. (out of 3.094) in other parts
of the country received .11 lower .iiiiftfinuni Salary than that of
Memphist In Memphis 10.5 per edit of the teachDrs received less
than $1,000, while in other parts of the. country only 5.S per cent

-received less than $1,000. (See Table 9.) ..

TAni4 9...._lliiih_gehn, I ea,- h roe. futbsriu for 1918-49 - 11 empp i.1 eons im red r vi 1 h

, J92 cities of 100.01&papultaion or more.

. Salary groups,

1 1,..393 cities. Memphis.
,

_....
,"'
t

ytmber.

1 tiocbers.
' .

ferotipat
of

tots/.

white r : Nen,
temben. I Per cent.'

i

teachers.'
White%

Negro.

Per onni
tot...,

82004399
8400-$599
10004799 ...

$8004999
11,00041,010- ,
11,200-$1,30W
81,400-111,599
11,00041,709
11,1400-11,999
42,000-11,199
$1,200-12,399
12,10042,499

Total

2
.5
El

133
850
481
500
462
605
151

37' 35

0.1
1.4..,
4.1

21.0
15.8
16.2
14.8
19:6
4.9
1.2

100L

-4--i

4 13
6

.16
16

51-

--.1-.
1 I ...... .s

.

' 12
5.0 . '5

3
. 111.: ;I .....
51.0 '

". !

I.. ,.

100 i
1 ..

4

I

,

I.,
. 2,

8
9

18
26

61

3.3
13.1
11.5
26.3
42.?

II))3,094-

Three of the teachers listed In the high-school group (Negro) taught meenjh and nii,hth snide.. In 1,13
oases they received lower salutes than some highadlool teachers, In owl case a higher salary Ulan .e
high-school teacher.

t Three teachers gave a salory less than that which is now stated as the minimitat for high.school tachors.
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t 31E24pi1iS TEWHERs COMPARED WI-ER THOSE (Jr OTHER CITIES
DisTunsirrEn ACCoRDINO TO GEMEAPITICAI, LOCATION.

In order to 4eteriiiine luny much Memphis paid her teachers as
compared with other' cities-in the south and in other parts of the
country, a was nMtle with different geographical groups
in wtirt.cl.the 392 cities were distributed, as follows:'

Crimp .k. Eastern, InilnQin Connecticut. MtissuclittKetts. New limp-
shire. N:ew Jersey, New Turk. Penusylvanili, Rhode Island, Verniont.

Grim!, Ai:kausas,:lielnware, District of Co.
loath(:(. Florida. Ileoraiii, 1:etitticky, Louisiana. Niarylatiti. Alissis;iippi, North-

SOlit Texivs, Virginia, -West.
Cron!' Illinois, Indiana. Nlielligalt. Ohio.
Group U. Dretit-Pliihis7 inittling Iowa. 1:ansu, Missouri, Nobriiskit,% North Dakiihi,
Croup E, .krizotni, l'alifortiln. Colorado, Idaho, 316ntano,

Nevada. New Mexico, Drepiii, Utak IInsitinitton, 1Vymiting.

A comparison of Memphis with the4e different geographical groups
.showt; that Memphis upon the whole pays higher salaries Gt her de- Pt
entary-school teachers titan other cities in the South: 34:2 per cent
of her elementary white teachers fall into the gouty receiving $1,000
to.$1,199, whereas IS,nly 4.1 per cent of 'the teachers in the sotithern

.

grott.p. (B) fall into that group...
Again. 95.1 per.cent of the teachers iu the -southern group. receive

less than $1;000, whereas in Memphis 05.s,per cent receive less han
11,000. -(See Table 9.) But if Memphis is compared, wit. cities
in the West and Middle-West..(iroups I) and E, it is found that.in

- Group 1) 'only.54.9 per cent and in Group E only 34.t pe, cent of .tha
elementary teachers receive less than $1,000. In Memphis he m

!mum salyy $1.140. wiiereas in Group D 21.7
- Group E 34.9 per cet.of the elementary-schoOl teachers are receiv-

ing salaries ranging front $1.200 to $2.000.

intat-scnoor, TEACHERS. SALARMS.

11.11en the salariv of Memphis high-school !cachet's arc cOnipated
wit t thostNof other cities in the South, it is found. that 1 per cent
of the teaters in the southern group get less than those in the mini-
mum salary group of Meniphis,but 10.2 per cent of the teacher; in
the southern group receive frow$1,400 to $2,400, whereas !to high.
SOlool teacher in Memphis receives more'than $1,410. JnOroup

. 31.1 per cent and in Group E 43.4 per cent of.the high -school- teachers
reeeive from $1,000 to $2,400 as against. th'Nfephis axitintm of'.
$1,410. (Sty Tablir9.) . '

Si' o report at. Salluutil tdocai ton Alpiorlatloti. TeAcherie tlaIntr And the CM et
.
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ICOMPARIWN WITH bTHER CITIES Or THE SAME SIZE.

Memphis pays her largest group of elementary teachers (34. per;
cent) a higher salary than other cities Pay their largest group, (32.2
per cent); but she stops at that P2tint, Her maximum salary for
elementary teachers is $1,140. whereas 20.6 per cent of the teaclier.-
in cities of the same size received between $1,200 and $2,000. Her
maximum salary for Negro teachers is $960. Three teachers receive
this salary, but 88 per cent of the Negro teachers receive the minimum
paid white teachers or less. .

The minimum salary for high-sFhool teachers in Memphis .is about
the same as in other cities, but her maximum, $1,440, falls short by
$1,060 of the 'maximum in other cities of the same size; 41.5 per
cent of the teacher's in these cities receive from $1,600 to $,500.

COMPARISON Wilt( CITIES IN DIFFERENT tsEtTIONS OF TM COUNTRY.

Memphis pays higher saldries to her elementary teacher; than
other cities in the SOth; that -is, 34.2 per cent. of her elenlelltary
teachers fall into the group receiving $11000 to $1,199, wherfas only
4.1' per cent of the teachers in the South fall into that salary group.
But when Memphis. is compared with the West and Middle West,
it is found that Memphis maximum is only $1,140, while in the
Middle West 21.7 per cent of the teacher§, and in the West 34.9 per
cent of the teachers are receivingfalaries ranging from 41,200 to
$2,000. The maximum salaries for high - school teachers in the West
and Middle-West exceed Memphis' maxinlum by $00 to $1,000, and

31.1 per cent of the teachers in the. Middle.West and 434.pvr cent of
the teachers in the West are receiving salaries exceeding the Meniphis-
maximum.

In Other words, if Memphis compares herself with the South, sho
can make a fairly-good showing.on her ftgry schedule. But Mem-
phis.does not eciipare hersolf only with .the South in matters of trade
and COmmerce ank business enterprise; she invite?' canivarison
these respects with 'any other city in the 'country. But when fie
compares herself" vith cities in other parts of -the country with
respect to the salaries she pays her teachers, it is found that, her, ,

salary falls far short Of die standard set by cities of tll'e same
size in other sections of thecountrp Moreover, when it\is relpOol-
bered that during the past four years the cost of living lute lirre than
doubled, while teachers' salaries r all over the country hive increased
leis than 20 per cent, it is easy to realize what Memphis' failure to
come up. even'to that inadequate standard must mean to-the teachers
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6f Memphis. The people and hoard of education of Memphis should
also remember that nowhere in America is the pay of teachers any-
thing like so liberal as it should be, when the difficulty of their work,
the good of the schools, and the 'public welfare are considered.

THE 131PEKMANENC4E- OF THE TEACHING STAFF. -v*".."\

The fact of the matter is that-the teacher-salary schedule of Mem- ,. .phis is far too low to attract to the. profession the type of young
men anti women which the profession needs and to bold them per-
manently in the service. Studies made in 'different cities of the
tenure of teachers show that the extent of the period of service of
t e average of teachers is three years. This impermanency of tho
te luing corps is a very disconcerting. and alarming, matter, for
with so many teachers wining and going. theTuperintendent and his
supervisors are greatly handicapped in Working out a unified, con -
sistent, and well - coordinated school policy. Furtlfirmore, it is clear
that teachers who enter the department to leave it at the'first opper:
tunity are not going to give to their work 'that itiremittiag applies
t ion mecessary to secure the best results. Even under th most 7
favorable conditions, there will always be many transient among
teachers, but good instructional opportunity for the 1bil ren de-
mands that serious effort be made fo stabilize the tea.cl.:Tig. force.
Offering adequate salaries is one important means of accomplishing
this object. . ,

This instability in the teaching corps is' in gtriking contrast to
the situation which prevailed among the' elementary schotils of
Prussia prior to the outbreak of the war. In these schools, which
were remarkable for producing; t behind of efficiency which 'Germany-
demanded,reeent studies show that 45 per cent of the male teachers
of the cities had been in service for more than 20 years, and Only
GO per cent had had less than G years' service.. while 77.67 per cent
bad served more than Iff. years.' Conditions of salary, of tenure, of
retirement, provisions were such that teaching in Germany had be-
come a profession wherein those who enter de so intending to remain..
in the workfor life. The Gentian eleMentary-school teacher does
not receivb a-large salary, but it is sufficient to provide him with a
comfortable home, adedUcation.for his children. a margin of savings,7":-
and a pension upon retirement which will keep him' from want for
the rest of his days. If .teaching is ever to become ti profession in
America, it will be only after some such prOvisiens are made to
secure greater permanency in our aching force'.

41eustfir:.T4 et-Assign Elm ry, Schoola. MacmiUaay LBW Y. 1$1.
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CONDITIONS ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESSFUL TEAdIiING.

Good business practice' outside of the teaching profesgion is
recognizing this need, for &is learning that success within the field of
business enterprise is largely dependent upon offering to employees
inducements such that long tenure and the taking of a vital interest
in the business will inevitably ensue. If it be true that a happy, con-

- tented, and care-free employee is requisite for success within the do-
: Irvin of businesijapw much more must a serene mind be essential

'to work of a superior quality in the -)Arsiness of teaching. Good
teaching, perhaps more than good work in any other activity;.iS de-
pendent upon a buoyant, hopeful, joyous mind; for good teaching
is a matter primarily of the spirit. A state of mind is contagious.
Happy teachers mean happy children, and unhappiness in a teacher
inevitably begets unhappiness among children. Men and women, as
well as children, can never do /heir best work when they are dis-
pirited, discouraged, and depressed. True, some teachers are able,
hoWever adverse the conditions; to live in the realm of the free spirit.
but with most the response to external conditions is 'powerful and
immediate. In the interest of the children, therefore, school officials
should give.much practical consideration to the ways and means of
improving the material conditions which press in upon the life of'
their teachers.

The- qualifications required of teachers are constantly rising.
There was a time when loung people who could do nothing else or
who wished to gain a few dollars to enable them to attend a business
college or a medical or law school turned to teaching with no inten-
tion of remaining in the work longer than a year or two at i.nnst;
but those days have gone by never to return. It is now generally
recognized that qualities of character and intelligence, as well as
careful training, are essential; and, more and more, officials who are
responsible to the people for the administration of their schools irk.°

raising the required standard of qualifications. The teacher should
. alwaysbe, and in most cases is, the equal of the men and women who

enter other branches of professional life; and yet she, all too Ire-
quently, receives a recompense which is less than the wages of those
who are doing the most menial and unskilled labor of the com-...
munity..

.

Again, as standards of teacher qualifications are raised, an increas-
ingly larger technical preparation is demanded. The best teachers
in the grades are well grounded in the chief. departmentacif human
knowledge; they know what the big things are which are being
accomplished in the broad fields of the world's work; they have
develoPed well-defined standards of taste and appreciation in music,
art, and literature, and how the best contributions which these
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arts have produced ; they-keep abreast of political thought and dia:s-, ;

cussion in their own community and in the larger community which
lies beyond ;, and, moreover, witbin the field of education they are
students of the general and special method of education and keep
in touch with the progress of pedagogical investigation and discits-
sion, working over continually into schoolroom practice the estab-
lished results of such experiment and observation. Years of prepara-
tion are required, in the high school, in the college, or university, and
in the professional course, followed up by vacations spent in summer
schools, by Saturdays and holidays spent at lectures and teachers'
meetings, by evenings'occupied in intensive and detailed preparation
for the classroom work of the following day. Pesides time, effort,
anti strength of body and of purpose,'the expenditure of consider-
able money is necessary in securing such preparation. It is no act
of justice to those who have gone through with such a laborious and
expensive course of training as is now required that they should, in
the end, find themselves limited to a salary, so small as' to seem
pitiful:

Furthermore, a teacher should purchase many books, she should
attend conventions and conferences, and she should travel. Her
growth can not be maintained unless she reads daily; unless she comes
in personal contact with people outside her own community, who
afford a corrective against the provincialism of localities; and unless
she broadens her horizon through travel. But these things can not
he accomplished without money. A...teacher should be *so situated
financially that she can spend a fifth of her salary, at least, in such
effort at self-improvement and in the acquisition of self-culture.

In short, a salary should. be paid sufficient to enable teachers to
live in reasonable comfort and still have left a margin adequate to
permit them to take advifntage of the various opportunities for
personal growth qffered by their own and other' communities; and
with a margin, too, generous enough to make it possible for them
to command that respectand'recognition in the community to which
'the dignity and worth of their profession entitle them, Iii addition,
a teacher who has proved her worth in actual practice should be

'placed completely at ease with respect to tenure. Provisions should
also be made, again with the welfare of the children in mind, for
a retirement fund ivhich will enable an allowance to be made to the
one who has faithfully served her community during the active and
virile. period of her life span,- andrwhich will make it easy for her to,
be withdrawn from the classroom when her usefulness. has ended.=

Menipkis, then, it must be pointed out) has 'still much to aceem.:
. plish in improting.tbe material conditions of her teachers in respect
to Salaries before she can command the uninterrupted servicolik'

era: of 1,he::lkiihesk training- and ability;, before she can e

1/4
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foe hold them up to the highest-standards of teaching and he-
/Iffore she can properly insist upon evidence of ti greater progress in

self-culture than is now to be observed in the rank and file of the
school colps.

An analysis of the problem of the individual teacher from the
standpoint of the foregoing' considerations shows that a compensa
tion which can be considered adequate. must cover the following'.
items, at least: (1) Clothing and sulosistence; (2) medical and dean!
care; (3) life insurance; (4).f:tinily support or support of depend-
cuts.: (5) social and professional growth, such as bo9ks. magazine.;,
music, art, the theater, nwnlbership in teachers' associations, and at-
tendance upon summer schools: (6) incidentals: -(7) establishing, a
reserve. At least $300 per year should he saved and safely invested.
At prevailing prices it is difficult to see how these items can be coy-
peed, even with severe economy, under a minimum salary of $1,00u
per year.

To find out what the facts are in Memphis in respect to this mat-
ter, the teachers were asked to report the amounts they were able
to save out of their present salaries. The following table shows
the results.:

TAnt.e a2..171101111ix mired tracher$, pear 1918-19.,

Tel:14110.1V

Ntunlwr of teacher! who savod--
Total

Nothing' lit,. Stoo.' 11101 to
5100.

POI to 8301 or
1100. more.

numlwr
report-

ing.

White:
Elemea,seloaroi teat*

tesdwcoloTall grades

Total

277
44

112
51
71

17

14
4
9

15

0

9
7

2

390
171

170

63 75 57 2fi 13

The principal., are ltbc1taterl.

Many people have the idta that because most of the teachers are
unmarried women the' do not have thers depending upon theta for
support, and that in consequence they can spend their salaries upon
themselves. This belief is not correct, as the: following facts show:

13.Tesehers auppordrnQ depeltdea.

-

.
.

v

- , . Having
pod.
eats .

Mavingiase or
111011.,
"W.anti.
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lumbermow.
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11.
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A PROPOSED SALARY SCHEDULE FOR TUE TEACHERS OF MEMPHIS.

To meet this situation adequately the following salary schedule is
proposed as a goal- which Memphis should earnestly 'seek to reach
at the earliest possible moment :

TAM E 14.Proposcd salaries.

Teachers

Salary schedule for each group.

Yearly
salary

lnereale

Year In
wludr

Pus°a:11).

mum
can be

reached.

Third.
Third.
Filth
Seventh.

Length
of time
of ap- I

Elementary Illgh'sehooL

Mini-
RIMEL

Went.
i 911AI- I Masi.

mum.
Maxi-

1. noe.year leathers
49411ary

2. Three-year teachers
3. Five-year teachers
4. Permanent teacher

(prom-
1

3
b

$1.000
1,221 !
1,450 !
1,700

$1.150
1,375
1,4140
2,000

51,2E0
1,421
1,650
1,900

11,340
1,575
1,850
2,200

975
75
so
so

I Until retired.

When the maximum of each group is reached, the following
alternative courses should be open to the board 'of education.:'

1. Termination of the. contract (permissible each,-year in gro.up
No. 11.

.

2. Reappointment annually at the group maximum.
3. Promotion to the next higher group.
The pi-moth% froth group to group beyond that of the three-year

teachers sh6uld be granted only to those who have shown special
merit and have given evidence of valuable professional study..To
satisfy the latter condition, the board might require the candidate fbr

.

p.romotion to spend a year in study at some recogni',ed cellege.or.
university, or a year in teaching in some good school system On
another part of the country, or perhapstt year in study and traTel.
combined. In this connection a system of exchanging teachers 414.
easily be established between. Memphis and other cities to th$r
mutual advantage.

This suggested. schedule is designed to cortoct the weakness':Of
the Memphis schedule in another -particulat, namely, in not provid-
ing any means for recognizi4 merit. Everyone knoWs.that some
teachers in: a department are worth very Much more than otheri,
and they know, too, that this work is not dependentoupon length:.
of service. Furthermore, a schedule such as that of MeMphis offeral
no inducement for special industry or for effort for self-improve;
mpot,lo thejeacher who does just enough to escape. diamissaLgebt.

' quite as uch as does the teacher whose heart is:in her york. Agai4y
there is strong tendency touting teachers,- as antotigall.wOrkerkna,
salary;-, en:. middle age is reached and the
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attained, to permit the desire for a comfortable, easy-going life berth
to outweigh the ambition for a steadily increasing personal effi-
ciency which can be gotten only at the expense of hard work and
many denials of personal pleasure. A. salary schedule having a
maximum which is reached early in tl service, and beyond -which

. no individual can advance, as does the Memphis schedule, operates
powerfully to inhibit growth. -''

A schedule such as the one prepared- would have -. chers who
enter the first group looked upon as being on a probatf ry status,
subject to reelection each year for three years. Those who are rated
as "successful" at the end of this 'period may be promoted to the
group of three-year teachers, where they will advance automatically
by $75 increments for a period of three years. Those who are rated
as "unsatisfactory" can in turn be continued from year to year at
the maximum of the probationary group or dropped from the corps.
'When a teacher has reached the maximum of the "three-year" group,
the board can then promote her to the "five-year" group if she has
met the requirements demanded for ppiimotion, reelect her from
year to year at the maximum she has reached or dismiss her. i Id
so when the maximum of the "five-year " g;ouf. is reached, the teac u
who has won promotion by her success in the classroom and by her
efforts at self-improvement can be made a member of the "pertniiiienta
teacher" group where she will remain until she retires. If, in the
judgment' of the officials, a teacher has not merited this promotion, ..ti
she' can be retained for a time at the maximum salary granted to the
group she is in or be dropped. In this manner an adjustuient can be
wormed out betw n the teachers' proper -desire for security of tenure
and the board's oper desire to eliminate the teachers who do not
continue to gro n efficiency. At the same time the teacher knows
that efforts at self-improvement will find tangible reward in terms (---
of salary increase.

- '
THE SALARY OF THE COLORED TEACHERS.

-%

The survey staff would hold it to be fundamental, in arranging a.
schedule .of salaries for colored teachers, that account be taken of
the standard of qualifications and of success which are required for
admission to the corps and for retention therein. If in matters of
education, professionil training, and experience !colored teachers are

' held tothis same requirements' as are the white teachers, then the
staff can see no justifiable reason for paying them at a less rate than
obtains lir white teachers. At present it is true that in 3femphia the
standird of qualifications for colored teachers is lower than that for

,-; = white teachers,. which fact, of course, justifies a lifference in the rate
,:paid, just as the difference in the standaid.set elementary *Mite. .. .
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teachers and for high-school white teac4iers justifies.a difference in
their schedules. As rapidly as well-trained tea ers are available,
however, the standards demanded of colored well as of white T

teachers should be raised. ' When this is ace nplished, and the
teacher source is placed on as high a level of training as that of
white teachers, the staff ),could recommend that the foreeing sug-
gested salary schedule be made operirtive for both and thatboth be
made eligible to the same Troniotions, each within his own field of
activity.

SALARY Or THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.

For ninny years the salary of the superintendent of schools was
$2.500. In 1907 it was raised to an amount not to exceed $3,600,
where it remained until 1915, when the legislature passed an act
amending the Memphis charter and raising the salary to an amount
not to exceed $5,000. The term for which the superintendent has
been elected has for many years been two 'ears.

The survey staff would urge that this charier limitiition of salary
be removed, thereby permitting/future boards -to go into the field
anywhere and pay whatever is necessary to get the man who, in their
judgment, is the one best equipped and qualified' to do the work that
the boards mayiwish clone. It is also recommended that the practice
governin5 tenure be so changed as to permit a board to elect a
superintendent\for any term it deems wise, not to exceed five years.

The Mempin§,,school system has now reached a size and- complexity
which demands the highest skill in leadership it is possible to pry-
cure witlIhthe means available. This is particularly trot if a serious
effort be made tci, carry into effect the program which this survey:*
report outlines. Obviously, if the salary which boards can pay; re-
mains at the present figure,. the range of possible selection will be
a limited one. Were boards, on the other hand, able to offer a salary
of $8,000-or $9,000, coupled with a reasonable tenure, long enough
to enable a superintendent to show what he could do, the range of
available inaterial froii which a selection could be made would be
greatly extended. The choice in such event might still fall upon a
local man, but only after he had come into competition, in training
end qualifications, with men of Proved caPacity, in the field at large. .

The Memphis schools have undoubtedly suffered through tpo fre-
quent change in the office of superintendent: In the 12 years which
have elapsed since Gen. Gordon's administration there have been
seven, different superintendents, no one of whom has remained long
enough to enable him to .establish an. educational pPlicY. There
ought always to be an opportunity for a board to cheCh'up.the'wOrk
of its chief tiectitive officer and determine whether ir not the int.er-
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eats of the schools require a change. On-the other hand, two years
is too short a time in which to via* a superintendent coming in new
to the system and to its problems to master the details and to

his ability to meet them Iwith efficiency. A five-year period,
it is suggested, would be a much fairertime in which to make the
accounting Which boards ought arways to make at stated intervals.

The table which ,follows gives She salaries paid superintemknts in
2:i important cities of the country:

E4uprinteslent's salary in Memphis enniparrfl thUxe in otter ,
. .

Cleveland_ ,..' . .. 12. 4 Deliver
Detroit -I $12, 00 111111,vatikee

Chicago 10, 0O') Buffalo 7, 000
New York .10, 000 Rochester 0, 5004
Cincinnati -`" 10,00 Washington, II., C

60,17141Jersey City ' 9. 000". MInnottpoltS ,
Philadelphia 9,400 New f irleans 5,
Pittsburgh 13.100 Louisville

01-17)

,Les Angeles 8,000 Baltimore
St. Louis 43, MO St. Paul

5, t100

Nei
Seattle 7, iv Providence _ 5, GOO

Newark 740 Memphis 5, 000
Oakland .I 7, iS00 . Average salary 7, 000

i.1,".

N sA L.tItt Es or Pitt:. t 1 e.ii.s. .

L
g

The arrangement in the elementary. suio.1 whereby all principals
.

are on a flat salary rate is an admirable one. This is .a. much better
plan than the one usually employed of matting the salary of a given
principal depend on the -number of children attending his school,
for it at onee eliminates many points of friction and enables the
StiPelintendentmore.readily.and easily to shift the attendance. lines
between.schimls as crowded classes require. The salaries paid-42,000
fob the white schools, $1,500for the colOred schoolsshould be rained

in .to correspond-e closely to the rise n Kling Cost. - ...
This litter suggestion applieswith even greater force to the prin-

ciPals of the high schools. The training and general qualificatjons
required of successful 'principals of, large. high ,,.ltnols is such as
rightly to demand'a better remuneration Alien the high-school prim-

: eirils of Memphis are now receiving. ThiS office of princiPal of our
large city high, schools has come to be one of the most 'reSpostaible.
as well as difficult poSitions.in the entire range of educational work.

. Salaries should be paid which Wilt attract to the office men of the
. highest qualities and ofthe best training and to hold them in their

Q ,

places for a period of ye , for it is quite as -demoralizing to the\ '
Work of a high school to wee frequent changes in the Itead of the \
school as it is tb. a system be changing superintendents constatit13% . \

If
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It is quite as important, if not more so, to stabilize the executive and
administrative corps, assuming that the personnel is efficient, rte. it
is to stabilize the teaching staff. The payment of satisfactOry sal-
aries is, of course, one way of doing this. .

THE JANITOR SITUATION.-
, .

.

There is much criticism of the janitor service,
.
in the schools. of.

Memphis by both the school corps, and school patrons. The canton-.

hoe irmade that the buildings are not kept clean and in proper rani-
tary condition, and there is a disposition to hold the jviters of tin:
depart:item wholly responsible for this situation. The alrvey staff is

' .convinced that, with certain notable exceptions, tit . choorbuildings
of the city are not kept in the condition with res et to neatness that
they should be in. Nevertheless, upon ink:estigation it that the
janitors themselves, except in,;.sibly in individual cases, are not. to
blumfor.the situation which has arisen. It is due, rather, the survey
staff believes, to the n thod which has been in operation in the school
department -fo a nu fiber of years whereby the board of education
pays the janitor of the building a 14nup sum fiom ivhich.he is ex-
pectixl to provide.whatever assistance he tieeds.in keeping theuild!
ings in the condition demanded.'

, The janitors contend, and there is much evidence to-show that their, --'
contention isecorrect that, owing to the rise in cost of labor as well as

I. In living cosfs, it is impossible for them to support their families out
of- the lump stun which the toard is paying them,,. and skill have an
adequate Margin left 2ver with which to employsufficient help. It is.
a fact that the wage scale which 'was authorized by boards of educa-
tion prior to Septembete, 1914. w . on that date, subjected to a flat
cut of 2:.a, per cent. Not tint' ptember. 1917, were the janitor-14st...

. lowed any increase, at which time a restoration of about 10per tent:.
'as made to the janitors of the white schools lint no restoration to the
janitors of the Negro schools. This restoration of 10 per cent brought
Cie, salaries up to the schedule which they are now receiving and
which is to be found on a preceding page of this report.'

The amounts *Mar the janitors of the larger schools are paying
for addition:ft help itt cleaning the buildings ranges from $30. to $55.
per month.. These amounts, as urged by the janitors, being all that
they can pot4hly afford to pay fropt their lump-suin amounts and
still have enough left for themselves and their families:. Although
the board of education prvides free of charge buildingIctp which
the janitors live and alsoprovides the fuel and light, neverthelo!s it
is obvious, when .the buttp-stim amounts apportioned to each 'lave
reduced by an amount ranging from 1.30tog$50, that an unsatisfactory
sittratkin is likely to A° for two reasons, in the first place, for the

)
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large. buildings $30 to $55 per month if not sufficient to obtain the
additional help which is needed, and, in thesecond place, the amount
left for the janitor himself after assistance has been employed is not
adequate.

A PLAN FOR JANITOR SERVICE.

The present arrangement, therefore, is bad, not only for the reasons
already mentioned but for the further fact that it subjects the janitors
alwaytto the suspicion that they are not sufficiently liberal in pro-
viding helpers. As long as this plan. prevails, the janitors of the

schools, no matter how conscientious they areand there are un-
doubtedly 'a number who are taking a deep personal interest in their
workare always likely to be subjected to criticism which may
or may not be justified. It would seem a much better arrangement
for the board of education to work out an adequate wage scale based

'upon the amonnt of floor space which tile several janitors are re-
quired to corn for, modified by *special conditions which obtain in
the several schools, pay the janitor a 'sufficient sum for the responsi-
bility of'supervising his helpers,. and then employ directly whatever.
assistance the board deems is necessary in order to keep the buildings
in the condition that the board demands. At the same time the
board should hold the principal of a given school responsible for"his
building and should accept his recommendation in respect to the
efficiency or lack of efficiency of both the janitors and the helpers
which the bOard emploP3, Under this arrangement any standard of
cleanliness and of cfficieney in the upkeep of the. buildings can be.
reached which the community demands and which the board re-
quires without securing this at the expense of the janitors themselves,
who are under 'the present wage schedule undoubtedly working on
too close a .margin.

THE BOSTON PLAN OF FIXING JANITORS SALARIES.1

For lli years or mac' I)oston has had a plan for determining the
schedule of salaries*for janitor's which has worked satisfactorily
and whiChlms been adopted widely. Aceordini to this, plan com-
pensation.,is allowed on five items: (1) Cleaning; (2) heating, yen-

- tilating, and superintendence; (3) washing of windows; (4) car
eyardS and sidewalks; (5) care of laWns.

In fixing compensation for cleaning, the cubic contents of a build-
ing are computed in accordance with the .rule of the National, Also-
ciatioiriof Sabel Accounting and Business Officials and indorsed
by the,American Institute of Architects; 'Compensation, based op

1A Schedule of Coaspefaatioa for Jazdtor.Oerrioror &hoot DatidIng toitais.- School
..pocauneat.No. 10. 1918.
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this item, is. reckoned at the yate of mills for the first 10,000 cubic
feet; 3.8 mills for the second 19,000 cubic feet; 3.6 mills for the '
third 10,000 *cubic feet, and so on as per schedule up to the total
cubic contents of the building.

In fixing compensation. for the second items, "heating, ventilatidn;
and superintendence;'t the cubit contents of the building are ejso
used as a basis, except'that buildings are classified into 'three groups,
depending upon the type of heating system used, some requiring
more attention and skill than others. For "class A" building's
the compensation runs 5 mills for the first 10,000 cubic feet, 4.7 mills
for the -next 10,000 cubic feet, and so on as with the item of "clean-
ing." The heating, ventilation, and superintendence of "class B"
and class C" buildings are compensated for at a lesser rate.

Compensation for " washing of winaows," the third item, -shall
be on the basis of the total area of the sashes and at the rate of 5.5
mills per stphirg foot for one'washing on both sides. Additional
washing per year when'otdered by the board shall be at the same rate,
Which also applies to all windows, transoms, doors, and doors in
permanent bookcases in the huildiat.

The' fourth:item, "care of ytipds and sidewalks;" shall be on the
basis of their total area and at the rate of 3 mills per square foot. So 4,
also with the item "cars of lawns," except that the rate allowed is
3.3 mills per squtire foot.

The annual sAlary .of each janitor shall be arrived at by applying
the rates of compensation fo lmiing, heating, ventilation, and su-
perintendence to the cubic ntents of the buildings; and by apply!.
ing the rates of compensat n for washing of windows_ and.the care
of yards, sidewalks, and lawns to the several areas. The total of the
amounts shall constitute the animal compensation for janitor service.'

This schedule dOes not inglu e compensation for evening schools,
hool centers, vacation schools; laygrounds, and lecturei or concerts,

tar each of which additional mpensation is allowed. ..
A schedule of salaries worked out on some such basis as the fore.

going would be much more just than the haphazard and unscientific
system which kemphis now employs. Such an analysis of the
duties Of janitors, furthermore, would make it easy fOr the board to
discriminate wisely in securing the helpers needed in the -larger
buildings:

mats DUTIES OF JANITORS. .

. With -a better organization in many 'of the schools and with a more
thoughtful cooperation with the janitors on the part. of principals
and teachers better results than . now obtain can.bnpe'oured,.14, ac-
cording to the present custom in many of the schoottf,' janitors are

129840°-20
4.
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--- called UPOn to perform services and dutiei *Mat do not properly fall .

within their field of activity. ,Some princinalsask the janitors to be
responsible for the conduct of the children before the teachers arrive
in the morning and after they leave in the evening.. In order that the
janitors may supervise the children properly it is often necessary log
them to drop their work thereby causing delay in doing what

with the care of the. buildings.: This is
e in the winter months, when the attention of

given to the heating of thebuilding, for to be
furnace at times when he i trying to get up
lie building comfortable is lery disconcerting.

weer the janitor; and the school authori-
'vises for the apparent inefficiency of the
ned if the principals were to organize the

having teachers in rottition on duty at
tern to remain in the afternoon as long

ilding. By such an arrangement ns

necessary in corinectio
especially objecti
the janitor must be
called away from th
sitfficient- heat to make
This source, of friction
ties, which is one of the
work, could be greatly 1
activities of their selrols
an early hour and requiring
as there are children in lite b
this the janitbrs wind be relie .ed to a large extent of disciplinary
matters, about which they. ought rot tOltave an5.thing to do anyway,

....and be left free to do the work t t anust be done promptly if the
building is to be kept in a sanitary ndition. .

Not only in matters of *this kind, ttt in may bthers, principals
and teachers by a little forethought n lighten;the duties of the

--. janitors very greatly. For ekattiple, in some orate schools during
inclement weather boys tire permitted to march into the stitools at
the close of intermissionvivithout clopin the nutd off their shoes;

in consequence" Bushels of dirt are carried to the halls and class -
rocsms, which. havesto be swept up and car red out as soon. as the

.school session closes. By graveling the yardS, y requiring the city
to put in 'sisitslk approaches to all schools, a d by .expecting the

,:principals t insl9k upon clken shoes before the c ildren are.permit.
ted to enter the buildinguth4roblem of the janits in this .respect

very greatly lightened. Cooperation can a be workel out
in the matter of Itteping,the yards, as. well as the r and hall;,
-clean of reT-use.. .

The survey staff would sagged, there ore, that the p nt Salta-
lion in respect to, jatittor.serrice can be greatly.helpedhy reeditd- .'
ment M the wage schetnle, by abolishing the lump-sup pa t to

Ititlitnis 'Old of whielt, helpers afe to be provided, by relie g the,.
. jallitor of responsibilities for the discipline and control of children
.Whichfall witlantlet province, of the duties of the school carps, and-
414 orginiziggliCatveral schools that refuse and dirt wilrbe to en
airs of to a reesonible degree, (For a further discussion of thpro
lem of the care of buildings geeChapters III.and X.) . ..

6
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A "SCII001:1 FOt TANFFOUS.

School janitor;' ike most people who work for the public, are
rarely appreciated at their true worth. Few persons have any idea
of the qualifications which of it to be required' the office. Itt
fact, the impression is, very gene that "nos anyo e will do for
school janitor." ;

very little has been written which wt ul.the janit rs. in their
and there is scarcely a school or college in the ited States

that offers the kind of training they need. Their :awn to other
departments of the school organization has neve been satiifactority
determined: and their qualifications have never be properly stand-
ardized, so that .a school board might know what co itutes a good
school janitor or that janitors nit know wherein .,hey fall short
of what is expected of them.

In a few cities in the West. notably Portland, Oreg.. Berkeley and
Oakland, Calif., "schools'. for janitors have been conducted which.
the janitors are obliged to attend.

= These "schools'' comprise a series of lectures given, by experts .
called in for the putitose,earh leeturi) being followed by a free dis-
cussion.

Theftitlowing list Of lectures; as given in Oakland, Calif., in 1917;
indicates the nature as well as the value of such a "school" :1
.1. What the board of education expects of the custalan.
2. What the superintendent expects of the custodian: .*

3. What thi business umnager expects of the custodian.
4. Cooperation between the principal and the custodian.,
iii The custodian's relation to the pupils.
G. The custodian's relation to recreation a'ati social center activities .

7. The custodian's part In the wider use of the school plant.
8. Some conditions to the school enviroinnent which ipat affect the child's

health. .
9. The use anoirare of the drinking fountains.

10. How to treat emergencies at school. .
11: Fire prevention and eontroh.:
12. Heating and ventilation.
13. The operation of oil borne (Oakland sehools burn oil for fuel.)
14. The use and care of,steamhetsang abparatua.
15. Automatic temperature reg lotion
10. The operation and care of school eieeencal ,equiposeat,
17. The oiling of floors. . a. 1

s
18. liyiwair of teview. "Am I ittcustodian,or NO a janktarr

Board of adocation (Oakland, Nat.) indlega 191714 Tao School Cristo- tiSian, itta'nutlea and ResuonaltstIttlea.
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4. PUPIL ,PROMOTIONS AN& FAILURES.

SUGGESTIONS MADE BY TEACHERS.

The plan of promotion is not good. All depends up in the glade made in the
Hal examination."

"Less stress on (4xaminations."
"The process of memory Is used rather thou the processes of understanding,

judging, and reasoning."
"No more putting up children who fail to pass examinations into the class

with those who worked hard and passed. It lowers the standard and lessens
the incentive of pupils."

"A better system-of crtuling and promoting, so that thetirighter ones may go
ahead and not run at ounirin....eircles, mentally and maddeningly waiting for
the others."

"Allowed to stay,' tidied' null not 'squeezed' into the next grade."
"That children tt ho fail be required to go over the work, and not promoted

when they can not make, a passiqg grade."
"A fixed, definite method of promoting pupils and raising the standard of

sholarship."
"Do not try to teach them so much textbook tcts but more research work."

More weak children should be allowed to fail.' . .,

"Outlines are used which are long and clumsy. They suggest and even give
answers, instead of leading the child to search for the truth."

"Make them more self-reliant by requiring them or leading them to find out
for themselves."

"That children be trained from lower grades up to do some of the work and
not:to depend on the teacher for everything."

"Less written and more oral work throughout the grades."
" I think that there is too much work attempted in the schools of Memphis

and too many subjects. I think the per cent of failures shows this."
ar Teachers here do too much of the Mork and the children do too little; one,
for instance, writes questions on hoard and writes answers on the same day:
Where doeslhe child gain by that? We have too many 'copyists.'"

"A change in the method of promoting pupils."
"A definite program for the year's work, at the beginning of the year, so that

teachers and pupils may know the extent of each teem, whether there will be
a. summer school or not, what holidays will be given, etc. Especially do we of
the high school need to know that when we begin a recitation it willnot be
'interrupted."

"A definite assignment of work at least it term in advance. (We do not know
until tile day the term opens hat subjects or grades we will teach.)"

." Have teachers reelectel lore term ends, that programs may be made for
next fall."

"A definitely planned-for and limited Malitorium, period which does not.
disrupt the day's program."

"Closer union between grammar and high school."
"Opportunity for high-school teachers to visit other schools, especially the

drinks 7 and 8."
" Mob-school teacher on committee for making Course of study for the eighth

grade. Of course, jt junior highowould help materially:"
"Closer articulation between grammar and high schOol.",
"Junior'high schools to corer this wide breach between our grammar and

high school."
t

40
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THE PROMOTION PLAN. s
For a number of years the promotion of pupils above the third

grade in the Meniphis.schools has been determined by a .fornigl
examination held during the final week of the school term under
the direction of tile sunerintendent, who prepares, or has prepared
for him, the questions which are asked. 11 the pupils fail in passing
the required standard in a given subject in their examination, then
their standing as shown by the teacher's bating based on the record
of daily work and upon written tests given at various times during
the term is averaged with the mark gained in the final examination.
If this results-in raising the pupil to the required level, then he is
promoted; otherwise he fails.'

,A summary of the resuff; obtained under the operation of the
plan in respect to the prothotion and failure of pupils in the ele-
mentary division for the term closing February 21, 1919, follows:

TABLE I5.Pailures in the grades, distributed by grades, February, 1919.
.

Grades. Net en-
raliment.

With-
arawals.

Number
rernitn-

Mg to end
of term.

Flijel.

Number. Per cent.

aHITE SCHOOLS.

First grade. - 7,142 207 1,935 329 17Second grade. 1,447 145 1,342 164 ' 13Third grade 1,461 136 1,325 186 14Fourth grade 1,423 118 1,506 10 11Filth grade 1,413 111 1,301 20 10Sixth grade. 1,348 110 1,138 190 )11Seventh gratle , 944 63 . 881 711 UEighth grade'. 819 36 .583 U . 5
Total..., . 10,736 926 9,810 1,425 15

...--
COLORED SCHOOL&

First 8g
COLORED

s '
.
-. 1,853 402 1,451 449. 0Second g 972 103 8e9 114 leThird grade 889 103 795 117 13Fourth gmde 696 86 610 123 51Fifth grade .

584 65 519 Irl 17Sixth grade 423 34 389 47 11Seventh grade' 303 60 263 24 10EIighth grade I 43 4 34 - 4 IS,
Total 5,763 847 4,917

-
968 18- II mseseemar.---

16,439
---nmeelems

1,773 14,727 2,393
I

16
Grand total .

' .

'Seventh and eight4 glade pupilsit Vocational ingleSehool and at KOrtrecet High School not Included.

An examination of the table suggests at once, that, for whatever
_reason, an unduly largo Percentage of thildsen are failing to pass
their examinations and to win prcnotion; for, in genhal..school
pratiiee where failuresrun -higher-than from 8 to 10 per cent of

...those remaining to the end of the term, it is made a matter of in-
vestigation by the superintendent's' office. Among the white ele-
mentary schools the lowest percentage of 'fiiilure is found in the

. eithth grades of the system and the highest in thefifth grades, the
range being from 15 per cent in the former t6 20 per cent in the
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latter. With the gradesf the eOloredschools the rangteof failures
is somewhat different, running from 10 per cent in the seventh and
eighth grades to about 30 ter cent in the first/rades.

.

and observation which is apparentifs thlb : That the table
o no evidence to show that there is any'standardized basis of
promotion and failure in the system. With this point of variation
Among schools in mind in Aspect to the percentages promoted and
failed, another table was prepared 'showing the distribution of fail-
ures among schools within the limits of a single. grade. The fifth
grade was selected at random for this purpose. The following- table
shows the failures among the different schools of the system:

TABLE 16.Pailured in the Mir grade listributed by schools, February. 191.

fichoo13. Net en.,
rollinent.

With*
Manias:

Nttrul
remain

Mg to end
of term.

Fulled.

Number. Per cent.

Bruce
ehuref) Home
Cummings
Gonlon.nbrIe
rdrawild
Lauderdale
Leath
Leath Orphanage
Lenox
Madison Heights. ,
Maury
Merrill -
Open Air.,
Peabody
Pope ..
Rhrentde 1
Roadie
Smith
Snowden
at. Pauli t

Total

Caldwell
Carnes
Marko
Want ;
OtellOW004.....- .........
Klondike
Kortreent Grammar
1.4 Rose
Porter
Virginia &venue

Total

WHITE.

'.

441
-

i '

w

COLORED.

.....- ........

4 .

.

.

.,,,

...............

.

,

,

'411254

58
79
5.4

121
97

)14
- 77

40
45

82
4

.&2)

80
71
57
73

,

6
1

2
8
8

21
4

10
6

II
1
1
9

6
2
8 .

120
3

Br
'73
50

102
93

104
61

40
42

71
3

41
90

54
60
47
75

1

19
24

3
33

, 2
7

17

5
. 3

II
i
I

27
46
11

5
7

k

1

0
29
37
6

32
2
7

23

13
. 7

15

0
30

29
7

13

1.412 ill 1,280 . 19.3

- 99
- 228

24
. 219

149

213
3M
247
315

9
0
8

11

IS
II

22

..

99
'219

28
211
138

hi
. 340

239
203

0
4
0
9

12

19
29
0

VS

0
2
0
9

10

7
9
3
7

1,853 1,38
-.--0. --

5

CoutPloge reports not Pyadakto:

This distribution of failures ill the fifth grade among the schools of
the city brings out strikingly the great. varitttion in practice. In
sonie schools, such as the Bruce, Smith, Snowden, Idlewild, there were
no failures at all, or practically none, while in other schools, such as
in ';he CtqntningS, Gordan, Maury, Leath, Rozelle, Pope, and the A. B.
Hill, a fifth and even a third of the grade failed.

9
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It is not reasonable to suppose that in large schools, such ,as thoi
. Bruce, Smith, Snowden, and Idlewild, the. children have attained

suck proficiency that all deserve to be promoted; neither can one
believe, under normal conditions, that such a large percentage of the

,same grade in the second group of schools should fail.

'rim SITUATION IN TILE CENTRAL 311011 8C1106L.

01

An examination of the records of the Central High ScItool, with
respeet to promotions and failures, was made for the same term, that
ending in February, 1919. On account of space limitations, only the

. records of the ninth grade will be discussed. The following table
shows the facts for the principal subjects studiecby the pupils of this
grade:

TAni.4: 17.-14'oliwtions any( failureR, ninth gradr,Central High; School. February.
1919.

Cloy'

41 .

-
Number
of Irma.;
remain-

ing.

Number, ,iof b
-0--,,,

clmletiout.

PromoPromoted. *-

Number. Perbent-
Me. Number. Por cent-

aPs.

Algehr1'Ninth,Ninth, wooed

Total

P-ogli.sh:
Ninth, first
Ninth, second

Total

Latin:
Ninth, Iirst
Ninth, second

Total....

French R
Ninth

Spanish I:
Ninth

II ist oy:
Ninth, first
Ninth, second

Total

Central Klemm:

Muth,
first

uth, atemd

Total

Domertle science:
Ninth. first
Niiiih.secooil

Total

.
.

,
. '

,
,

4

I

,

..II.

.

.

7

232
116

II
14

.
184
78

70.11
67.2

78
23

first. 115 0
386

378 28 282 19.3' .116 . 30.7,
307. 152,

229
139

74.6
91.4

78
13

15.4
8.43

450 366 80.0 91 20.0

114
75

74
44

462.7
38.8

41
31

int.
. 43.4

193 119 61.2 73
.

' 0411

2424

..,..

.

113.

E2

46-7

6

.is
16

.

fa.3

33,4

I

153 I
50 E.

14
5

137
45

..i 90.0
410.0

90.0

16
5

21

.

100
- 10.0

10.0
203 I 132

54
87 3 .

37
77

80.5I
WA

. 17
10

==.
11.3
11.6

1 41 40 lit 00.8 27 -19.2
=.1721:1111

100
.0

, 121
00

.
14

100
is 90.0

100.0
12

1

ITT 03-3 P kg

;rite foregoing table indicates that the number of failures m
ninth grimie of the Centliii High School, for all subjects
histay and dotnesti/sseisban In

1r
,,:I
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the grade failed; in English, 20 per cent; in Latin, 38.8 /per cent;
in French, 53 per cent; in Spanish, 33 per cent; in history, 10 per
cent; in general science, 19 per cent; and in. domesticience, 6 per
cent. Besides this, during the term many'of the puPils dropped out
of their classes before the term ended, a:number of them, doubtles.5,

because they had become discouraged in their work. For example,
in the classes in algebra, 28 pupils are reported to have dropped out ;

in English, 66; in Latin, 2; in French, 34; in Spanish, none; in his-
tory, 19; in general science; 10; and in llornestic science, 3L These
pupils, having left,their classes before the end of the term, -do not
show in the failures as recorded in the Preceding table..

COMPARISON V, ITH OTH ER HIM SCHOOLS.

In this connection it will be of interest to compare the failures vi
the ninth grade of the CeNtral High School of Memphis with the
failures in the same grade in theschools of other cities. This COM -

.par' son is shown in the fql.lowingtable:

TABLE IS.---;Nbith grade ,failuren in Rcreni

Subjects.
Central

,..1.1_18,h,..
Memphis.

All highschools,
Oak-

Las An-
goes I
High

School.

All ?itch .
schools,

San Fran-
cisco.

All hich.
schools,
'louver.

1

All high'
schools,
Trenton.

English
History
Mathematics_ ,

Science
Ancient langtiages
Modern ihniPlages
Poruestho &dance

Per cent.
20.0
10.0
30.7
19.2
38.8
60.0
6.8

-

TUT ern!.
9.6
0.8

19.9
12.0
26.1
24.3
3.6

Per cent.
10.1
6.0

20.1
7.2

25.3
12.3

.0
.

Per cent.
10.2
10.8
16.0
7.8

2.0

Per cent.
14.8
13. 7
23.6
12.8
23.0
6.0

. .0

Per ern!.
5.0

11.0
27.0
9.0

22.11
, 0

8.0

Report of Superintendent of Schools. Oakland, Calif. ( 07-
Report of Board of Education, Los Angeles, Calif. (l914); p.
SUrVeY Report, Ban Francisco Schools U. B. Bureau Edticati Bul. 1917, No..4b, p. 60.

a Board of Education Report, Denver, Colo. 0917-18), p. 130.
Report of Board 90 Education, Trenton, N. J. (19119, p. 19.

VARIATIONS IN STANDARDS OF PROMOTIONS.

It is to be noted that, taken by subjects, there is a variation in the
percentage failed in the Central High School ranging from 6 per
cent in the domestic-science classes to a maximum of 53 per,cent
in the French classes- This would appear to indicate that as
among the groups of teachers teaching algebra,. English, French,
etc. ere is no correlation in respect to.a.standard of promotion and
of failure. It will be of interest to carry this point of uniformity
of standards a step'further and inquire if there is any considerable
variation in the percentage failed as among the teachers of a Single
group, among the teachers of algebra, for example, or among those

'0Vo
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a English. The following table will "show the facts for seyeral
groups of teachers who taught ninth-grade beginning classes:

TABLE 9.0.Ninth, ftret, eta 88CS.

AI.OEBRA.

-

Tree Lees
Number

In

Promoted. Felled.

.

class. Number. Percent- Number. Percent.
.

. i
ag

.

gage.

'rear-her No. 1 87 55 63.2 32 36.8
'ratchet No. 2 00 45 75.0 15 25.0
Toacher No. 3 56 38% . *0 18 32.0
'feather No. 4 59 46 77.9 13 *1

ENGLISH. e

Teacher No. 5
Trod Lor No. 6....
Te.tcl or No. 7....
Teacher No. 9..
'reacher No. 9
Teacher No. 10

3

/
t

a

s
94
06
55
21
63
18

62
50
53
15
32
17

66.0
76.0
08.3
71.0
ed 4
94.4

32
16
2
6

21
I

. .

34.0
21.0
3.7,*0

'39.6
5-6

FRENCH.

Teacher No. 11 52 21 40.0 31 10.0
Toucher No. 12 127 51 40.0 76 60.0
Teacher No. 13 03 '%. 9 65.0 :2 35.0

I.RTIN.

Teacher No. 14 I 31 22 70.0 0 30.0
Teacher No. 15 87 53 60.0 35 40. 0

A

HISTORY.

Teacher No. 16
Teacher No. 17

62
01

56
04

90.0
90.0 10

50.0
10.0,

The preced- ing t gives records respecting promotions lord
failures of 17 diffeM' teachers who'tnught beginning ninth-grade
classes in the several principal subjects. An examination of the col-
umn inti.rkect percentage failed ". will show.that th4 range of varia-

,tion in the entire list is from a minimum of -3.7 per, cent by one
fresher of English to the maximum of 604per cent by two teachers of.
French.. With the exception of two teachers of English and the two
teachers of history, all apparently agree in having a-percentage of
failure's among their' pupils Which ie startling, to say the least, and

'indicates clearly that something is radically wrong somewhere, for
a school system that is by its own records no more effective in getting
pupils to dowork of a satisfactory quality than is indicated by these
reports needs-. to subject itself to a very thorough heart searching.

,
. ,
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The fignres,too,it must again be pointectout, take no account of the
pupils who became disheartened and dropped mit before,the term
closed.

REASONS FOR NONPROMOTIONS IN TI16 GRADE scuoom

Fortunately, Memphis has an \musuaily excellent system of term
reports, which are filed with the superintendent by the principals and

, teachers. Among other matters of significances. teachers- are asked to
enumerate the reasons which in their judnent account for the non-
prothotions. A summary of the reasons given by-the teachers of- the
elementary schools for the term closing February, 1919.

Timm 20.Causes for nonpromotions in Oen/en/art, schools. term ending Pebru-
org. 1919.

.

Lam
a.

. Fir;t
grade.

. ,

Second , Third
grade. ' grade.

.

Fourth
grade.

Fifth
grade.

Sixth
grade.

Seventh
grade.

Eighth
grade. Total.

WRITS SCHOOLS.

Name pandit
at dance

Not for grade
Pb detects..
Persons! Illness

Werneld ii (011(111)
gram late.., .....

Slowilareu"
Lai a
Pillory
EIndeveioped.

Total

COLORED SCHOOL.

Rome conditions
irregular attendance
Not prepared for grade
Phyr4o41 defects
Personal Illness
l000poeity (mental)
Entered-grade tete
Inclithnote
Blow
Lett
Failure
Undeveloped:

Total e

Opod total
.

.

..

....

e

0
R4
34
23
29
49
0

33
17
39

9
10

1

37
- 0"

3.i
8
1

1

35
1

47
0
0

0
42

1

7
14
24
3

X1
0

14
37
0

0
24

3
3

11
24
5

49' 0
16
14

. 0

,

0
.39

8
4

16
50
3

90
0

21
38
0

0
43

3
4
8

18
1

80
0

. 19
14
0

0
15

1

1

4
7
,1

65
0
9
R

_ 0

,

1

4

1

202
54
45
at

204
15

400
14

171
120

10

329 164 ; 186 149 269 190 III II 1,425

f
272

13
115

9

37

47

13
7
1

46

51

6
3

13
10
34

GO

2
14
6

'10
31

26

21

4
27

,..

32

1

17

is

6

2
dd

3
10

.

3

1

407

22
151
50
40

199

446 114 llb 129 )17 47
--C.

24 4 964=--..
ns

___.,__
273 302 279

....419e=
.336 237 135

-
_=rh.

32
....,._...---_

2, r...,

,

An examination of the preceding table shows that for purposes of /
analyzing the problem of ,retardation in the grades, several of, the
items can be grquped. For example, Osence on account of ilhtts can

'be combined prioperly with the item; irregUlarity of attendance";
so another group could properly comprise "mental incapacity," 1

" sloW,n and ' indifference,'' for theseterins, probably,lor the most
part are merely. diffeisent ways of saying that the children of the
Four, are not interested in their work.. With Eli's grouping of items
in mind, we find that "irregularity of attendance," according to the
teachers, will account' for tlie nonpromotion of 383 cases,' wile so.
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called indifference" explains:626 cases. Thus 1,000 of the 1,425 in-
stances of nonprotnetion, in the: judgment of the teachers, are to be
attributed to irregularity, in attendance and to indifference. . Iry
point,of fact, much of the irregularity in attendance, though not all
of it., can be set down to the pupils' lack of.interest in their school
work, for if they were vitally ifiterettted, there would be fewer ab- .

sences than now appear.

ATTENDANCE AND AOSENCE ,1.EL.EDIENTARY SCHOOLS.

Fortunately, again, the records. oh the Memphis .'schools show the
facts of attendance and absence in a significant way. The following
table gives the facts according to the reports filed with the superin-

-tendant: .

TABLE 21. I)istribulion or attendaan by Periarr3 in elementary schools, term
eudjug February, 1919.

\ ATTIENDANCIL

.
06

E
,u,.

..;
0.0

. t.
0

t
ia

1..

....$' 1
o 6.

:4.

A

to

.0. ,

..
di

*,
4'. .1.-s
43

Ti
Ti
fl

it
ha

WHITS SCHOOLS. .

Attending entire term.. 58 ,. 57 56 59 74 ) 50 42 460 4.2Attending at least 80 dayi 329' 377 388 376 416 4 349 227 2,893 25.9Attending at least 70 days. 610 1112 428 497 447 320 233 3,466 31.0Attending at least 60 days,. 351 190 201 183 181 157 ' 100 45 1, 408 12.6Attending 14, least 50 days 735 100 122 85 84 44 32 M 724 6.6Attending at least 40 days 527 73 66 63 41 15 30 9 444 , COAttending at least 30 slays 119. 50 54 49 54 48 20 9 412 3.7Attending at least 20 frays IIS 75 ni 21 47 44 18 it 437 3.9Attending at least 10 daze 343 89 87 74 66 56 28 23 506 5.1Attending less than 10 days ttS 43 58 52 33 36 20 8 326 3.0-..... ...
11, 837 ......Total

couanzo scnnot.s.

Attending entire term. 75 40 21 ' 29 31- 31 10 1 218 .4.2Attending at least PO days 156 196 155 142 149 92 43 5 940 10.2Attending at hist 70 days 314 231 209 168 139 97 68 7 1,233 21.7Attending at least 00 day a' 4 218 131 115 110 80 58 34 11' 757 13.3Attending at least 50 days 185 75 66 66 42 32 13 10 489 8.6Attending at least 40 dslytt. ,... 144 51 57 32 20 23 10 2 315Attending at least 30 ditys 209 611 75 72 35 21 13 2 495 8.Attending at least 90 drys 192 63 55 55 32 is 8 1 437 7.5Attending et least 10 ciao. Z58 P 83 44 60 30 9 6 3 471 & 3Attending ken than 10 days 132 29 37 30 29 8 15 3 281 5.0

'
.

5,676Tote'.

Orand total ..1... . ., . .. 16,1113 .....,

[Note: The records of the RiversIdeend Klondike schools do not appesr In this able, oelthei' tifrthst
715. and 8th grades of the Vocational high Seheol And of the Kortrecht jfigh School.)

Accoriling to thrsiltable only,4 per cent of the white children in
the elementary sclools attended the full term; 30 per cent attended
foarmorithe or more (80 days) ; 61 per cent attended this and one-,
half months or more (70 dir); about three-fourths of the ekilf4rett
(73 per eill.attended three months (60 days) or more; while k

.4
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remaining quarter of the children failed to attend as much t three
deonthe. While there is nothing to show the correlation between
the htimber who failed of promotion and the facts of nonattendance,
nevertheless it is probable thitt there is such a correlation, for it
stands to reason that a pupil who, for whatever cause, is absent a
great deal from his recitations ran not expect to fare so well in
tetras of school credits as one who is always in his place,and who
therefore gets all the benefit of instruction. Methods, then, directed
toward cutting down the irregularity of attendance which' is shown
in this table will undoubtedly help in lessening the number of
failures in school work. ni the view of the teachers themselves, how;
ever, irregularity will account for a percentage of nonpromotion
only

OTHER CAUSES FOR NON PROMOTION.

. A number of possible causes suggest themselves as among the
factors accounting for the' unusual and disturbing percentage of

the grades arid in.. e high eliools is an important factor in non-
thefailUre.in the work o the §chools. Obviously hick o'f supervision in

promotion, for the piecedinetables indicate that there is little or
.no team work in the system. Again,, teachey§, especially the high-
school teachers, are not taking the chi dren where they find them in
paint of preparation, but are 'sum g a preparation which the
teachers of the elementary schools lave otgiven. Probably therdis
a lack of cooperation between the ligh hoof and elementary school
teachers. Possibly not enough attentio is'being given to children

: byway of teaching them how to study, gain,'it is nof improbable
that parents do not take a sufficiently so ious view of school work,
and .in consequence permit the attention of the children to be di-
verted frani their work by too many distra ions of a social character.
Perhaps, too, there elm been too many terruptions to the work
of the; schools themselves. While doubtless all tiles° reasons- and
Mike are factors in' the Otnation, nevertheless the survey staff is
convinced that a more weighty faCtor than any-of these is to be
found in the fact that protriotions are based upon forma examina-
tions, and that these examinations dominate the Work of the system
'Ruda:Dior everything which the teachers do. For a furtheg.discussion
of the factors entering into failure, see Chapter V.

PROMOTION IIT FORMAL EXAMINATION

Written examinations given in the form of tests at intervals during
_ ,...the. term have a place in school proceoure for which it impossible

to find a complete snbstitute,hut as a basis' for determining a pupil's
fitness for promotion the fdrmal examination held at stated times has
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fallen into disrepute. . It is a useful means, for example, of showing
the' teatilyr where the preparation has been weak and where it has
been strong; it trains thepupil to use language concisely and with
precision under sharply draWn limits of tinie; it requires the quick
exercise of iudgmenein respect to what is essential and what is rela-

tively less essential ; and it tests the ability quickly to organize knowl-
edge, and information in anew setting. But, in general, when promo-

'. tam is made to:tiirrt upon it, iq, whole or in any considerable degree,
the examination inevitably leads to " cramming," to undue worry and .

uervousnev, and to working with the sole end in view of passing,
causiniithe-enjire IVOili\o/ the school to center about the one idea. It

r-iiiputs a prethium upon Wron t hods slid stresses what should be but
a mere incident in the plan of ducation.; it provokes bitterness and
unseem14 strife between fxtrents and teachers; and it occasions a vast
amount of unnecessfiryloand unprofitable labor for the teacher in. read-

. ing an endless number of papers, in keeping records, and in m's.king
4 out report's.

.

This is precisely the situation which the survey staff found in Mem-
phis during the'month of May, when they observed the work of the
schools. Everywhere everybody was "getting ready for the exami-
nations," which meant that with but discouragingly few exceptions
the childr,en were being drilled almost constantly upon niemory facts.
Old examination lists were much in evidence, as these, it was thought,
would give a line on the nature of the forthcoming examination.

, What the nature of,the instructional activities were.Rrior to the visits
of the members of the staff of course we can not know, except by in-
ference, but certainly during the month which the staff spent in the
classes they saw very little teaching of the kind which really educates
through getting the child to tliink for himself, but they did see an lin...
mense amount of the " cranuping " of memories with isolated facts
and unrelated 'definitions which *ere without value except as these
might help the child to get by the prospectiVe examinations. More .

discussion in teaching and less memorization, is needed.. A system,
however, which is dominated by the fdrma'I examination will in7
evitably stress memory work, and thereby to a dan ons degree teach-
inging tends to become formal and mbchanicar and no

Furthermore, that the fowl examination is n i rion for de-
termining ability is a conclusion abundantly supported by an ex-
amination Of the school careeis of- men who have bammo famous,
For example, Thomas 4. Edison- never could pass his school el-

iminations, and when his teacher reported that it was a waste of
time for hinkto attend school, he was taVen out and never returned.
Chatlea. W ''Eliot, while' president of Berard Univereity, once
remarked that he would not have, been able :tn-,pagnx. the entio.
oxatninations of 4is own-university. "Henry,'Werd; 13e0herl 2

. .

. . .

. -.
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arty- fourth in an examination in grammar, while the ..boy who
Finked first became' a barber in a southern city.. It is Mated. thit a

Japanese university once, appointed a faculty committee to
. vestigate and report upon thsion.tion'as to "at examination could.

. be given the youth of tha and in order that young men of the
greatest promise for the future might be selected. After an ex-
haustive study of the biographies of eminent men the report sub-
mitted wus: " The one most prevalent. characteristic of men of mark
in their school days is that they could not passtheir examinations."
MeAndrew,1., who mentions these instances, among other illustra-
lions, reports that he once took the examination records of 90 pupils

:entering a piivate, high school and divided them into 10 groups,
according to rank. At the end of each, year for a period of years
he reclassified them into the same groups, add. expressed the pro-.
gres%iVe standing of _each pupil by it ,i,iagrant consisting of lines
which theoretically should have run innearly.a straight line across
the. page. Ajtually-, however, the 'lines crossed and recrossed as
lowest -group pupils rose tb the highest group and the highest fell .

. into medium or low 'places.
(

THK INACCUIIACY micitna' tvuns.

It is inconceivable that there is any sucks variation in the actual
ability,of the.children of Memphis as is disclosed in the, foregoing
study of their promotion rectids. for children itire pretty much.
the same the world, over in respect to their reaction to sehoil in-
structidn. That is to say. tte average of a group in one part 'Of

'' the country will measure up pretty .close+ to the average of a group
of the same age' in any other part of the country. the variation
conies, not among the children, but among the teachers, in their

.-. estimate of what the pupils have accomplished. A number 9f studies
,..-leave been made during the Mist kw,years- to deterinine the accuracy

and reliability of the marks which teachdra give to pupils. An in.
teresting summary tof several f these investi ations..is to be.found
in. Mention, DeVoss, and K
Ments,'" Houghton Mifflin

01110,2 for example, i
piipila4Who had entered
and coMiOared them with

',reasoned -that if the
041437k.:*.ge**
tne4tiarY*hoelawo04

y.: " Educational crests and liv.feasiiire-
o., 1917.

191;1i-took the marks of the eighth-grade
igh.sclitool from (hive elementary tehools

the marks received in the high school. lie
rks were..in- accurate ,rating' of de pupil's
same relative position Obtained in the ele-

mtlintained inthe high school. lie found,

: ow; dbi
. coition. $ E. Cogelatt

itelligiVTeber voL.12- Op.

1. The ICseetioetios: Nat..f.dne. Anscic., 19141..p:
ottles.Ukr7 4chikoll and itige Schetli; liteatentiiir
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flowerer, that there was a empplete re'versal from what one (would
expect, for the pupils coming in from the school which gave the..
lowest Marks outstripped the others in maintaining or increasing

. their original rank. ,
Kelley,.1 in 1913, made a sit-nil:1r study of- the marks of sixth-grade

pupils, coining into a common departmental school for seventh-grade
workifrom four. ward school. To.quoteitionclusion:

This means that for work which the teacher in.school C (one of the ward
schools) would- glve a murk of ." (I " (good T, in luoguagejarhulaaship.or his-

., tory. the teacher in school 1. (another ward school) %voila give less them a'
murk of "F" (fair). '

/a - many- starch and Elliott,' to mentionbut one
,

other of malty inve,stigai-
Lions of the accuracy of teachers' Anarkings. made 4 faCoimile repr7o-

.
duction of an examination paper handed in by it pupil in plane
geometry and sent a copy to the teachers of geometry- al to Wei*
high schools included in the North Ceiltral 4ssoctation of Colregis

,

and Secondity Schools, requesting that they mark the paper on a
scale of 100 per cept.... One hundred mkt sixteen teacliers complied,
with the following results: 'Twoof the ratings were above 90, while
one was below 30; 20 were SO or above, while .20 others were below.

11:11

60; AT teachers gave tt- passing -mark or. above, while 69 teachers
gave a mark which would have failed the writerMthe paper.

These and other investigations. of similar character point lik-
evitably to the conclusion that teirebers. marks, as .deterroined in
most schools, are inaccurate and iirereliable records of the perform-
anco, or ability, or accomplishment' of pupils, aild.'tliat the fait h-
which both pupils and teachers have placed in traditional systems
of .niarking, iA a blind, unreasoning one Is a teleherrating merely-
the performente of a pupil in the particulak examination sett

. Or
does she take- into account the pupil's ability l, or, "again, .is it hie

. accomplishment extended over a period of considerable tiine that 4113
is rating? Others. agaifi, may .have iit mind the'plipits effort Still
others mar try to show the degree of itnprdvenient the pupil hes -.

made within_ a given Oetiod. The questioa:." What do ire mark ?"
was put doWn by one superintendent, to histeachers' and the fol-
towing were some of the, answers he got:" Improvem ent," "ability,"';'.
".serious. purpose," "moral qualities," "interest in work," "iccom- t
plishment, "accuracy, neatness, and promptness." "-acquisition of
knowldege.". 4gaiq, What is. tke 100 pal 'cent. ideal Which tbs4eii,eher

.

has in thoughtTV What .would the zero point represent. on a per-
. . s centile scale? ." Does 50 per cent," to quote a writer ott school prop -..'

t Keay, P. .1: Tencliers''Slarkl, Teacher :' c'tlega ContrIbutirml to EsluentIon, Qt.*
68. p

Starch sad Elliott. Reliability or IL:ruling MO &hoot TO. Sc h. Rev:. vela. 21.1. 21.
'Camp, Frederick S. Marks : Au admiatrat..lve problem. Sete RS.Y,. Rec.,. 1517.
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Ions, " mean half knowing a lesson, knowing half a lesson, knowing
half as ninth as the teacher ows, half as nn .....much as the text, half y"--

.-- what the pupil ought to kno or half what he could know?" The
problem is not simplified because letters, meaningless in themselves,
are adopted to register a pupil's rank, for usually these are merely
symbols into which the percentile scale is translated. #. .

The difficulty is at once apparent. The teacher has but a hazy
'and ill-defined theoretical standard of excellence in mind by .which
she judges as best she niay the standing of her ilnpils. It is not an
accurate basis of measurement. for the reason that it is shifting and'
variable in her own mina, and furthermore because she is:trying to
use one standard by which to express a judgment on a number of

--- qualities which she wishes to take Into account. As the standard
of one teacher will be different, naturally,' from that held by an-
other, as long. as the marking system is as-it is, no other result can
be expected than one in.which there is a wide variation in expressed
judgment. When, furthermore, there is a lack of coordination of
work and of standards of judging the results, which invariably

ensues if there be inadequate supervision, this variation in the per-
centage of pupils promoted in different classes will be greatly ac-
centuated. The situation, then, in Memphis, bad' as it is, in respect
to laelr of uniformity Of standard; is not unusual ex/Wpt in degree.
It will always obtain so long asthk present marking system is re-

ollstained and so long as teachers are Clot more closely supervised.
4

A PLAN BASED ON THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF ABILITY.

..1 I -
. The whole problem, however, would The greatly simplified were
the teachers to discard the theoretical standard of excellence which
they severally hold and frankly recognize that in relation to ability
or effort or accomplishment, or, for that matter, any other quality
-they Care to consider, their school class is a normal group of pupils,
comprising a few individuals of marked proficiency, many of aver-
age attainments, and a few who are poot. Or, putting the fact an-._
other way i In every group not a!tificially selected there is a normal
distriblition with respect to any trait or qualification. The majority
Of the class will beLfound clustering pretty closely about the average
or, mean Posit4, whileithe further above or below this mean one
.goes the fewer will be the individuals found..

For example, many careful studies have shown that in any class
there area few who are excellent as' compared with the remainder of
the class; about twiCe7,as many are very good; 40 to 50 per cent are
someWhere around era about, tis many. are poor as. are good;.41 average;

la.manv sirsiaiora mer as Bra aveallsnt_ Tt Las wary tliffinillt
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to measure the precise ability of a pupil; there.is no known precise
standard to use in measuring it, but it is not difficult for a teacher
to pick out froin 3 to 10 per cent of her class who are excellent and
to place the others in four or five groups with respect to these.
Furtlieinnore, she does not need a week of formal examinations at
the end of the term to make such a distribution. In short, as Ben-
dett ' says, " We can not presume to state how much ability a pupil
-has, nor how *valuable his work hafinbeen, but we can state his relative
standing in the class with reasonable accuracy."

Finkelstein,2 in his study of 'Larks given itt ornell University,
recommends a five-division marking system based on the following
distribution of the individuals of a given class: Three per cent, ex-
cellent; 21 per cent, superior; 4 per cent, medigm; 19 per cent,
inferior; 12 per cent, very poor. Of this last group. approximately
11 per cent should be conditioned and 1 per cent failed, he asserts.
Ile holds that this distrilmition conforms to theoretical requirements
and that it expresses fairly well the practice of Cornell University,
as shown by the tabulation of more than 20.000 marks, extending

over a period of three.yearld taken from 163 courses. His rec-
ommendations are made lAilarily for the high school and the
university.

Other investigators have reached somemliat different conclusions
regarding the distiibution. Some.oLthese are

. TABLE 2.2.Distributi4n of studenia in crdininations.

Invemigatora. A B C D E

' Per amt. Pee VW. Per cent. Pa tent. Per Mg.
Cat teli 10 20 40 93 10

Smith 10 15 , 60 15 10

Raetliger 4 24 44 24 4

Meyer 4 21 50 18 7

Fo.ter k 3 22 60 22 3

Dearborn 2 23 BO 23 3

Bray. 7 20 42 21 7

Calgyi 7 24 38 24 7

8t h: .
lernentary. 10 30 ag 4 4

Advanol 14 44 33 6.5 215
. .

Bennett, (teary E. School EMeleney. (Inn & Co.. 1917.
Plultelateln. 1. E. The 'Marking System In Theory and Practice. Warwick

Ito t imore, 1913,

These differences of opinion easily fall within' the range of varia-
tion which a system, to be flexible, should permit. Such a scale
could be stated as follows: Of the total number of marks gieen; let
the A's comprise from 8 to 10 per cent; the B's from 15 to 22 per
cent; the C's from 40 to .50 per,cent; the D's frond 18 to 22 per cent;
and the 'E's, or failures, from 2 to 10 per cent.

129840--20-4-4
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A simple plan, discussed by Bennett,' which has,worked satis-
factorily is essentially of the same type as these, but with the pro-
portions modified somewhat. It operates in this way: As early iu
the term as possible the teacher divides her pupils, not physically
but for purposes of instruction, into four tentative groups: the first
being the "best.quarter" of the class; the second coijsisting of the
"second -best quartek"; the third comprising all the others who have
done work which will entitle them to bel)Wssed; mid the fourth
being those hose workift considered of a doiitiukquality. These.
groups can be lettered, for convenience of reference, A, B, C, 1), or
for that matter, any other letters or symbols would just as well.
The special attention and effort of the teacher throughout the term
should, of course, be-devoted to those in peon') D, in order that. the
number therein who are fitially required to repeat the term's work,
desigtuited as E, shall be us few as possible. And none should be
failed, finally, without the sanction of principal and supervisor after
earehil. review and consideration and with the question consciously
in mind:-Where will the l tpil profit most, in the old grade or in the
new?

In practice, it should be. observed, the teacher- will occasionally
find it necessary to dvviate from the 'adopted form Of distribution:.
She should not hesitate to 'make such deviation if it seems to her to
be necessary, but in every instance of failure to- adhere she should
be expected to make a full and satisfactory explanation to super-)
visor. or superintendent.

Such plans as the foregoing are based upon two assumptions:
That the work of a given grade and the standards demanded there'll
shall be so shaped that the large majority of the class shall at all

' times be doing successful work; also, Oa inttery class the normal
distributiOn' of ability is approximately the same. ?'either of these
assumptions can be seriously questioned, we feel. Furthermore, the
adoption of some-such plan as this would make impossible such wide
variations #t. standards of promotionii as are tobe found among the
teachers. of 'the schools of Memphis; for in each instalsice, under its
operation, .it. is clear the class itself would virtually determine its
own standard by which' the individual members atilt be judged la
respect to promotion. Such a prouMtion basis as this wduld do away,
too, with the necessity of spending so much of theitll-too-limited time
of the school on formal examinations and in grading the and
recording and averaging the esults;

In Prompting children from one grade to another only one question
need be asked, Is the child able to. do the Nor'( of the grade with
Other children who are promoted?

&Own, Beiry . &boot Efficlmci. rttnn & Ce., 1017.
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S.-THE ABILITY Or MEMPHIS TO FINANCE THE PROPOSED
PROGRAM.

The practicability of any plan for the advancement of education
must ultimately rest upon the ability of a community to.pay for it.
It is the purpose, then, of this section to discuss the question whether
or not Memphis is able to give her children the advantages which
progressive cities throughout the country are giving theirs. The
first point to consider is the income which Memphis receives with
which to conduct her various activities and to see how she diStributes

this amount:.

wAy M r.31114 N APPotrlioNs 1113t IN C0311'.. .

It will be of sigtUticance to see how the municipality of Memphis
apporti4ns the money which she receives and particularly to note
what the proportion of it is which she gives to her schools in com-
parison with what other cities of the 'country are doing. The basis
for coming at the nail: of Meniphis among cities in this respect is
to lie found in the statistics compiled by the Census Bureau for 1917
and published under the title "Financial Statistics of Cities Hay-
ing a Population of over 30.000." Table 13. of this publication,
shows that Memphis expended during 1917 $14.13 per capita of
population, on all her activities, and that the amount was distributed
among these activities-ctivities in the following way:

For general government. $0.52; for pollee proslon. $1.75; for Ore protection,

$1.53: for health and sanitation, $1.38; for the'extension and improvement of

streets. $2.151; for charities, $0.97: for libraries. $0.23; for parks and play-
grounds, $11,01: and for schools, l.C1.08. The remaining $0.2S of the aggrtgate
amOunt %vas usell for other miscellaneous purposes, all important but difficult

to classify:

In themselves these figures mean very little. Not mull they a'
compared and contrasted with the expenditures of other cities for
the same purposes do they begin to Alike on meaning. The table
which follows shows how the distributed expenditures of 219 cities
look when viewed as tut aveenge:

T.tat.k 23.Dtstribution expeladifurert, 1917,

PUZVOSM.I. Memphis.

(Unfelt) goverannot
Police department
Fire deivartrnent
Heald. and ssuinuien
&net department
Charities
1.1brarim
Parks and pL2igrounds
Schools
All other purposes.

errs
1.75
1.
1.94.
2.42
.97
.21
.P1

3.64

Average

titles.

NI 04
I. tir.
I. 44

,

. 67
6. AI
Los

total peromits expenditure 14. la 19.07
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Fileile this comparison hel s to see where Memphis stands in
relation to the actual average expenditure of the 219 'cities con-
sidered, yet, as her total expenditure is considerably less than the
total average expenditure of the list, another table is needed to make
her rank in this matter perfectly clear, and that is a table showing
the proportion each item bears to the entire expenditure. This table
follows:

TABLE 24.Percentage distribution compared trith other cities.

Purposes.

A

Memphis.
A verags

of 219
cities.

Osneral government
Per cen7 Per mu.

11.3

Police department 113 10.9

Are department 10.8 &6
Health and sanitation 9.6 In. 1

Street eentCharitides partm
1&6
as

10.6
7.1

LIbrnies 1.6 1.3

Parke and playgrounds 6 3.5
nets t4.9 31.0

All other purposes 10 8.6

F.rom this table it is apparent that, as compared with the average
of 219 Pities, Memphis's'ellief interest is in the police; fire, and street
departments and also in her parks and libraries; that her interest
in health and charities is somewhat less than the average of the
cities listed; while in the expenses of general government and in the
percentage of her income which goes to the schools she is fit low

..the average of the 219 cities listed by the Census Bureau. LeWthan
26 per cent of Memphis's'expenditure goes to the maintenance of

school department, Whereas of the .219 cities of the country
considered in these statistics the average 'expenditure for the schools
is 31 per cent. That is, Memphis's. proportionate expenditure for
the schools would have to be increased nearly 20 per cent to bring
her rank up to the average of the cities of the country.

Of 21 cities in the group of cities having a population of 300,000
and abOver only 5 expended a smaller proportion of their income
on their schools than did Memphis. Of the 45 cities in the next
lower group, 100,000 to 300,000 population, the group to which
ye,mphis belongs, she was lowest of all. Of the 62 cities' in the

coup of 50,000 to 100,000 popultecion, there were only 7 ranking
lower than Memphis, and finally of the group of 91 cities having a
population, of -80,000 to 60,000, there were only 8 whose expendi-
tures on their school departments, proportionate to that expended
upon other lines of municifoal activity, were less than that expended
by. Memphis.. Thus of 219 cities enumerated by the Census BUreau
having a population of 80,000 and above, there was an aggregate of
only 20 ranking lower than Memphis in this particular. The fol-
lowing table .gives' the list of these cities,. together with the per.

.

ill:
.

wlkinkthe .0c)too) departnient eaeh instance received:
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TABLE 25.The only cities spending proportionately less on schools Own Memphis. it,

Per cent of total
expenditure given

Population of 300,000 and above (21 cities) : to schools.
Boston 25.

Detroit 15.

Baltimore 22.6
Buffalo 25.0
Sun Francisco 20.6

Population of 100.000 to 300.000 (45 cities) :
Memphis 25.9

Population of 50,000 to 100,000 (02 eit les :

Augusta 24.2
Jacksonville 10.5
Kavannah 19.9
Charleston, S. C 19.5
Chattanooga 24. 7

Jiobl le 22.5
Tampa 18.7

Population of 3010r50,00(1 ( 91 cities) :
Montgomery, Ala 24.1
Butte, Mont 25.8
l ;alveston, Tex 21.3.
Shreveport, La 24.9
Columbia, S. C 20.3
Lynchburg, Cu 25. 7

Brookline, Mass 23.3
WI Imindt on, N. C `23.0

PER CAPITA EXPENDITURE FOR SCHOOLS COMPARED.

* The foregoing ranking,is based-on the proportionate expenditure
for schools among the several municipal departments of the 219
cities listed. It will be interesting to learn where Memphis stands
in relation to these cities in respect to the amount actually expended

the basis of per capita of population: The number of cities ex-
pending on their schools more than $33.68 per capita of population,
which is the amount expended by Memphis; also, the -number of
cities expending less than this amount are shown in the following
table:

1'ADLE 26. Per capita school expenditure of 219 cities in 1919.

Cities.

Number above
Memphis.

Number
below

Memphis.

Total
Ilumbeeof

titles. '$5 and It to
above. $4.99

All cities 300,000 and more 17 1 1 21
All sines 100,000 to 300,000 27 18 44
All cities 50,000 to 100,000 82 17 62
All dam 30,000 to 50,000. 05 20 91

Total., 181 34 218
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Memphis, then, is seen to stand No. 34 from the bottom of the list
of 219 cities in respect to the amount spent on school maintenance per
capita of population. In'the group of '45 cities to which Memphis
bekinp, the-group whose population ranges from 100,000 to 300,000,
dire are only two cities below leer, namely, Birmingham, ho-zo
expenditure was $2.83, and Fort Worth, with an expenditure of $3.11.

Of the 185 cities of the list Avhich expend more than 111,emphis does,
25 of them expend double the amount or more per capita. This list
follows:

irs

::7.Cilies which -4petol 011 their Rrlroola more Man dotibi that of
Metti ;Mix idt 1917.

r
capita.:

1 Per 1 l 'e
copita...

!Pet .

/ !

1:4141.1.

Hem phis vim (; rand Rapids 87.12 i lalleoln I $A 1 1
noston 7.73 Hartford t 7'9Y. Newtro 10 ha
Los Angeles s 10.:s6 ths Mottles 5 9.90 ;1 F.ust ()rattan I A 2:.
Newark 7.6.5 Yonkers ; 7.74 !! New Rochelle 7 70
Washington, D. C 7.c.9 A liantie tity i 4.Xt : Cedar Rapids s ST
Minneapolis 2.62 Siam City

I

7. In M(1111st Vernon it. S2Oakland 7.42 !, Sao Neg. 10.01 . Peony) ... s It
Worcester..... .k.usaim... 7.34 1: Pretariessa i 111.15 ; Stockton a. v.
Brookline... ....... .s.':;,,04 8.96 ;; Madison

.
i 7.94

'This apparent. indifference of Memphis toward the financial
of 'her schools, as compared with other cities, is .ken elope strikinglyg liy
shown in the fact that whereas'Memphis expended an aggregate of
$14.18 on her municipal activities during 1917, including the schools,
there were 117 cities Which expended a less amount than this. That
is to say, in 1917,,whereas Memphis stood No. 118 from the bottom
in the aggregate. of city expenditures for all purposes, sluistood. No.
34 from the bottomi. in the proportion'a that expenditure which was
given to the schools.

A Moll NT EXPENDED IElt PUPIL

A method frequently employed of determiuing whether or not a
city is expending enough money in the maintenance of its schools
is that of comparing cities jn respect to the amoniii each. is expending
per pupil in attendance. The statistical facts .needed to make this
comparison are to be found in the reports which are Made annually
to the United States Bureau of Education by the school olliCialtt of
the citit's of this c alftly. From these reports for 1917-18, not yet
published, 24,citie selected, representative of different sections
of the United States. The following tablethows how Memphis
stands in compakison. The cost is reckoned in two. ways: (1) On ,

the nu.mber .of pupils average daily attendance; and .(2) tin the 1>)

net enrollment of pupils, i. e., the number of different individuals
n-Ito enrolled in the system during the year:
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28.-Amonnt expended per pupil on sellout inaintenan e, in 24 cities. in
1917-18.

Total
amount

expended
on

Amount hasod I

average doily I

at t curia:ice.

Average [flauntmaintenance. tinily at- per I

terviance. pupil.

Amount god on
net enroll hit. percent_

age of
uet -

1/411'. A inount in at-
rollrnent

uotenroll_ I
per telidallee.

meat. pupil.

Mrmphis V9,429 14,86.5 VI ,RI fl ,!IA $19.58 70.0
Birmingham 4239,849 21,302 30.03 30, 948 j 20.67, 04.8
Syracuse 647,374 19,.',45 43.33 23,109 33. 541' 82.0
Lon Angeles 5,092,381 63,072 78.17 911,3489 5.'..16 72. 4
Oakland 1,757,24.5 26,418.6 60.40 31, GM 50.391 761
Sun FrOtleke,/ 2, 319, 629 46,384 51.98 (11,244 41.63 '45.7
New II oven 1,051.576 21,%.50 43.51 29,611 30.52 MAI
I.oui,v i Ile 1,6%1, 301 73,823 45.39 32,30% XL 37 73.5
Post on 6,347, 478 :02,464 61.94 132,84% 47.01 77.1
Worcester 1,228,869 22,715 54.02 2 ,i'38 t 41.07 52.3 i
Pet rolt 4,561,014 11((,922 53.70 11, , 412 311.71 72.0 1

Uhl neapol is 3,259,284 48,44:4 68.92 38,433 56.77 82.11
0 rgalui 1,521,991 24,933 61.16 30,306 49.00 $1.7
A ilnin y 576,988. 10,152 . So. 83 12,878 44.80 71.0
Rochester 1,679,717 2.4, 755 58.41 30,813 45.59 714. 1
Pal erson a 78O, 134 10, 670 42.09 22, 684 31.33 ° 82. 5
Columhus 1,513,798 26,547 57.02 31,093 41.338 155.3
Dayton sl 2, 92 4 17,034 47.47 21,443 39.39 82.3
Poo land, 1 /reg 2,051.330 29, 331 69.93 40,237 .. 72.9
Providence I, 493, 41411 29,71311 50.58 35,067 39.24 77.5
Nashville 457, 400 13,3.9 34.16 17,859 26.'11 , 75.5
Iticluziond 174,449 20,230 43.71 26,243 33.32 77.0 .

Spokane
Ile ,2, 431, 035 33,905 71.76 44,45) 61.76 76.5

Spokane 9-13,872 19,119 62. 30 19, 906 47. 41 76.1 .

.....- This table shows that during 1917-191S Mem' his expended on heir
schools $.?1.S per pupil in average' daily atten lance for the entire'
year, or $36.31 per pupil reek° d on the basis of net enrollment.
These amounts give her, the 11111.,..1 No. 10, counting from the city
expending the smallest stun in the one case. -and No. 12 in-the other
case. That is to say. in the group of 24 cities there are 13 expending
more than -.Memphis per pupil on the basis of averaie daily attend-,

.;once and 11 cities expending more When the net enrollment is con-
"fsidered as the basis of calculation.

In comparing the Memphis expenditure with the average ca-
. penditure (If the other cities of the list we find that on the bash of

average daily attendance Memphis fell short of the average for the
cities, ich was $:)4.38, by tf'd.:1(;per pupil., while on the basis of
net enr1nent the difference is still greater,' being $5.65 per -pupil,
the average for the cities of the list bi,ing $42.03 per'pupil. . .

This difference' iii the rating of Memphis in comparison withthe
other cities of the list, when the two buses are considered, -is due 'to /
the fact that thet:e- is a lower' percentage of the net *enrollment in
attendance in. Memphis than in the other cities, itt a reference to
trwt last column of the pi-we:ling table will show. With the excep-
tion ot Birmhishaa, Memphis. has the poorest. record" of any of
the '61 ie. in reapeetqn the percentage of net enrollinent--in average

,.
daily attendance. ', . 4

a.
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TILE MEMPHIS TAX RATE.

Almost invariably when effort is made to secure increased main -
tenance for the schools of Memphis the general property tax of the
city is pointed to as a sufficient answer, the implication, of course,
being that the tax rate is already too high. It vtil be of interest to
consider this question in the light of the facts:

Referring 'once more to the Census Bu'reau's figures, this time
turning to Table 32, we find that the property owner of Memphis
paid for all purposes during 1917 a tax of $29.70 on every $1,000 of
assessed valuation.. Of the remaining 218 cities filed by the Census
Bureau, we find that the general tax for all purposes of 152 of them
-fell below that of Memphis, while that for 66 cities was greater. In
this. particular, then, Memphis seems to be somewhat above the
average of the list, in the tax rate levied. But this, it must be made
clear, does not take-into account the great variation which obtains
among cities in respect to the proportion which the assessed values
bear to the actual values, for in some cities the assessed value is no
more than 25 per cent of the real value, while in other cities property
is assessed at, its full market value. For example, the assessment
rolls of Memphis are made out on the basis of 60 per cent of the
estimated actual values for city taxes and 50 per cent for State and
county taxes. To compare rates among cities fairly, therefore, they
must be corrected on the basis of actual property values. This the
Census Bureau has done, showing that the Memphis rate, corrected
in this manner, is $17.08. Comparing this fignre with be rates of
the other cities, corrected i same way, we find that the rank of
"Meinphis changes. Instead Mr there-being only.fi6 cities outranking
her in tax rate, as is true when tly rate based on assessed values is
considered, she is now outranked ty 127 cities, with only 91 cities of
the entire 1140of 219 hav)ng a lower true general tax rate. That-is,
when 'rates. are madesomparable, it is seen that Memphis, instead A
of having a higher rate than the average city, is found to be Consid

,.erably below the average.
And when the city tax rates alone, corrected as before, are com-

- pared; we find that MeMphis with_her corrected city rate of $9i7
!

drops in her rating to No. 24 from the bottom of list.
It is clear, then, that the true tax rate (State, county,'and 'city)

of Memphis, in comparison with other cities, iS not high; it is low.

THE PER 'CAPITA VALUE OF MEMPHIS paoetirrr..

.Memphis is a rapidly:growing city with rising: property values.
It will be of interest in this connection to compare Memphis with
the other cities of the Census Bureau's list in respect to the per
capita property value. Table 32, Financial Statistics of Cities
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(1917), again gives the true value, estimated by the city officials
themselves, of the 'property in 219 cities of 30,000 population or
more which is subject to general property tax. This estimate is
given in terms of per capita of population, so that a comparison on
exactly the same basis among these-citim is easily made.

The 'facts are that Memphis; with a per capita true value of $1,288,
as stated therein, exceeds that of all the cities of the list except 77.

It is clear, then, when viewed from every possible angle, that.
Memphis is much below the average of American cities in the amount
she expends upon the education of her children and far above the
a veragd, in her financial ability to maintain her schools. Further-1
more, it is perfectly clear that Memphis is well able financially, in
comparison with other cities, to pay enough to make ter school
system the equal of any system in this country. Moreover, there can
be no doubt of her financial ability to carry into execution the.school
prograM which this survey staff has outlined, in the doing of which
Memphis will not exceed the financial limiis under which cities
progressive in matters educational are waking.

Arrant: or THE TAXPAYERS, OF MEMPHIS.

It is ConfiddntlY believed that when these facts are fully under-
. stood.ty the taxpayers of Memphis each will feel as does the writer

of the following letter, which appeared recently in an Oakland,
Calif., paper:

A LETTER FROM A TAXPAYER.

[From Our Public Schools, Oakland, Cant]
.111.

I am a taxpayer. At this time of yea; taxpayers feel the stress of tax pay-
lamas, and many of them make critical remarks las Huse of this stress--I among
them. In this frame of mind It occurred to me that I wolibi ilkrto know
wijerP the tax money goes; So I proceeded to figure. My home is a comfortable
one,'perhaps a little better than the average. The real estate is assessed at
$850, the finprovenients at $750, and my personal property at $450. My total
city taxes for the year are $33.21, at R rate of $1.34. My total county taxes are
$44.75. at a rate of $2.21. My annual city taxes are apportioned approximately
as follows:

Police department $4. 21FIre department ,. 4. 95Street I titles 1. 81Health epartment .00
Streets -.- 4. 54 ....Harbor # 2. 15elty Hall and Auditorium upkeep ' -. 03.
Public parks I. 50
Playgrounds . 82Public Library 1. 22nonds for City Hall, parka, waterfront, Auditorium, and city schools_ 2. 13city officials' *Series and expenses

Nl#celltiheous . 2.
6.

97
08

Tote) 38. 21

ins. total,
except- til4t other revenues for the city are applied on bond redemption.

Tb1 Includes oodyard, pound, garbage collectIona, pensions, insurance,

empenao icr Trier*. umnum won't] Ile about Turco Tunes that

eharitlea, service Londe, etc.

)
.
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This tabulation set Me to thinking. It is worth more than $5 a year for me
to have a lire house 'twitted not far front tity41onte. It hi worth a good deal
more than if-1.54 a year to have good streets, or $1.710 a year to have our beauti-
ful parks, and $1.22 a..etir to have our public library and branches. I pay te,t

.tnacji for my daily nairning paper as I do for police and fire protection. My
. monthly bill sfor,housellihts Is thaado my yearly bill for strec', lighting. pay

less that) dollar a yiT: for the health depart neat 111:11 has just carried` thik-
laud througl an epidemic Mitch more successfully than k the ease ill oilier
placer.

fillt10111 county tax bill, atimatithig- to $44.75, is apportioned, maw.
naitely, as follows:

Salaries of regular county official.,
Expenses Sr comity offices

'charities and corrections In
Bridge hands

G.
.51

Miscellaneous 1. SK
County high schools. 3. 47;
County elementary KchOol,

41"r:Oakland high i,chool.
Oakland elitentary it -to{
Oakland kludergaricii,, 1

Schoul buildlugb-.
finds..

33.. of
School betiding nos. 44

Total 41.75

This Includes 43.gn for perniatiNit lutildiug, for 110,1011e
I do not know whether :III the otticci: which we now have are needed, or

whether some ninllers ronlil be time inure eeintionically. but we 111.1.t the coups
of Justice and their !iflivizils. The till(' to illy igoperty Is recorded and pi.,
tected by county °Mishits. For this and litany Cher things I pay $i;.211 per
year. There Is a large item for charities and VolR.014ms. anntunlin In $6.19 It
year. For this amount the county Is taking care o1' hundreds of unfortunates'',
for any one of whom a person more 1107111 loss than I would subscribe au amount
us large as the yaal conteiliated,io the county. _-

The schools (Ie It big itemtaken altogether, the largest Omit on the ttixlist.
.1 pay $9.20 a year for nigh schools su Alameda Counts and I Inklatill, $11.41) lott
elementary schools, $1.20 for kindergartens, art $11.40 for school biliblings.
Therefore my total taxes for schools are $2$20. I understand, however, that
good high - school education costs $115) Or more per pupil per year. l'risiott
scimols charge more. I millerpand that elementary education owls $10iier'
year per pupil.

I have n child In high school whom I desire to have educated and whom the
community desires to have trained ftir Atiteritn citizenship. TI1E (14)M-
.111UNITY SPENDS MORE ON 111$ :Ill:CATION THAN THE TOTAL Ole
MY COUNTY IND CITY .TAXES. The cost of liyo children In eTeimuitary
school Is greater than my bind annual taxes. Mlle, I out unable to 'wale
any item on which I feel sure that I am exiwittlittE too much. The big 1m:tines-I
nist may pay more'taxea than f. but I tun willing to buy goods front theta in
ordg that they may pay' their takes, anti I am more willing now to patronize
men who help support our luslItittious. 'All 1 can usli4 that we get full
service our of every dollar.

:V . V

As OAKLAND -TAXPAYER.

6. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
, . .

1. Amend the charter to provide for an unintitLboard of education
of SeVeli members whose terms of office shall be six yea% except that
at the tirat election two ineinbers shall be electigd for two years, two

..

/
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for four years, and three for six }'ears,, and thatt after the first 'elec-
tion there shall be to ,election every two year for either two or
three naembers, asthr case may be.

. Candidates for election to the board should be nominated by
11 committee made of representative men and women chosen for
the purpose from -arious civic bodies in the community which are
working in a nonpo ical way fol the progress of the city.

. Remove the charter limits On the :-.:1131y of 1)e swrintendent
and ilie it. permissible for the Itoad to elect him -for 8,44..terin
of years not exceeding five.

4. Make the superintendent- the executive head of the school
tem in reality and 'hold him responsible for results. The board'
should refrain from executing detail,: concerning itself only with
defining general policy.

5. Raise the qualifications required of teachers in'the elementary
schools to x two year inirse at a State normal and graduatiou from

four -year high kh011ii or the equivalent to these. Require olleg,e
graduation or its equivalent of all high- school- teachers.

.Adopt a plan for eliminating the inefficient and Clic inade-
quately prepared teadier.

7. Abolish the "aid-leacher" system.
8. Arrange with local Negroinstitutions to give two years of prii-

fessional training to graduates of coloCed high schools ivho desire
to tench in the Memphis schools.

9. Gradually build -bp ati adequately' trained super -isory staff
rind organize the high schools on a department

10. Provide for' a supervisor of colored schools.
11. Urge teachers and principals to improve tlwir widi, and

tangible recognition to tho,:e whp do. and drop from the departken
thi.!e who do not. -

'12. Place the salary schedule of the department on snch.it intsis`
that competent peophi. l will be attracted to and be held in the corps,
and proVide for promotions to those who are increasingly eflieient.
'13. When the requirements of the colored employees are put upon.

the same basi's as that o§ehite employees. pally than ;the same. wages.
1.4. Abolish the plan of paying the janitors a lump seat- for the

care of buildings, and provide 'sufficient .help direct.: Readjust tliti
wage Seale for both white and colored janitors on the basis of some
such plan as the Boston plan, and relieve them of Ike responsibility'
for the disCipline and Control of children.

15: Pro-vide a seleS of lectures and dN;etissions or the janitors of.
the department which will serve to increase the efficiency 4,.f their
Work;
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r

18. Abolisk the system of eromotions which is based on formal
examinations and introduce the plan'by which the class itself deter-
mines its own standards of promotion by reason of the quality of the
work it does.

17. -Based on 191.7-18 figures, the proportion of the total expendi-
ture of 'Memphis width went to the schools will have to be increased
nearly 20 per cent to reach the average proportionate school expendi-
tures of the cities of this country. and of 219 cities only 20 ranked
Power -than Memphis' 0 this 'particular. Of the 219 cities, 185 ex-

a pended more_on their schools per capita of population than did Mem-
phis, 25 of them expending more than double the amount. Of 24 cities
considered for 1917-18 relative to expenditures per pupil in average
daily attendance, Memphis ranked No, 10 from -the bottom, falling
short of the average amount expended by $2.A per pupil. Reckoned
on netenrollMent, Memphis ranked No. 12 ip the list, falling short of
the average in this particular by $5.65 per pupil. In respect to the
general tax rate of 1 17-18, of 219 cities Memphis had a lower cor-
rected rate than 127 o the cities. When the city tax rates alone are
compared, it is found t tat 195 pities had a higher corrected rate than
Memphis. Again, Memphis, with a per capita true property valtie of
$1,288, exceeded' that of all the cities of the list except 77. It is clear,
therefore, that Memphis is below- the average American city in the i
amount expended upon her schools, and that she is financially able to
carry into execution the program which this survey staff recommends.

It should also be remembered that no American city 'supports its '
schools as well as it could or should. Memphis should ask only,
"What' amount of money is necessary to make her schools fully
efficient I "

r.

J
r.

.4



CHAPTER III. THE BUILDING PROBLEM.

CONTKNT23.-1,: The ProblemA farsighted building program needed; the school
population; where congestion Is greatest; one method of relief; a second method of
relief ; the work-study-play plan; the principle of the multiple use of school facilities;
a building program based on the work - study -play plan; repairs needed; summary. 11:
General recommendationsThe selection ot sites; lighting end window space; cloak-

.- room., ; blackboards: furnace rooms; heating and ventilation.; drinking fountains;
toilets; janitor service; suggestions for ludividutil buildings.

I. THE PROBLEM.

A FARSIGHTED BUILDING PROGRAM NEEDED IN MEMPhItie'

The city of Memphis has been unusually farsighted in planning
.for certain phases of its material development, such as, for example,
-the inauguration after the epidemic of 1878 -79 of .the pure water:'
supply system, by Col. Waring; the sew'erage system; and the recent
development of the Farm .Bureau and the Alluvial Land Associa
tion, both of .which Orgimizations are working with a view not
only to the present prosperity of Memphis, but for its fvtuite de-
velopment xs the 'great distributing center} of the central South...

Everything that has to do with the business life of the city iii
planned on the assumption that Memphis is to be a metropolis.
Even the office buildings are put qfpon a scale which anticipates
that Memphis will become 'an/increasingly important tractecenter.,
But the schools are planned as though it were assumed that Memphis
is to be a small town or village.'

What Memphis needs primarily, in order to solve her, school'.
bnilding problem, is a realization of. the fact that providing for
the preseritiend future growth of school population is an engineer-
ing problem that demands the same deliberation and farsighted
planning. which she has so well displayed in otherphasen of the
'city's life: What the board of education and peole of lileulphia,
need to ask themselves 'is' not wirether one group of veople want
a building more in. one section of the city than -am:Mier group

-in- anotNer section, but rather, -What is the present school population
of Memphis? How much haS it increased in the lasC'8 or 10 years,

*Where is the congestion greatest?. In what 'direetiOn7 is the.tide of
population moving? What' kind, of buildings- should be put up
and in whit parts of 'the city in order to provide for growth as
well. as 'for present enrollment How much playground space is
needed? What kind oflaCtivitieS should be provided in the school

_ _of .
buildings m. order that. the children of Memphis shall grow to be
healthy, intelligent, self-reliant, and worthy to carry on the trady
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tions of the city? Considering the funds available for building
. purposes in the present and in the iwunediate future, what items

in a comprehensive building program should be taken up first, and
what iteriis can be left for future building appropriations?

Believing that the board of education and the people of Memphis
wish to approach their school-building problem in a Unsighted
manner which will solve their _problem for a number of years to
come, the survey 'staff has undertaken to answer the above questions
and to outline a building program which will meet the most pressing
needs of the present, and also provide for the future growth of thy,
school population extending over a period of years.

THE SCHOOL POPULATION OF MEMPHIS.

It Ps difficult to ascertain the exact number of children of school
age in Memphis. The school census has not been taken during the
'Oast four years. The departntent of education does not give the
number of children of school age. It gives the number of 'children
enrolled, and records the figures ender three ditie'ent headings.
First, there is the gross enrollment, which includes all children whose
names have been entered on the roll of all schools during the year.
This means that the same child's name may appear in two or three

',schools. 'Second, there is the net eprollment, which includes all the
Children entering any school during the year but excludes transfers.
Third, there is what is, called the 1111MIW belonglng, which mum; all
those who have not been absent more than a certain number of days
in succession.

If the purpose :of tfie pane school 6-stem is to give an education
to all children in a given neighborhood, then obvioesly the " net,
enrollment " of any hool rt"r than the "number belonging" more
nearly represents e number of children which that school should
re. aeh. The "nut ber belonging" may be much smaller than the
a nefenrollment cause it,does not take into arount the number
of children who attended for a time and then dropped out. In fact,
a discrepancy between the "net enrollment" 'and the "number be-

0 longing" may be enificant ris showing that the school is not reach-".
ing and holding th otal school population of its district.

The nearest approiimation to a correct estimate of the children
of school age in the city is, obtained by applying the ratio of chil-
?ken seimel age to the 'total population, as grim by the 1910 MIRA
Stntes C.ensus,to the estimated Population for 1197, as given in the
report called the Financial Statistics of Citi4. -Aceording to the
Census of MO,' thetotafpopnlation of Mrnphis in 1910 was 131,1A5,
Tile total number of children 0 to 14 year otage was 17,444, or-13.3

'per cent of the total population. According to the. Financial Stn-
IV. S. Census, 1010, Stational at. Teatiosoe. p. 012.
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tiaties of Citiestof the United State. census, the eastimatted popula-
thm of-Memphis in 1911 was 148,995. If the proportion.of children
(G to 14 years of age) to the total population was the same in 1917
us in 1910. then the total number of children within this age group
in 1911 was 19,816.

The net enrollment in all day elejnentary schools '11.1918-19 was
19.460 (see Table 29). This is approximately the nutiTher of children
of to 1 years of age which the estimate of the Financial Statistics
of Cities would lead us to expect.

Inasmuch as a building program must make provision forlkotts
ing all children of school age, it is obvious that the net enrollment
is it safer figure to use as the basis for such a prograin titan the
"number belonging.: or the "average daily attendance."

The table which follows gives the significant facts regarding the
growth of the school.popnlation.

TAMA.; N.Original rapacity of 31 day. elenirntary nchool buildlmfroNe ea mg-
went for 1911-12 and 19TR-19-1W ern: Morose in enrollment. 1911-1319
'Number of pupils in c.rress of sealing eapacityAdefifional capacity seeded.

Names orschools.

Original,
capacity
on basis

of 45
pupiLs

per cla.%.

Net enrollmentin_ ,. 1

i-
Excess I

oflAtpili
over I

sealing
capacity
o1 school.

tNumher
of regular

ohms-
rooms
now

wallet le.

r
Total
_cia-,.."`

..L-s'uNd
ii;il
ent en-

Excess

9.1.'et..".

required
over
rlira

available.

oent
Increwe
in enroll.

meta,
1011-
.1919.

I

I/18 1!

crater: scritems,

The 4 most congested
v: hate schools:

A. B. Hill
Bruce
('Ilmminfs
ltileeild
Lauderdale
MaBiton Heights
Maury

, Peabody

Total.. P.

Other day elementary
white schools: '

( ; OrttOn
4.1ut MU
Loath
Lenox
Merrill
Tops
Riverahle
liasolle
E1ridth
Eno vden
St. Paul
Open Air ..... i

Total

Total day elementary
"Ante mhools

.

MO
5.4.3

300
300

x,
50.7
380

747
722
574
520
1122
322

.525
31r2

993
D22
877
741
921
447
671
875

133.
117
317
111
311
'87
FS

311

12
13
S

8
72

8
13
8

..

21

21
IS
17
21
10
15

IS

11
8
7
0

- 1
2

?

52
. 27.7

14.0
42.5
12.0
39.7
27.9
?LI

3.600
..-..-___...==.2

NB
IC&
765
4.30
CM
340
720
675
510
300
270

. 45

004 062

.

421
'406

7412
311
546
720
761
142
097
263
435...

4,017----- 2,317 j 82 1M IS
-..-=.4---,;..,..`r--3

a
SI

II
2
3
3

112
tii

2
4

' 10.0

. 42.1
...' 142

1.11.1
24.4
5.6

2.0
t n.s

303.5
31.6
62.0

-414.4

474
834
732
347
6411

736
087
573
493
430
499
24

.

.,154
0
33
63
111

191
107
102
15
70
36
21

0

' 17
10
14
12
56
15
12
8
6

4
.

li
11

17
9

IS
15

19
MI
II
10

11

I
6,630 5.506 . .6161 421 134 1 148 '19 17.1

-9.720....._i_.,. 10,170 A468 2,73 us
----.

a no

3-10100ncirtl Stntistrce of lee, 1917, Bureau of the Cenautt, p. 16.
Chttrifl Home and Leath Orphanage At* excluded twause the board of caseation they

4101. supply room, for thew. "dipole ;.and Jeffersdn Street School is excluded becAttee It11 special school.
a 1 Weenie.

.

knroliment of 11114-1i% the year the acketslwas opened.
*Surplus classroom capacity. .
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TABLE 29. Original capacity'of 31 day elementary school buildingsNet enroll-
ment for 1911-12 and 1918-19--Per cent increase in enrollment, 1911-191n--
?limber of pupils in excess of seating capacity Additional capacity needed
Continued.

Names of schools.

Original
capacity
on basis

of 4.5
pupils

per class.

Net enrollmentin Excess
of pupils

over
seating

capacity
of school.

Number
of regular
" 'rooms` `'

now .
available.

Total

MOMS
resaor tpiredfres.
ent en-

rollment.

E x ems
of class-

required
over

those
available.

Per cent
increase

enroll -in enroll-
"mt.1911-

1919.
1911-12 1918-19

COLORED SCHOOLS.

The 5 moat congested
colored schools:

faints 540 767 734 1 194 12 17 r 5 r 4.3
(lades 90 118 87 3 2 2 i 26.3
Kortmcbt High

School 3 540 26.5 408 132 12 9 2 4 3 54.0
Rase 560 1,054 1,190 810 8 77 19 12.9

N irate Avenue 495 684 967 472 11 12 11, 41.3

Total* 2,025 2,888 3.388 1,381 45 77 32 17.2

Other day elementary
colored schools:

Caldwell. 180 140 258 78 . 4 6 2 76.7
Grant
Greenwood

675
360

729
437

f6T 195 1 /5
188 1 8

20
12

5
4

19.3
25.0

Klondike. 360 450 384 24 ' 8 9 1 1 14.7
Kortrecht Grammar 630 I 861 814 184 1

14 18 4 1 5.5
Porter 495 739 704 209,, 11 16 5 1 4.7

Total. 2,700 3,362 3,576 876 60 RI 21 6.3

Total day elementary
colored schools 4, 725 6, 250 6, 962 2, 237 105 158 53 11.3

Grand total all day els.
mentary schools. 14,446 1 16,420 19, 460 5,015 i 321 441 120 18.1

Decrease.
I See note on _p. 113.

Kortrtcht High School is Included because part of Its enrollment is made up of seventh and eighth
path puplb.

Surplus Munro= capacity.
s Enrollment for 1913-14, the year the school ca, opened.

SCHOOL CONGESTION GREATEST IN THIRTEEN ELEMENTARY
BUILDINGS.

As nivally happens, however, this school population is not evenly
distributed throughout the city, but has congregated in certain
'sections which are growing mope rapidly than other sections. For

. example, there are 31 day elementary schools in the city, but ap-
proximately one-half of iiie total elementary school population is
found in 13-schools, white and colored, situated in the southern
and southeastern sections of the city. Furthermore, these 13 schools,
as might be expected, are also the most crowded schools in the city
(see Table 29); that is, with the 'year just closed (1918-19), the net
enrollment in the 81 day elementary Ahools (ivhite. and 'colored)
was 19,460, 'whereas there was a normal seating capacity, for but
149445." This means. that there were 5,015 children in excess of the
)tophat seagag capacity of these schools, tut' the. significant facts,

the -standpoint of prograne,.exe that 9,438 of the
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total 10,46D elementary school pupils were in the 13 schools in the ,
southern and southeastern sections; and, moreover, of the 5,015
children in excess of seating capacity in all elementary schools, 3,718
were in these 13 schools, 2,357 in the 8 white schools and .1,361 in the
5 coloi.ed schools.

In other words, approximately 50 per cent of the total enrollment
in the 31 elementary schools is, found in these 13 schools, and 74.1
per cent-of all the children in excess of §eating capacity is also found
in these schools. These 13 schools are: WhiteA. B. Hill, Cum-

,ining,s, Lauderdale, Bruce, Idlewild, Madison Heights, Peabody, and
Maury ; coloredCarnes, Charles, Kortrecht High School, La Rose,
and. Virginia Avenue.' Again, the extent to which congestion is
concentrated in these 13 schools is shown by the fact that whereas
wily 12 additional classrooms are needed in the 12 least congestAd
whitg,jchools, 55 additional classrooms are needed in the 8 most '

,..congested white schools; and whereas 21 additional classrooms are
needs in 6 colored schools, 32 are needed in the 5, most congested
col ed schools.' (See Table 29.) .

There are two chief methods by which this school congestion can
be relieved, both of which are submitted for the consideration of the
board of education, with a .summary of the buildings; sites, and
equipipent required, and the total cost of such items under each
method. . ,vi

ONE METHOD OF.- RELIEVING SCHOOL CONGESTION.

The first method would attempt to solve the situation by the usual
procedure of adding classrooms or new buildings without changing
the traditional school organization. All children would be expected
to be in school seatb at the same time, and if piovision were made
for special activities, such as shops or cooking rooms, the classrooms
would remain vacant when such facilities were in use. If such spe-
cial facilities were provided, therefore, they would have to be in

Estimates of the number of classrooms needed are based on the assum'ption that no.
dew should have more than 45 pupils.

'Although the Charles and Carnes Sehools at present have no classes In excess of
elassrooms, yet ibcy are included In this group because the general sanitary conditions
ere such that the classrooms should not be used unless relief Is afforded. The Charles
School is not tit for occupancy; and. a morgue directly back of Carnes makes the school
unfit fol. children unless the morgue Is removed or a new site cholera. Kortrceht High
sehoot has been Included because it is a combination of elementary and high school. and
Although there are eacess classrooms, the building is so situated and of such a character
that the children should, be transferred to a' new building at the earliest pcissible moment.
In other words, conditions In these buildings are so deplorable Abat the classroom* should
not be considered as "available," and additional accommodations should be provided for
them in any adequate building program.

128840' 0 v°

45
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-addition to a classroom for every class. Let us consider. the cost
-Meeting' the school congestion problem. of Memphis by this method.

In order to accommodate the children in excess of seating 'capac-
ity in the 8 white and 5 colored schools, 87 additional classrooms are
needed (55. for the white schools, and 32 for the colored schools).
(See Table 29.)

Without knowing the local conditions in MeMphis, it is impossible
ta. give the exact cost of these classrooms, Wit, inasmuch as the
Rozelle School cost $150,000 (which means $10,000 per clas.4room),
and inasmuch as the cost of building has gone up since its erection
-about GO per.cent, we should estimate the classroom cost at about
$16,000. On this basis alone, an immediate expenditure of $1,392,000
would be necessary in order to furnish the 87 additional classrooms
needed to relieve the most pressing congestion. This amount, how-
ever, would not furnish any of the modern educational facilities
such as shops, cooking rooms, and laboratories.

Neither, it is clear, would this amount provide for future growth.
.Enrollment in the 8 congested white sclusils alone has increased 30
per cent during the- past 8 years (see Table 29),:while in the 5 col-
ored schools considered there has been in the same period a growth
Of 17.2 per cent,. If these rates continue during the next 8 years.
obviously an increased population aggregating 1,814 white and 447
colored children, or a total approximating 2,261, must be housed in
these 13 schools alone. On the basis of 45 children to a classroom,
.51 classrooms costing approximately $816,000 would. be required to
'Coo for this increase. Therefore, to the original figure of $1,392,000
this item of $816.000 must be added, making a total of $2,208,000
which would be required:

But providing, Accommodations for the mlchool population is not
Merely a mathematical matter of adding classrooms; it is a question
of where and hose they maim added. Some of the school buildings
isOtemphis artso constructed that -they can not be readily added to;
otheirtftimint sufficient ground to admit of .additions; others are in
parts of the city where it would not pay to spend any large sums of
money On them. For example, Cummings has.not enough ground for
additions, and the building is old and badly constructed. These.
:facts are true.also of Madison Heights. It is a question also whether
it would pay to add to a building like the Idlewild. Again, the.popu-
lotion is increasing so rapidly in the neighborhood -of Peabody, and
that trhool has such a seating capacity that it would seem to
be a shortsighted policy to-try to meet that situation by merely
pUtting up an' addition(.'. It is'also it question whether it would pay
to put up additions at Lauderdale, as there is apparently a general
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,-feeliug that this district is likely to become a colored district, in
which event the school would probably be turned over to colored
children:.

That ik to say, an accurate estimate of the amount needed can not
begotten by considering merely the aggregate number of classrooms
width will be required; it,can he. secured only by analyzing the
situation at each school. This detailed analysis follows:

30. Estimated cost of meeting present school congestion and providing
for future gron=th under the present plan of organization.'

WH err: SC Hool..q.

CumminPS end Lojiderdale:1
Present en rol linen t 1.598
Growth for Ssyears at 15 per emit 240

Total enrollment to provide for 1, FC18

Total elassrootns needed _ .. 41

Cost of new (alibiing of 41 classroom; at $16,000 $4;50, (NN)

Site 20, OW

Peabody:
Present enrollment C75

Growth for 8 years, at 72.2 per rent 487

Total enrollment to provide for_ - 1,102
Total classrooms needed 2G

Present number of regular classrooms
Additional Classrooms needed 18

Firs, alternalice.
Erection of new building of 20 classrooms 410.000

Site 20,000'. Second altecnotire.

Annex ofi18 clamroonts on present site 288. (100

Additional land' 20,000

ldlcieild and Madison Heights:
Present enrollment 1, 188

Growth for 8 years at 41 per 487

Total enrollment to provide fur. 1, 075

Total classrooms needed 38 .

Present number regular cluvirpoma
Idieild

- Madison Heights

Total 10

'First alternagre.
(Combine Idlewild and Madison Heights in new building.)

Erection of new building for both schOols of 38 classrooms 008.000

Site ' A* rut..
1/1/(P

'Cost estimated on the basis of $10,000 per classroom unit.
*Roth Paintings should he anataimea And the two schools conininod In a stogie new

Wilding to be erected to the south of the present sites.
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Second alternative.

(Send half of Madison Heights to Idlewild and half to
Bfaur.y.5

Madison Heights;
Present en?ollment 447
Growth for 8 years at 39.7 per cent 177

Total enrollment to provide for 624
Id letrild (take half of Madison Heights) :

Pnisent enrollment 741
Growth for 8 years at 42.5 per cent 314

Total enrollment to provIth for 1,055
Total classrooms needed 24
l'resent number regular classrooms_ .71 8
Number classrooms needed for Idlewild_ 16
Plus half cf Madison Heights

Total needed 23
Cost of annex of 23 classrooms for hilewild_ $368, 000
Additional land 20, 000

]harp (take half from Madison Heights) :
Present enrollment 671
Growth for 8 years at 27.6 per cent 185

Total enrollment to provide for 856
Total classrooms needed 19
Present number regular classrooms 13
Number classrooms needed for Maury 6
Plus half of Madison Heights 7

. Total
Cost of annex of 13 classroomr for Maury ^08. 000

Bryce.
Present enrollment 922.
Growth for 8 years at 27.7 per cent

Total entollnlent to provide for 1, 777
Total classrooms needed 26
Present number.regular classrooms 13

, Cost of annex of 13 classrooms "08, 000
A. B. Hill.

Present enrollment - 993
Growth for 8 years at 26.2 per cent_ 260

Total enrollment to provide for ... 1, 253
TOtal classrooms needed 28
Present number regular classrooms 12.
Number Additional regular classrooms needed 16
(lost of annex of 16 classroom& 256, 000
Additional land .... 6 20, 000 ,

13

255
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COLA ED 8C11001.8.
Ca rttc 8:

Present enrollment.. 734
Growth for 8 years at 4.3 per cent decrease'

Total enrollment to provide for 734
Total classrooms needed 17

l'resent number regular classrooms 12
Total needed 5
Cost of eves of 5 rooms $80, 000

I Additional land 6, 000

Charles:
Present enrollment 87

Total classrooms needed 2
Cost of 2 portables, nfotlern type, at $1,000 and equipment

($1,000) 8.000

Korlreht High School:
Present enrollment 408
Growth for 8 years nt 54 per cent 220

Total enrollment to provide for 028
Total classrooms needed 14

Cost of new building of 14 rooms ' 224, 000
Site 20, Ov0

La Rose:
Present enrollment 1, 1Q0
Growth for 8 years at 12.0 per cent

Total enrollment to provide for 1,344
Total classrooms needed 30
Present number regular,classrooms 8

First snows'a

Cost of new building of 30 classrooms
Additional land

Second alternirt ire.

480.000
20, 00(1

Cost of annex of 22 classrooms 352, MO
Additional land

l'irglnio 'Avenue:

20, 000

l'resent enrollment 907
Growth for 8 years at 41.8 per cent 1 399

Total enrollment to provide. for 1, 3110

Total classrooms needed.. 31
Coat of new .bulldIng of 81 classroofs 496, 000
Site 20, OM

The decrease lo the school Is not considered, as It may be due to bad conditions
surrouodlos the school.
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Taisix 31.Nuointary of estimated cost of meeting present school congestion.sind
providing for future growth tinder the. present plan of organization.

1;vHITZ 1VH0011.14;."

k'irst alternative.

Cummings and. Lauderdale: 4
New_ building $656, OM
Fitt 20.00

Peabody:
New building 416, 1)110'

Site ' 000

Idleu'ild and M a d ison
Heights:

NeWhuiltllug co is. °tido

She 2(1. 00)

Bruce:
Annex_

A. B. 11 ill:

208. TWO

Annex 256, 0(i)
Additional' land

Total

20, 000

0,;24. 000

tivome/ rtlernnlI e.

New building s f.00, 000
Site.'_'_ .111.1,1114)

.thiswc 2i(, (Will
Additintini land 20, 000

. -

Annex, 364. 040
Addlii01181 bind _____ 20. 000
AMICK, Nflutry 205, 000

Annex AK OM

Annex "741, 000

Atblitionnt laud 20, 000

cot.tatrn sr ttdoi-s.

'Carnes:
,.. Annex

Additional mud
. .

Charles:.
llovables

.KOrtreeht High School:
New Raiding

$80, 000
(1, 000

3. 000

224,900
Site 20, 000

Le Rose:
New building. s - 490, 000
&hut tonal land 20, 000

Virginta Avenue:
New building 496. 000
Site 20, 000

Total 1.349. 000
Grand total 3,593,000

Total ". 004. Olio

Annex $1;10.40

Additional bind. 6, t Wl

Mo% 0;10

New bumbling "24, 000
Sill. V 20.000

Annex 1"" oixr
yilllional land _ _... 2, 000

New iMiilling 44)0. 0011

She 20. 000

Tittol Z21, 000
Grand total 000

DIFFICULTY OF EMU-Mr ING CONGESTION.

Athe present time the board of education has only $,500,000 avail-
able for building purposes, although a request for an 'additional
$2,000,000 is' contemplated. Obviously, under the traditional plan of

;School organization, this 'amount falls a million 'dollars short of .tite
ItniOittit heeded to relieve the present:congestion. and to provide ktitt-
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'ingtapacity for the; estimated growth 4)f these, 1Sischools during the I
next eight years. AS for the expendicure, of thek$09;000, it is an-.
portant that at least $40,000 be set aside for kepairs to present
buildings. N

Let us consider what could be done with this $50{1,000 in relieving
the present. congestion Only.

First. it would be possible to put tip all annex of 7 rooms at k!titu-,
mings ($1l2,000 and $20,000 for land) and an annex of 9 rooms at
Lauderdale ($144,000 and $i0,000 for hind). This would be a short-
sighted [whey, however, and a waste of money, since Lauderdale may
be. tibandoned, in the future as a school for white children, and
C aCummings is an Ohl building, so situated that it would not pay to
add to it.

,..

Second, annexes could be put up at A. B. Hill (11 ro,vint, $176,000
and $.?0.000 land), and at Bruce (8 rOoms, 8128,000). But the growth
in these schclols is such that, in order to take care of future enroll-
ment, twice these. amounts is needed. Tlairefore, the board of -edit-.
cation would have to provide additional annexes for these two schools.
by the end of eight years, or else have as bad it congestion problem
on their hands as..obtains now.

Third. it would be Possible to plat up annexes at Idlewild .(9 rooms,
$144000 and land $20,000),and Peabody (7 rooms, $112,000 and land,
$0,000) and a new building for Madison I 'eight s (10 rooms,8100,00)
and site $20.000). This would be an extremely shortsighted policy,
however, since idlewild, Madison Heights. and Maury should be con
sidered together in order to relieve congestion adequately; and, also,

-,by the time,the new building for Madison heights could be erected,
the enrollment would be, at the pavient rate of gromith..greater than
the capacity. Moreover, the addition at Peabody would take care
merely of the present congestion. whereas the increases enrollment_
in that school of 72.2 per cent in the past eight years and the trend
of population in that direction show how inadequate41-chan addi-
Lion would be..

Clearly, then, if the 'present form of school organization. be ad-
tiered to and the attempt be. made to meet the building problem by
erecting new buildingS and putting up annexes to the present build-
ings, in order that clasuoinns may be provided for every class, a suer
approximating three and one-half _million dollar;4 ($:1,573,000) .Will
be required.- It is also clear that With no more than $100,000availl
able within two yettrs, $50,000 of \Oita', at !vest, must be devoted to(
repairs, the board is eonfrMited with a well-nigh hopeless task.

Moreover, it is to be borne in mind that this large expenditure of.
three.andone-half Million. dollars wouhloot provide for any. junior
high sctoolas,,or a new vocational school .or additions to the present
VOstiptial.Sphool.buildia4 nor Would it. prov modern educa-
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tional facilities as science rooms, shops; drawing and music studios;
nature study rooms, and swimming pools, which are now generally
recognized as necessary parts of modern elementary public -schools.
Such facilities are particularly important in a growing city like
Memphis. As we have pointed out in the first. chapter, it is evident
that if the city is to grow and prosper both commercially and in
civic welfare, it is necessary that the children have a good foimadation
of physical health; that they have a peactical knowledge of modern
science, which is the very root of the agricultural and industrial life
on which Memphis-is being built up; t hey have the knack with
tools and the mechanical ability which le earlier generation had, and
which is the rightful heritage of ev r rural boy and girl ; and
that they be given the opportunity to develop. (heir power. of eo-
presSion in music, dramatics. and social organization, and to culti-
vate a taste for wholesome recreation.

For Memphis to plan a building program on the basis of provid-
i

ang merely classrooms fqr her school population, and to ignore her
obligation to .furnish such Modern educational facilities as shdps,
laboratories, and nature study rabbi,. would be to fail in her duty
to the risingsgeneration, and to thebit interests of the city. On the
other hand, to provide such facilitiiT in addition to the three and
one-half millions dollars necessary to meet congestion would repre-
sent an expenditure difficult for Memphis to meet under present con-
ditions. . 4

Memphis is not peculiar in respect lo.her school congestion situa-
tion. Cities all. over the country, even before the war, were having
the greatest difficulty in .meeting the increase in school enrollment.
The rapid,growth of population and the crowded conditions make
the congestion and fiancittl pikiblems extremely diffichlt of solution
on the traditional plan of a reserved seat for every child,:fis the
-.Memphis situation so well illustrates. One peculiarly trying feature
of the situation is that often there is bad congestiOri in one part of
the city, while there are surplus classrooms in another section. For
example, in Memphis there is bad congestion in eight white school
and yet'there are surplus classrooms and a decreaking entollint i
six other white schools. in othetr parts of the city: To keep pace with
growth, therefore, merely on the basis of adding classrooms where
they are needed at a given tinie,presenIs difficulties both administre.,.
tive and financial But when to this 'problem' is added the obli-
'gation'.tO provide the .other necessary facilities such Its shoos, and
Laboratories, auditoriums and playgrounds, tbe problem assumes.'
formidable proportions.

Indeed,.Were this plan the only alternatKe the situation which the
board is no*:.facing would be a most discouraging one fortunately;
however, there is another alternative which, suggests t way out.
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A SECOND METHOD OF MEETING.. THE SCHOOL CONGESTION
PROBLEM.

A second pOssible method of solving the school building problem
of 3IeMphis is what Is commonly known as the work- 'study -play plan
now in operation in some 30 or 40 cities in this country The chief
advantages of this plan for Memphis are .(I) that-it o rs sugges-
tions for meeting the congestion problem within the financial ability
of the Shy and (2). it also makes provision for such education& fa-
cilities as auditoriOns, gymnasiums, shops, laboratories, drawing -arid
music studios, nature study rooms, and swiimning pools, which are
now considered a necessary part of a modern school 'system.

This plan developed in an attempt -to solve the peculiar school
problems created by the Modern city. It grew out of a recognition of
the fact that the rapid growtitaof cities makes the educational problem
far more difficult than formerly; in fact, has (treated a new school
problem.

The education of all children has, of course, alwansisted of
work and study and play, but formerly the farm and small shop
supplied the opportunity for work and play, and the school needed
to make provision only for academic -study. In. those daysq the en--
virownent of the average boy and girl furnished an education in
wholestitrie activitiS that developed intelligence, initiative, and in-
dustrious habits. But driving the past 50 years has come the growth
of the modern cit,r until now half the population of the country it
concentrated in them. And the city with its Overcrowding, its fac-
tOries, its office buillings, apartment houses and tenements which g6
iTp on all availablr vacant,W, is depriving children of the oppor-;
tnnity for the healthy, wholesome 'work and play:which are tssen-.
tint elements in their education. The city home- or.apartment, un-
like the farm, with its many necessities of "learning by doing" can
offer few educational opportunities in the way of healthful work
which develops die ability to think by attacking problems to- be
solved. There is no planting and harvesting to be .done; few, if
any, animals are to be taken tire of; and i4 is a rare city home that
has a 'workshop. or laboratory. Yet children, until- recently, have
received much bf their education through the opportunity to handle-
tools. to:take care of Unlit-Isis, and. to 'experiment in making and
using things. But the city not only fails to educate children in the
right direction; it educates them in the wrong direction; for -the
street, with its dangers to the physical and moral life of thildrep,
too often becomes 'their only playground; and street play means
education, not in health and strength and wholesome living, but
preeociouseducittiori in alt the vicious Side Otta eitrit lif&
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For these reasons, it hen come to ha recognized that the city school
must not only supply the opportunity for study in good classrooms
tinder wholesome conditions, but it must also return to, the children
the opportunity for the healthful Mork and play which the home
can no longer supply.

Memphis provides an excellent illustration of these new educa-
tional problems presented by city conditions, because Memphis is ap-
parently in the transition- stage from a comparatively small city to
what appears likely to become one of the largest cities of the South.
The present generation of 'its men and women grew up under the
Conditions of a town where there was plenty of play space, and
sufficient opportunity for work in and about the home to keep them
`wholesomely occupied, and to develop the initiative and, ingenuity
and-ability to think, which is now such an asset in the development
of the city. These meta remember when '',large mit of the eastern
section was an unoccupied area, and when there was little dif-
ficulty in finding playground space for a game of ball. Yet a few
years ago trite, question of playground space became stall a 'serious
problem that a snrvey commission was called in to point out how
and where to save play space from the encroachments of a rapidly
growing city.

Again, these men and women who had the advantages of growing
up in a simpler environment are already deploring the fact that

Children in these days do not seem to know how to think "; "they
don't know how' to work "; "they have no no-mechanical
ability, nor resourcefulness." The implication is that there is sdme
moral lack.in the children. hut, as a matter of fact, the city environ-
inent, whether at home or at school, does not tend to provide for
children tliNeactical, everyday problems to be solved which develop
these qualities. Flours spent at a school desk do not develop either
:initiative or mechanical ability ; and a love of good workmanship anti
resourcefulness in solving problems do not develop from reciting
lessons merely, but from the opportunity to create things and to solve
probleinsthat have meaning. Another illustration of how the condi-
tions of city life are failing to give the training which is considered
neteestt rys in the development pf the city is the reply of 11 leading

Wherfasked what he thought the school should do. said.
"Qfilet: the children a knowledge of science., so that they can develop
'Mdlan by:piodacts in our industries"; and "The whole -life of
liteMphip depends apon the agrieultnral development of the stir-
'rounding country. -Whether a boy is to be a farmer or net, he should
be intelligentatbont farming." Andi finally, the itiswers received to

Ittestionnatte sent: out to leading citiben8,,askingethem what they
ought!'6uld.be,tioneto itnproiv the tehoole,' sinkred in many caSes
!grow tontein aver' the fitct thst"'eity life with its cheap somue-
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meats and excitements and lack of .healthy normal recreation doers_
nOt provide a wholesolne environment for children.

Play, an oiportunity to'develop mechanical ability and initiative,
practical .knowledge of science, a wholesome social life and ream:-

ionthese have always been part ,and -parcel of an all-round ed,uca--
tio'n ; and these are the things which Memphis, like many other cities,
is not giving to her children. °

The duplicate school' plan represents an attempt to meet these new
iiioblems in education, and to make it practicable, both' adminis-
tratively and financially, for school administrators to provide not
only classroont accommodations, but also such modern educational
facilities as gymnasiums, auditoriums, shops, and laboratories where
children mar be kept wholesomely occupied in study and work,
play.

HOW THE NAN WORKS.

Briefly, the plan is this: A sclipol is divided into two parts, each
having the same number of classes. and each containing all the. eight
or nine grades,- The first part, which we will call the "A School)"
comes to school in the morning, say, at 8.30, and goes to classroOms
for academic work. While this school is in the-classrooms, it obvi-.
ously can not use any of the special facilities; therefore the other
schoolB Schoolgoes to the special activities, one-third to the
auditorium. one -third to the playground; and one-third is divided
among' such activities us the shops. laboratories, drawing and music
studios. At the end of one or two periods, that is, when the first.

Aillgroup of children has remained, according to the judgment. of the
school authorities, in school seats as long as is good for them at one
time, 'the A School goes to the playground, auditorioni, and. other
special -facilities, while the B School goes to the classrooms.

EXAMPLE FROM MEMPHIS SCHOOL.

ThiA work-study-play method can best be explained, However, liy
applying it to one of Meptphis's own schools the'A. B. Hill. This
school had an original seating capacity of 540 pupils. It now luny
993 children, or 11 classes in excess of seating capacity. There are 12
classrooms and one auditorium at present in the school. There are
no other special facilities. The surplus classes are accomutOdeted in
two basement rooms and a portable Kilding, all of which are really

. unfit to be used as classrooms.. Needless to say; there are far p :,'Oce'
than 44 pupils .to a class. To relieve only present under'
Am. traditional plan, it would be nteessaty to.put up 11, additional

. .elassroonis, which,* cost,of $10,000 per claSeroomo woitldittnottnt.,
t6.$1781000r and'Avoulkao&immodafe only the p*iont eitrolOte*:
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It would algo be necessary to buy land-for playground purposes, as
the site is too small.

Under the work-study-play plan, this school would be made into a
24-class school. These 24 classes would be divided into two schools
of 12 classes each. There are at. present 12 classrooms in the school.
These would continue to be used as classrooms. An annex would be
put up containing two gymnasiums (3 units) on the ground floor,
one for boys and one for girls; a shop (1 unit), a cooking room (1
unit), a science laboratory (1 unit), a drawing studio (1 unit), and
a music studio (1 unit), making 8 units, which, at a cast of $16,000
per unit, would come to $128,000. In other words, the cost would be
$48,000 less than on the traditional, plan; there would be provision
for growth for at least one more class; and; in addition, there would
tie four types of special activities, none of which the school has at
present,. and which under the traditional plan would have to be pro-
vided by erecting additional classrooms.

But the important point about this reorganization is that all the
children would have not only the same amount of time for reading,
writing, arithnietic, geography. and history as formerly-210 min-
utes but also 50 mintites of play every clay, 50 minutes a day of
auditoriurn, and 50 minutes a day of shopwork every day in the
Week for a third of the year; science every day for a third of the veer,
and dravting or musi day for a third of the year. At present
the children get a 10-m a recess period for play, a few minutes for
opening exercises in th auditorium, and little or no time for these
special .activities. Of c rse, each community would decide what
special activitiaq it want the children to have.

The following table giv s a possible program for the "A School."
It will berecalled that there are 12 classes in this A School, which
are divided into three divisions of four classes each: Division 1,
upper grades; Division 2, intermediate grades; Division 3, primary
grades.

The "A School.".

bell.* bans.

Regular activities. !Venial activities.

Academic instruction. Auditorium. Play ontralgrical Cooking, sbop,
science, etc.

&S. It 20 Atith2 mstioDIvisicos 1,
1.

12-10. 10

ro-ri. co

LanguageDivisions 12,

Division I Division Division
CO

12.00- &CO

tin- I. ID
amdfogDIvisloos I, 2,

litgattar,Trig,IP

lintiro "A 5012001" M lunched .

Li)420. . n Division 2. Divides I. Division I.
.&40- eeeeeee .4.14 DO'S= 2.. Division & Division L

I

411
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The "B School."

Regular 6011110es. Special activities.

- School hours.
Academic Instruction. Auditorium. Play and Cooking, shop,

science, ete.

a. 30- 9.20 Divisicas 2 Division 3. Division I.
9.20-10.10 Division 3 Division 2 Division 1.
10.10.11. 00 Arithmet kDivisions 1,

2, 3.
ii. 00-12 00 LanguageDivisions 1, 2,

&
12.03- 1.00 ' Entire " B School" at luncheon.

1.03- 1.50 Division 1 Division 3 Division 1
1.50- 2.40 ReadingDivisions 1

3.
2.40- 3.30 History sod geography i

'NV1/110115 I, 2, 3.

This."program represents a change in the traditional method in
several important points. In the first place, it breaks up the custom.7
of having all children in classrooms at the same time, and letting
the classrooms lie idle when the children go to the auditorium, shops,
and playground. In other words, it applies to the public school the
principle on which alf other public service institutions are runthat
is, the multiple use of all facilities all the time. For example, it is .

evident that our transportation system is made possible because of.
the fact that all people do not wish to ride at exactly the sable time;
concerts and theaters are made available to many people because one
person can use another 's seat when he does not want to use it; hotels
can acconunodate thousands of people, because they are not run on
the principle of reserving each room for the exclusive use of a single
individual during the whole year. On the other hand, the public
school system has been run on the principle of reserving a seat
for each child during the whole year. All children have to be in
school seats from 9 to 12 a. in. and from 1 to 3 p. in., all. have to go
home to lunch at the same time; and at 3 o'clock all are dismissed
and turned out to play.

There iould,_after all, seem to beno good reason why the principle
of other public service institutions, i. e., multiple use of facilities all
the time, should not apply to the school, nor arty reason .why all
children should be in classrooms at the same time, nor why the
special facilities should be used only a fraction of the dayt, provided,
of course,. that the children receive during the day the required
amount of academic work. In fact; it is difficult to see how the ..*
problem of providing enough chissroOms, or playgrounds,. or audi-
toriums for the mass of children is ever to be met if all children-have
to be in pla.ssrooms at the same time, and if 'all children have to play
at once Moreover, there. aeons to be ncrgood reason from .14 .edn.
&glottal stindpoint why shildren should all,hotet6.:40 the eels thing.

sit the name time.
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PRINCIPLE OF MULTIPLE USE MAKES MODERN EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
FINANCIALLY PRACTICABLE.

Fortunately, however, if the principle of multiple use is applied
to public school facilities, it is possible to provide not only adequate
classroom accommodations but also auditoriums, gymnasiums, and
shops for the mass of children. In fact. accommodations may be
provided in all facilities, if they are in use constantly by alternating
groups, at less cost than regular classrooms alone may be provided
on the basis of a reserved seat for every child. For example., in a
48-class school, under the traditional plan 48 classrooms are needed in
addition to all the other special facilities. Under the work-study-
play plan, only 24 classrooms Are needed. The classroom, however,
is the most expensive unit in the school, therefore, since only half
the usual number of classrooms is needed, i. e., 24 classrooms in a
48-class school, the cost of the remainder is released for all the other.
special facilities.

FLEXIBILITY OF THE PROGRANI.

A program based upon the multiple use of facilities not only makes
possible modern educational advantages for the children, but it also
makes it possible to have a flexible program. A study of the different
types of these schools in different parts of the country shows that it
is possible for a community to adapt the program to its particular
needs. For example, it is possible to arrange to have the school begin
at 8.30, 8.45, or 9 a. in., or any other hour desired. Or, if the school
begins all 8.30 and certain parents object to having their children
leave for school so early, it is possible to put these children in the

School," which begins the day with special Activities; in this
ease the children can omit the play period from 8.30 to 9.2 0 and
arrive at school at 9.20. Or again, many parents prefer to have.their
children take special music lessons after school. It often happens
that home work or staying after school interferes with theSe lessons.
ITnder the work-study-play Plan, it is possible to put such children
in the "A School " hid let them omit the play period or the audi.
torium in the afternaokfrom 2.40 to 3.30 p. m. There is, of course,
no reason why eltildenllionld not be given credit for these out-of-
school activities if so desired. Again, .a child who is backward in a
special snbieet;suelras arithmetic, and is being held bae,k in a grade
berititsahe can not master that subject, can double up in.arithnietie
A* a number' of 'weeks by omitting the uditorium period until he
.hia,matte alp the Work and is ready to go on with his grade. As for
the special. nctifitieS, each community nd each Section of the city
Clot hate the special facilities which the Chool authorities and parents
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4mire. Possibly one of the- most desirable features of the. program
is that the children are given an opportunity for experience in vari-
ous lines of work and study from the third or fourth grade through
the eighth or ninth, so that they have some idea by the time they
reach the' upper grades what particular type of activity they are
Inth-t interested in.

THE SCHOOL TAKES OVER TILE STREET TIME OF TILE CHILD.

As has been pointed out, one of the most undesirable elemefits in
the life of city children is the street fife in which they have hitherto
spent so larget a part of their time. For example, the schools of
Memphis were in session in 1917-18 about 172 days in the year. This'
means that even though all the children attended the entire time, they
would still bilitt of school 193 days in the year. On the basis of
the 365 days in the year, it will be seen that children are undo; the'
supervistn of the school on an average of not more thantwo.and .a
half hours a day. Investigation has shown that all.other child wel-
fare ,agencies do not occupy a child's_ time on an average of more
than 10 iniubtes a day. It is safe to say that the city home can not
keep a child wholesomely occupied for more than' 6 hours a day.

' Adding 10. hours for sleep, there are still more than 5 hours to be
accounted for. anti, as is well known, these hours are spent by the
children on the city streets. In other words, a city child spends
practically twice as much time on the street-being educated in4,,he
wrong direction as in school being educated in the right directiOn.'"

It is imperative, theTefore, that the school_take over not only the
opportunities for work and play which the home no longer supplies,
but also the time now wasted on the City street. The work-studY-
play plan does 'this by lengthening the school day an hour or
more as each community may desire, and by OtTetng to the-children
wholesomeiictivity in shops and laboratories and on the play-
grounds. It ahould be borne in tnilui, however, that this lengthening
of the school, day tines not necessarily lengthen the number of teach-.
ing :hours of any teacher. It is necessary. that she be around- the
,building six hours,. but she need not teach more than five hours.

PROVIDES ron THREE OF 310RE :TUMOR mon SCHOOLS.

Finally, one of the advantages of tiiti work-study-play plan is
that it makes possible the junior high schools, which the people ,

of Memphis so much desire. At present there is no question but
that the city school system is failing to hold, the children of the
seventh aid eighth grades. These children are drifting out of
,school at the very time in their :lives whew the* most need its
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once. With that-enriched school life, which the junior high school
would give these children, it would be possible to hold a far larger
number than is now the case. But under the cost of the traditional
plan there seems little prospect of the city having more than one
junior high school within the next four or five years, and even then
it could be .put up only by leaving some elementary school in the
midst of the present deplorable congestion. Under this plan, how-
ever, there is- no reason why the city should not have three or four
junior high schools by putting up new buildings which would accom-
modate nine grades: The upper three grades could then be grouped
as a junior high school, and the pupils in these ,grades, as well as
those in the lower grades, would have in these larger schools much
richer facilities than if the two divisions were housed in separate
buildings. Indeed, it is possible to have all 12 grades in the school,
if the Community desires it.

A BUILDING PROGRAM Fog MEMPHIS BASED ON THE
WORK-STUDY-PLAY PLAN.

The board of education has asked the survey staff to suggest a
building program based on the fact that $500,000 is immedia:ely
available, with a possible $2,000,000 two years hence. We have sug-
gested how far this would go under the traditional school plan. Lot
us now consider what could be done with it under the work-study-

lay plan.
In the first place, as we pointed out at the beginning of this report,

.
the school buildings in Memphis are inadequate for the type of
city which Memphis is'rapidly becoming. They are far too small
even for the present enrollment., and are entirely inadequate for fu-
ture growth. If Memphis has reached the point where it wishes
to solve its school building problems in as farsighted and scientific-°

manlier as it is using in developing Memphis as a trade center,
it *ill. deliberately pies not only to relieve the present congestion
but to approa'h the whole problem in a wkY calculated to prevent
a repetition of its'present difficulties. Believing that such an ap-.
proach would yield the best results for the education of the children
and also be most economical for the city, we would recommend that
three things be done.

1. EREVT FIVE NEW BUILDINGS.

A mil) building for Cummings and Latiderdale.As we have
.pointed cut before,. Cummings is of an obsolete type to which it
Would not pay to add, and Lauderdale is in a section Which appar
ently may.beoome a Negro district, in which case the school would
0040- beCOine a Negro' school.. The met enrollment of the two

.. .. .
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schools at present is 1;598 pupils. We would therefore recommend
that a new building to accommodate 48 classes (2,160 pupils) be
erected at some place_ to the south of these schools, :.' 'ice the popula-
tion is growing- in that direction. Such a building vs nld cdst. ap-
proximately, $512,000 and the lot approximately $20,000.

The cost is arrived at in the following Ivay lli cost f a class-
room unit is estimated at $16.000. A work-study-play school of ,48
classes requires only 24 classrooms instead of 48, and also 8 special
activity rooms, making a total of 32 units at $10,00ft each. The.
total cost, therefore, of a 48 class school under this plan is $A2 .006;
whereas, the cost of such a school under the traditional type of
school organization would be $768,000. Putting this fact another
way, a building under the traditional plan which cost $512,000 would
accommodate 32 classes, whereas a building under the work- study-
play type of organization costing the same amount would accom-
modate 48 classes. That is to say, the building capacity which can
be obtained by a given expenditure is increased 30 iier cent under
this plan. Moreover, under the work-study-play plan such a build-
ing accommodates not only 48 classes but also provides 8 special
activities, an auditorium, 2 gymnasiums, and 2 switnming pools,
whereas under the traditional plan it is possible for the same amount
to have only 32 classrooms, an auditorium, and 1 gynasium.

A school of 48 clan -es of this type would nr+ only accommodate
the present register of Cummings and Lauderdale aml- the increase_
of possibily four classes (180 pupils) which would take place before
the building could be erected, but it would also provide for growth
in that section after the erection of the building and acconunodate
the upper grades of A. B. Hill as well, in case the school authorities
wish to make the new school into am elementary school and junior
high school combined.

A new building in the neighborhood of Idlewild. Lenox, and the
eastern section of ill&limmn Ileighte.The enrollment in these three
schools at present is 1,575. A new bhilding of 48 class could be
put up at a cost of approximately $512,000. The land would ,,re-
quire $20,000 additional. Idlewild is an old building of the same
obsolete type as Cummings, to which it would not pay td add. Lenox
is too small for economic use by a city of the size of Memphis.
Madison Heights should be abandoned as soon as possible, as it is
an 1,1d building and with no available land. near it. The children
should be transferred to Maury and Idlowild.

4 new building for Peabody.This school at present has.a register
of only 675 pupils, but the population in that part of the city is in-
creasing so rapidly that-it would be wise to plan for a 48 -class school
in. that -general neighbOrhood. Considering the present register,
however, it would be best to put up only half ,of this Wilding first
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and the other half as enrollment grows. Half of a building which
can ultimately accommodate 48 classes would cost $256,000. The
lend would cost about $20,000.

A new building for La ROM and Kortreeht Nigh School (colored
achools).The conditions in La Rise arc nothing short of dis-
graceful. The original building accommodates only 8 classes,
and at present there are 27 classes in the school. These surplus
classes are taken care of in portable buildings of the most unde-
sirable type, and the conditions are so bad that in some rooms there
are 88 children and 50 seats, so that two children have to sit in one
seat. Kortrecht High School is an old building near the railipad
tracks which should be abandoned as soon as possible.

Under the work-study-play plan it is possible to house the eight
grades of the elementary, school and four grades of the'lligh school
in the same building. The two schools are separate. but such an ar-
ranement means that the elementary school children. would have
the advantage of richer facilities than otherwise could be afforded
them, and the high-school pupils would have the advantage of behig
.11 part of a large school community' which can inake demands opon
them for the practical application of their work along such lines
as chemistry, physV.s. shopwork, and mechanical drawing. More-
over, such a plan tends to keep children in' school longer, so that
they do not feel that they have graduated- when they reach the
eighth grade. In a modern city a school should be not an institu-
tion, for the children, but a school community full of Violesome ac-
tivities. for children of different ages in which all can take part ac-
cording to their ability, and thereby develop a spirit of social help-
fulness as well as the power of individual expression.. A school of
12 grades gives the variety of age and of activities necessary for such
a community.

The cost of such a combination elementary and high school. would
he about $512,000 and the lot approximately $20,000. If, however,
the -mhool authorities and parents prefer a separate high school, it
will te necessary to relieve conditions in both La Ro4e and Kortrecht
High Schools by separate buildings. This would mean an addi-
tional expense of about $154,000, Which with the cost of land would
come to an additional expense of aboa$175,000. This proviSion for
a separate high-school building has not been included in our estimate.

A new building for Virginia Avenge. The Virginia' Avenue build-
ing is situated between two 'railroad tradks, one within 20 feet of
the rear of the building and the other acebss the street. There are
22 classes of children and 11 chIssrooms, but the building is not fit.
forioccupancy. A new building should bei built: to the sotith and 4
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little to the east of this location. Er order to provide for growth
this is the only colored school in the sectionthe building should
accommodate a 48-class school. But as there are at present only 967
pupils, only half the building should be put up at first. The cost

for this would be $256,000. The lot would cost approximately
$20,000.

2. CERTAIN BUILDINGS SHOULD BE FIXED UP WITH A VIEW TO ABANDON-

ING THEM IN THE NEAlt FUTURE WHEN THE NEW BUILDINGS ARE
CO NI PLE1 ED.

The buildings to...be included in tikistroup are: White school;:--
Cummings, Lauderdale, Peabody, and Idlewild; colored schools
Charles, Carnes, and La Rose.

Inasmuch as these buildings should be abandoned when the new
buildings are built, and inasmuch as the board of education has only
$500,000 to expend immediately, we would recommend that the con-
gestion ill these buildings he 'taken care of temporarily by erecting
modern movable buildings, a particularly desirable type of tempo-
rary structure now in use in certain parts of the country. The port-
ables in use in Memphis are of such a poor type and so disliked by
teachers, pupils, and parents that they should be abandoned. The
typo of movable structure, however, resem-

, blance to these portables to which Memphis is accustbmed. It is
possible to secure in this new type of structure the following units:
An auditorium 30 by 60 feet costing approximately $1,500, and $1,000
for furnishing and setting up; a gymnasium costing the same

' amounts' a classroom, set up, $1,000; and the special activity rooms
also, $1,000. These different units can be obtained separately or in
combination, so as to make a complete addition. Furthermore, these
units can be combined so as to make a school with corridors, offices,
storerooms.? and equipped with showers, toi;ots, and other accessoriw
if desirede They are sanitary, can be well heated and ventilated,.
and are kept clean easily. The children in the schools lindbr discus-
sion would be far bettor off in these modern movable buildings than
in their present congested basement rooms and undesirable portables.
When the new permanent buildings for these schools are erected,
these movable rooms can be transferred to other schools which are
less congested but which need relief. Therefore,.although buildings
of this character are used for tempora,ty purposes, they are a per-
manent asset to any school system, since it is possible through their
use to take care of temporary congestion as the need arises.

The following are detailed recommendations for each of the above.
schools: .
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Cummings.Cummings now' has 15 classes and 8 regul,-.r -class-
rooms' It has no auditorium, no gymnasium, and no special activi-
ties. Two old buildings that should be abandoned immediately are
used to house the surplus classes.

This school should be made into a 16-class school. The 8 rooms
under the plan which we are suggesting would continue to be used
as classrooms. One of the rooms -in the basement could be turned
into a shop and the other into a cooking room. Inasmuch as the
children would be in the.se rooms for only 50 minutes at a time, it
would be far less objectionable to use them for special activities than
for classrooms as is now the case. There should be four movable

A
roomsone for music or drawing, one for nature study, one for
gymnasium, and one for auditorium. Tinder this arrangement I lie
children could have a six-hour day and an opportunity for health-
fur work, play, and study, which would be far better for them than
sitting four or five hours in classrooms under the present congested
conditions. The following is the cost of such movable rooms for'.
Cummings:

Equipment for shop in basement.. $ 00W0

Equipment for cooking roombasement , s)
1,

One movable fdr music 1,000
One movable for nature study 1,000
One movable for auditoriton_ 2, 500
One movable for gymnasium 2, roil
Additional equipment_ 1. 400

Total_ 11.000
Rent of land for playground______ 1,000

Lauderdale.--Lauderdale has 21 classes and only 12 regular class-
rooms, no auditorium, n gy nasium, no special facilities. The
surplus classes are taken re in 4 basement rooms and-in 2 port-
able rooms. There are 9 in r sses than rooms.

This school should be made nto a 24-class school on the work-
study-play. plan. The 12 c.la ms should be used as classrooms.
The cost of movables for the s ecial activities would be as follows:

Equipment fOr aliap in basement_ $1, 000
Equipment for cooking room, basement 2,000
One, movable for auditorium-.--
One movable for gymnasium_ 2,7.00
One movable for innate 1. 000
One InDyable tar nature afudy, 1.000
onne.movable for &awing 1, 000
*Additional equipment:- 1 000

.
125... (niz.:

Lind for playground, 4tentai or purehasel. .
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Peabody.Peabody has 15 classes and 8 classrooms, 7 classes in
excess of its capacity. It has an auditorium but no gymnasium and
no special facilities. The surplus classes are taken-care of in base-

, anent rooms and portables.
This should be made into an 18-class school. The pres4nt 8 class-

rooms should be used as classrooms. The cost of movables would be
. as follows:

4

One movable for classroom 1 51, 000
One movable for gymnasium 1- 2,500
Equipment for shop In basement _j_ 1,000
Equipment for cooking room, basement J 2,000'
One movable for music ! 1,000
One movable fordrawing 1,000 .,

Additional equipment 1,000.

Total 9, 500
Land for playground (rental or purchase)__L_, 5,000

lias*17 -classes and 8 classroUms, 9 classes in
excess of capacity. It has noauditoriumand no gymnasium and no
special facilities.

This should be made into an 18-class school 'and the present 8 class-
rooms used for classrooms.. The cost of movables would be as
follows:

One movable for classroom A $1, 000
One movable for auditorium 2,500
One movable for gymnasium 2, 500_

Equipment for shop in basement ie.. 1,000
2, 000Equipment for molting room, basement

One movable for music ,. -441,000
One,fmovable for drawing' 1, 000
Additional equipment .., 1,51x)

Total 12, 500
'Additional land (rental or purchase) 6, 000

Clparks (colored).This school has 87 pupils and 2 'classrooms.
There are no 'excess classes, brit the classrooms are unfit for occu-
pancy and two modern movables should be put up immediately until
ii is possible to ascertain 'whether there is likely. to be an increase in
population in this neighborhood.
two movables for classrooms 82;000
Equipment 1,000

Total 8, 000

earner± (colored).--This sehoo1Ivas 17 classes and 12 "dlassroOms.
it is situated'directly in-front.Of the city 'morgue.. Either the school
or the morgue should be moved.

Assuming that the morgue is moved, this school should be made
into an 18-class school; 9 of 12. rooms should be used as class-
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rooms, and of the remaining 8 rooms one should'be used as a draw-
ing studio, one as a music room; and one could be used for a cooking
room. "Ile cost would be as follows:
Equipment for cooking room___ $2.000

One movable for auditorium 2. 500

One movable for gYmmuthilll 2,500
One movable for shop 2,000
Additional -equipment I, 000

Total 10, 000

Additional land 5, othr

La Rose (colored). La Rose has 27 classes and 8 replier class-
rooms. It has no auditorium,.no.gynniasium; and no special facili-
ties. The surplus classes are -accounnodated in over6rowded old.
buildings.

This school should be made into a 30-class school. The 8 present
regular rooms should be used as classrooms. The cost of movables
would be as follows:.
Seven classrooms, movable _8 $7. 000

ip One movable for cooking
One movable for drawing_

1221;,:4,:-)1:(111:01))

a. 1,0(0

Auditorium, movable _
One movable for gymnaslutn..
One movable for science .

One movable for shop

One movabl t for library
e

1, 000
1.00.One movable for music 0

Total - 2r,000

These different units should be arranged so as to make a sclwol
with corridor, offices; stores, showers, and toilets. The whole would
cone to about $35,000.

. 8. A CAREFUL STUDY SHOUV BE MADE OF THE REMAINING SCPIOOLS TO
DETERMINE WHETHER IMPROVEMENTS SHOULD BE PERMANENT OR
TEMPORARY AND WHETHER THE SCHOOLS SHOULD BE FOR FIVE OR SIX

CLASSES OR EIGHT OW NINE.

The schools in this group are A. B. Hill, Bruce, Maury, and Madi-
son Heights. - ('.1

A. B. Hill.-There are 'two alternatives possible in dealing with
the A. B. Hill sitvtion, and only a careful. study, can determine
which is more desirable. An annex of eight units could be put up at
h cost of $128,000, which would takvare of congestion and provide
modern educational facilities. °nth% other hand, the school .authori-
ties may consider it desirable to send the upper. grades of A. B. Hill
to the new building .to be erected for Cummings' and Lauderdale.

tar
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41n that case, it would 'riot be necessary to enlarge A. B. Hill. Con-,
sidering the fact that it will probably be impossible to reach a
decision' in this matter until the new building for Cummings and
Lauderdale is at least started,; and until it becomes evident also
whether the school population to the easteand south of A. B. Hill
'is increasing, and therefore whether. an addition 'to A. B. Hill would'
be justified. it would seem advisable at this time to erect movable
buildings at this school pending a final decision. The cost would .be
as follows: 3

The school should be made into a 24-elbss school and the 12 regular
rooms used for classrooms.
Equipment for shop, basement $1. 000
Equipment fur cooking. basement 2.00)
one movable for gymnasium 2, 500
One movable for music 1, 000
One movable for drawing 1.000
One movable for science '- 1, 000
Additional equipment 1, 1100

Total 0, 500
Additional land (rental) 5,000

Bruce. It is a question whether an annex should be added, to
this building to take care of congestion, or whether the school popu-

on in this section is likely to increase sufficiently to justify a'
ew school plant on the present site. In the latter case, it would be

desirable to pttt up movables pending the erection of a new building.
it since. the 'present beading iS a good one, and since it will be_

Mit stible to determine for sonic time whetter the erection of a
new !hiding would be justified, it is recommended that a permanent
mine of 6 units be erected. The school now has an enrollment
of 922 pupils. It has 13 classrooms. The school should be made
into )a 24-class school; 12.roojiis should be used us classrooms, the re- .

. !training room to be used as a library ; the two basement roomsshould
be used,for q, cooling room and a shop. The anaek would contain
2 gymnasiums (3 units), a science laboratory, Music room, and
drawing studio. The annex should be so built that it can be added -

to as the school grows so that it could include an auditorium and
other special activities such as the shops.whiCh could be transferred
from the basement of the main building. Pending this growth and
the 'enlargement of the annex, a movable 'auditorium should be ,

erected temporarily, since it would probably be 'undesirable to add
one to the present old building, as there is hardly sufficient room or
light at the rear of.the building to warrant it. Such atrimnex would.
cot $96,090,1md the auditorium $2,500. v,

,Maury and Afaason BeigAti.---Maury has 15 clakses and 13 class-
moms. It could be reorganized on the work-lstudPplay plan with

4
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nocadditions except.the auditorium, but this would leave Madison
Heights with no relief and there is no land at MadiSbn Heights for
movables. .

A second alternative would be to transfer Madison Heights, to
Maury, with the possible exception of two classes to be sent to Idle-
wild or Bruce. Maury could then be made into a 24-class school.
The 12 classrooms could be used as classrooms; the extra !ton/ could
be used as a drawing room; the tw6 rooms in the basement coul4
be used as a cooking room and a shop. An annex, or additions to
the two wings of the building, could then be put up containing a
nature-study room and music studio on the second floor, anc two
gymnasiums on the first floor. This addition of 4 units wou ost
$64.000, and an auditorium at the rear of the building wou (1 ( ost
approxiniately $12,000. making a total of $76,000.

There is a strong desire in Memphis for a new vocational school,
although it 'is also .recogniied that this need should not be met
until the congestion situation for the majority of children is taken
care of. If, however, the board of education wishes to reorganize
trhe Vocational School on the work-study-play plan, it would be pos-
sible to relieve the situation id that building and add four or five
shops to the present school. This can be done as follows:

.

The Vocatipnal School has 20 rooms, of which 15 are classrooms,
shops, and 3 areflaboratories. It also has a gymnasium, which

is now used as an auditorium. The enrollment in 1918-19 was 770.
Under the proposed plan, the school could be made ipto a 24-class,
school ; 12 of the rooms could be used as classrooms, 2 could continue
to be used as laboratories, 1 for chemistry and 1 for physics, 1 could \
be used as a mechanical drawing room, and the remaining 5 for the
shops which are now desiredi. e., woodworking, and printing,
which exist at presentand also 'automechanies. sheet metal 'and

..electrical work. An expenditure of $20.444 would be sufficient for
these shops, an certainly this would be as much as should be spent,
on the present building.

Under such a reorganization, all the children in the buildi,ng
would have the oppdrtunity fora greater variety of work with better
equipment,than would be possible if no appropriations were forth-
coming until a now building could be Wits

REI'AIRS.

A large number of buildings in Memphis are in such had repair
that one of the first items to be considered iq the expenditure of the
$500,000 now available should be that of repairs. At least $50,000

-should be set aside forthis purpose. Detailed recommendations in
regard to repairs to the existing buihlings, together with.recommai-
dations for guidance in the choice of school sites and erection of
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buildingsritt- order to avoid some of the mistakes of the past, at's
given on page 142.

TAB= 8L&astwary of cost of N4414140 program for lielpitia ow the verb
study-play pia*.

1. Permanent investment for new luildings.
Cummings and Lauderdale!

New building (48 classe
-..... $ 5 2(1 2; 017Land 0

Idlewild, Lenox, and Madison Heights :'
New building (48 classes)_ _ 512,000

Peabody :
One-half of 48-unit building 256.000
Land 26,000

La Rose and Hortrecht High School- 1__:__ 512, 000
New building (48 classes) 20, 000

Virginia Avenue:
One-half a 48-unit building 256,000
Land.. ZO, 000

Total 42, 128, 000
2. Some buildings to be fixed up temporarily until new

buildings are built.
White schools.

Cummings
-Movables

_

11, 000
Land rentaL 1,000

Lauderdale
Movables,- .

12,000
Land (rental or purchase),

Peabody :
5. OW

Movables 9, 500
Land (rental or purchase) A 5,000

Idiewild:
Movables- 12,500
Land (rental or purchase) s 5,000

Total white 81,000

Colored schools.
Charles:

Movables 8,000
Carnes:

Movables ha, 10, 000
Land_ .5,000

La Rose: A

Idovablea 85,000

Total colored 58,0001

Total for white and colored-aehoola 114,000

Th. cast of land for this building eas ha.swit-bs tee rate of Ott.* to De ahaniased.
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8. Debatable.
A. B. Hill (item No. 8, p. 151) .

Movables $9, 500
Land 5,000

Bruce (item No. 3, p. 135) :
Permanent annex 96, 000
Movable auditorium 2, 500

Maury and Madison Heights (items No. 3, p. 136) :
Permanent addition to Maury 76.000

8189, 000

4. Vocational High School shops (p. 136) _ 20, 000
8. Repairs (p. 136). ;0.000

Grand totaL 2, 501, 000

Two alternative plans for expenditure of $500,000.

Plan 1.

Movables for 7 white and colored schools (see (tan No. 2. p. 93. 000
Land for the above 21, 000
A. B. Hill (see item No. 3, p. 134) :

Movables_ 9, 500
Land 5, 000

Bruce (see item No. 8, p. 135) :
Movables 12, 000

Peabody (see .item No. 1, p. 133) :
New building A. 256, 000

Land_ 20. 000
Vocational High (see item No. 4, p. 136) :

Shops 20, 000
Repairs (see item No. 5, p. 136) 50, 000

Total _ 480. 500

Plan 2.

Movables for 7 white and colored schools (see item No. 2, p. 131)_- 113; 000

Land for the above a.= 21, 000
A. B. Hill '(ttem No. 3,.p. 134) :

Movables 9, 500
Land 5, 000

Bruce (item No. 8, p. 185) :
Permanent annex, 8 units, movable auditorium. 98. 500 a

Maury and 4adison Heights ( Item No. 3, p. 130)
PermaAnt addition to Maury P6, 000

Peabody (item No. 1, p. 129)':
Site for new building and one wing erected (one-fourth final

building) 128. 000
Vocational High School (item No. 4, p. 138) 20.000
Repairs (item No. 5, p. 50,000

- - - -- 501, 000
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The board has the sum of $250,000 immediately available and
$250,000 available after July 1, 1920. We have considered the two
amounts as a lump sum and have suggested two plans. for disburse- '

meat, each of which is in harmony with the larger plan which has
been outlined.

An examination of these two plans discloses that both provide for
the immediate relief of the crowded conditions at Cummings, Lauder-
dale, Peabody, Idlewild, Bruce, Charles, Carnes, La Rose,.and A. B.
Hill. Both plans also provide temporary relief for the Vocational
I ugh School and in both an item of $50,000 for repairs is to be found.
Neither plan affords any relief for Virginia Avenue and the lior-
treelit High School (both colored) where conditions are so bad that
there seems no chance for betterment until throtfgj a bond issue
permanent buildings can be provided.

The plans differ in that the first proposes that a site near the Pea-
body School be secured and a new and permanent building (one-half
the size which it ultimately should become) be stated at once and
that temporary relief only be given Bru 4 lurtbermore, it should
be noted that Maury and Madison Ilei given no relief.

The second plan suggests that a site for a new building near Pea-
body be secured but thatbnly one wing of the permanent building be
erected at this time. It provides, howevey,that a permanent annex
be erected at Bruce, and that the congestion at Maury and Madison
Heights be cared for by erecting a permanent addition at Maury.

It will be interesting to compare the two proposed plans in respect
to the amounts which are to he invested for temporary and pernia-
nent purposes.' 'A table showing this distribution follows:

Ting 88. Distribution of expenditures tinder the two want.

Pennaoentr
batildinim

Amounts

Movable
bni1din,v

expended 1,1t

Land Repair,. Tau.

Plan No. 1
No 2.

S270,0no
307,500

$114,500
102,500

$46,000
41,000

050,000
50,030

$456,100
501,000

While, as has already been pointed.out, money invested in modern
movable buildings is not wasted, as these are always needed in every
rapidly growing city, nevertheless, inasmuch as Plan No. 2 calls for
an investment of somewhat more in permanent buildings and, more
esPecially, as this plan cares for all the present' congestion that -tile
first plan does, and, in addition, relieves the acute situation at Maury
and Madison Heights, which the first plan does not do, it would seem
to the "survey staff the wiser step to adopt the second,
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SUMMARY.

A comparison of the cost of a building program under the tradi-
tional plan of school organization, and under the work-study-play
plan.. The board of edn''tion faces a serious situation in regard
to school congestion. The school buildings, as originally planned,
were inadequate for a growing city like Memphis. The congestion
has been steadily growing worse until in the present year (1918-19)
there are 19,460 children, and a seatinFa capacity for only 14.445.
That is, there are :),015 children in excess of seating capacity. Ap-

. proximately 50 per cent of the 19,460 children in the 31 day elemen-
tary schools are found in 13 schools in the southern and southeastern
sections of the city, and 72.5 per cent of the 5,015 in excess of seating
capacity are also found in these schools. These 13 schoolS are:
White schoolsA. B. Hill, Cummings, Lauderdale, Brnce, Idlevaild,
Madison Heights, Peabody, and Maury ; colored schoolsCarries,
Charles, Kortrecht High School, La Rose, and Virginia Avenue.
The children in excess of seating capacity are being housed in base-
ment rooms which are often damp and cdkl ; in portables of a most
undesirable type, overcrowded, badly heated, and poorly ventilated
and in old dwelling houses utterly unfit for classroom purposes.

These conditions are such a menace both to the health and to the
education of the children that the city of Memphis can not afford
to let them continue. Moreover, in the Memphis schools there are
few auditoriums and pr.actecally none of the modern educational 'fa-

-. cilities such as shops, laboratories, cooking rooms, dra\ving rooms, and
gymnasiums, which are essential parts of modern elementary schools
and which should be provided for in any farsighted building pro-
gra in.

There are two methods.of meeting the school congestion problem in
Memphis. One is the traditional method of reserving a seat for every
child and leaving the classrooms unused when the children are using
other facilities. The other method is known as the work-study-play
plan by which all facilities are in use all the time for the children.

Under the traditional plan of school organization.It would cost
$8,573,000 to relieve present congestion in the 13 most crowded schools
and provide for growth in these schools.

This expenditure, however, would provide only classroom accom-
modations and practically none of the modern educational .focilities
such as shops, laboratories, drawing and music'studios, gymnasiums,
swimming pools, and auditoriums. , 111

Moreoier, since only $500,000 ip immediately available, it would be
-; impossible, under the present plan of school organization, to do more
than relieve congestion in two schools, Brace and A. B. Hill, during

4 the coming two years. That would leave 11 schools without relief.
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imins._ .

Furthermore, the annexes for the two schools could not be erected in
less than a year or two, so that for the present there would be no
relief at all.

Under the work-study-play plan.An expenditure of $2.501.000
would give'fhe following results:

1. Five new buildings of the most modern type could be erected
one for Cummings and Lauderdale, one for Peabody, one for Idle-
wild, Lenox, and Madison Heights, one for La Rose and Kortrecht
High School (colored), and one for Virginia Avenue (colored),

2. Immediate relief could be given to the children in 8 of the
13 most congested schools. By reorganizing thesa schools on the
work-study-play plan and by using modern movable buildings until
the new buildings for these sc,hools can be erected, all the children in
the eight schools could be given not only classroom accommodations
for the regular amount of time in academic work but also oppor-
tunity every day for work in such special activities as shops, nature-
study rooms. gymnasiums, auditoriums, and playgrounds.

3. A permanent annex to Bryn could be erected immediately
which, with the main building, s ild accommodate a 24-t.lass school.
An addition could be erected at Maury Which, with the 'main bUild-
ing. would take care of both Maury and Madison Heights.

4. Additional shops could be provided for the Vocational School.
-5. Fifty thousand dollars could be expended in general repairs to

all buildings.
- To sum up: As Nas pointed out, there are now il,,438 children in
the 18 most congested schools in the city, 8,718 of whom are at pre4-
ent in excess of the seating capacity of the schools. 'But the organi,
ation of these schools under the work-study-play plan would do more
than relievp congestion. It will give not only classroom accommo-
dations for the full amount of time for academic work, but it will also
give to all the children in the schools an opportunity for play every
day in well-equipped playgrounds and gymnasiums, and an oppor- "
tunity for work in well-equipped shops, laboratories, drawing and
music studios, libraries, cooking rooms, or any-other special activities
desired by the community and school authorities.

Moreover, by lengthening the school day, this plan eliminates the
street time of the ohild and keeps him wholesomely busy at work,
study, and play. It also makes ,posAible a better cooperation. be-
tween the school' and other child-welfare agencies. For example.
the.work in the library can be part of the regular school work, so
that the excellent work already being done by the Memphis libraries
in cooperation with the schools can be enlarged and extended.
Again, as this plan provides; or 'playgrounds in connection with
each school, and as these playgionnds are in use every hour of the
day, under the supervision of trained playground instructors, it is
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not necessary for the city to support separate playgrounds, as' is
usually the case. Moreover) the playgrounds are used more because
they become the natural recreation centers for the children and the
adults of the neighborhood.

The work-study-play plan, though not the traditional school plan,
has had sufficient trial to show that it is sound not only from an
economical but from an educational standpoint. Since under the
present plan of school organization it would cost $3,573,000 for the
city of Memphis to 'meet its school congestion problem without pro-
viding for the modern educational facilities, whereas.the expenditure
of $2,501,000 under the work-study-play plan would not only solve
the prekent congestion problem, but provide modern educational ,

'facilities and a far richer school life for the children than is possible
under the former plan, it would seem obvious that the work-study-,
play plan is the best solution of the school problem of Memphis. It
is therefore recommended that the 13 most congested schools in the
city be reorganized on this plan. not only as a means of relieving con-
gestion, but of giving an enriched education to the children of

Memphis.

II. GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS.'
THE SELECTION OF SITES.

The unit of the school building is the classroom. Because of the
very important fact that classrooms should be furnished with east
and west light, the shape and position of a lot with reference, to the
cardinal directions have much to do with the planning and practical
use of the building. For example, if a site is selected whose long
side faces toward the north or the south, and the lot is too narrow
to receive the long axis of the building, then most of the rooms are
bound to receive either the south or north light, and this is always
bad, because, if the lighting is from more than one side, 'either the
teacher will have to face the light or the pupils will have to face its!
Either is unjustifiable and unnecessary if window spacing and pro-
portions are properly' arranged.

An example of a good building properly orientated is the Rozelle
School. The majority of the classrooms in this building face toward
the east or west and the lot is large enough to accommodate the build-
ing with its long axis from north to south. If the lot, however, had
been so restricted that insufficient space had been furnished to set the
timid side of the building to the east, another type of building with
most of the class rooms opening toward the north or south would have
been almost imperative. The board stonld' select lots which will per-
. to compiling thts report, the Educational Survey staff wishes to acknowledge lie
Indebtedness to the Memphis Rotary Club for the many valuable suggeatIons contained
Is its estMllent report on the school buildings of Memphis;
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mit the architect to meet the foregoing requirements. To take
another example in order to show how a lot too shallow from north
to south is likely to lead the architect astray, we cite the Peabody
School. Here, because the lot is comparatively shallow, the building
was planned and set so that its broad sides, with its classrooms, faCe
to the north and south. If the lot had been deep enough to set the
buildit with its long axis from north to south, then the classrooms
would have received the east or west flea, to the advantage of the
children and of the teachers. If a block of ground is furnished, then
most of the difficulties mentioned can be readily overcome.

Sites should be selected which can be easily drained, and, particu-
larly, so that the basements of buildings can be drained readily. The
Snowden School, for example, is situated on a lot that is rather low
and inclined to he wet, and to make matters worse, the building is set
on ground which'is lower than the street level. If this building had
been set higher, and the lot filled in so that the drainage 'would have
been al-va3', from the building instead of toward it. as is not the case,
much difficulty which is bound to come soon would be avoide*d. The
woodwdrk in the basement rooms is now rotting. These rooms are
bound to be damp in siinurier, and, to some extent, in the winter. All
basement walls and floors should be above the water line to keep the
building secured most and by
surrounding the building with a form tile drain set at least deeper
than the lowest point in the basement floor or foundation. On a site
with this type of drainage, ground waten will not rise in the base-
ment, and there will not be soggy, damp walls, provided, of course,
that roof waters are safely carried away from the building. If a lot
is selected where an outlet for such a drain is impossible, then, at b st,
damp Wills are inevitable. It is almost impossible to cement Mime. -
fully against the inflow of ground water in basements, especiall
when comparatively deep basements are used.

LIGHTING AND WINDOW SPACE.

In this climate if an amount of window space is properly placed
to equal one-fifth of the floor surface for the rooms as above out-
lined, ample light will be afforded. This, plan has been well tested
and is represented in the Oahe% and the RozelInSchools. The win-
dows should be closely grouped, slightly to the rear of the left side
of the pupils as they sit at their desks. They should be set full
feet above the floor and reach within 6 inches of the ceiling. In
this particular one of the few serious .mistakes was made in the
splendid Roselle School building., The rule is.that the bottoms of all

, windois should be above Vie eyes of the children when seated at
their desks and the reason fon.this demand. nay be briefly stated as-
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follows: If the bottom of the window is below the eyes of the
children, then the light reflected from without.will enter the pupils'
eyes directly and their eyes be automatically adjusted to this-light,
which is usually stronger than that reflected from .their books or the
worle in hand. There.is a conflict in adjustment, for the children
will be intent upon focusing their eyes upon their book, while the
stronger direct light will be constantly demanding a different ad-
justment. Hence, they will either have to shade their eyes or suffer
the strain due to these conflicting demands. No one who has not
studied this experimentally would imagine the relief that comes to

the children when the windows are set as indicated. In this connec-
tion we should like to recommend that in all buildings where the
windows are not less than 4 feet above the floor, window boards
be used to lift the-line- of light to this height. These will cost little
and not only give the children relief as suggested, but aid.in window
ventilation in cold weather by allowing the entrance of the 'air with-
out producing disturbing drafts.

CLOAKROOMS.

In all .elementary schools the cloakrooms should open only front
the classrooms, for then the teacher can most effectively guard the
wtaps, umbrellas, and other belongings, and command better and
Mere seemly behavior among the children. In many.cases, in the
present schools, the hooks for the wraps and hats of the children are
placed at,the same height for all the grades, and this is gener ly a
height proper.for adults. In many instances, the small chil en can
not reach. them, and, consequently their belonging' find lod ent in
the ugnbrella trough or on the floor. This is another exampl of how
little builders and architects know and think aboilt the varied de,
mends of school life. Caieful and competent criticism of plans and .

construction would haie prevented this mistakes and hundreds of
others of a similar nature.

BLACKBOARDS.

The board of education is to be commended for The almost uni-
versal excellence of he blackboards in the city schools. Peobably no
city in the country clan make a better showing in this regard. While
the initial cost of the excellent slate boards used has bees 'greater, in
the long run they will prove the most economical "aursatiefactory
that could have been selected. But they should be set at the proper
height for the children who occupy the various rooms. This principle
has been neglected in nearly all of the Memphis school buildings, for
inmost casatthey are set at the stuns height for all grades. This has
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resulted i
\
n useless expense and has given much trouble. The black-

oard should be set approximately 26 inches from the floor for the
first and second grades; 28 inches for the third and fourth grades; 30
inches for the fifth and sixth: grades ; 35 inches for the seventh and
eighth; and 36 inches for the high-school grades.

..,- FURNACE ROOMS.
.

.
It is cheaper and safer to fire-pibof all furnace rooms, stairways,

and halls than to build outside fire escapes and depend upon them for
the safety of the children. The outside fire escapes in the Memphis
school buildings are stem and often have their exit from the class
room, where in ease of iiiic, a jam could easily occur and make it
inuch more difficult for!thelhildren to get out than if the ordinary
interior stairs were used. It would take practically double the time
to get the children out by moans of the fire escapes, as by the well-
placed stairs. A test was made of this. and it was found that it
took 3} Tninites to get a building emptied. The usual time for a
school of correspondingiize is less than li minutes. In cold weather,
when fires are most frequent, outside iron steps may be slippery, and
even moo dahgerous than usual. The best modern practice is to con-
struct the coal rooms, furnace rooms, halls'and stairways of fireproof
materiaL, and then, with carefuly planned and frequent practice tiro
drills, to depend entirely on the regular stairways for safety.

HEATING AND VENTILATION.

Owing to the fact that the investigations of the school buildings
were made during the warm season when no fires were needed, investi-
gations of the heating plants had to be limited to general observa-
tions. and to such information as could be obtained from the janitigs,
principals, and teachers. The general use of the lo* pressure steam
heating System is to be commended and save in a very few instances,
no complaint was made as to the effectivenpss of the installations. In
some schools, however, On extremely objectionable feature of the heat-
ing plants was noted, i. b., openings have been made in the floors of
the lower halls through which heat may arise through a grating from
a radiator. Foul air from the basements is thus drawn into the halls
and Classrooms above.- Some of these openings issue from point not
far removed from toilets, and furnace rooms, while others open from
parts of the buildings not ordinarily furnished with'clean, pure air.
Such a situation is unjustifiable and should under allcircumstances
be prevented in future buildings. It ,is usually safer, ;cleaner, and

. cheaper to Lim radiators in halls, for these can be set and easily
arranged to accommodate the children who need to warm their feet,

or dry iheir: clothing.
ti129840-r-20-10
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Most of the bUildings have not been furnished with sufficient and
convenient space for the storage ofweoal. Doubtless anxious times
conic, in extreme weather when dialt6uties of immediate delivery. are
encountered. In future buildings provision should be made for
larger and safer rooms for the storage of fuel. Prices are generally
reduced for summer delivery. and if the winter's supply can be stored
during vacation much annoyance, as well as money, will be saved.
As it is unsafe to hank slack coal very deep. larger rooms should he
provided. In many instances much fuel could be saved by covering
the exposed steam pipes with asbestos. It is poor economy to neglect
this saving.

Ventilation in the various buildings is secured through t V use of
open windows. This is probably the best method for the crinate of
Memphis during eitherwinter or summer. if the teachers are scrupu-
loesly careful inTegard to opening the windows from both top and
bottom. It was observed, however, that very few windows were low-
ered from the top as well as lifted from the bottom. The reason for
this neglect was due largely to the fact that no window poles were
furnished; in fact few of the tippet: sashes wen provided with catches
to receive the hook of a window pole. This ought to be remedied
before the beginning of another school year. Doubtless one reason
why the upper sash is infrequently lowered, arises from the fact that
the window shades in use are fastened to the top. of the casing.
l'nles.s they are completely rolled up-when the dash is lowered the
shade is caught by the incoming air and blown about noisily. In
the future some sort ofan adjustable shade should be used.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS. -;

Strange to say, one of the most difficult things to get into the heads
of adults is the fact that children are not so big as.adults, nor so tall
as adults, In a great majority of the buildings, the drinking 'foun-
tains are set a little too high even for adults to u4e easily. Many of
them indeed are so high that the small children can reach them only
,by.tiptoeing or climbing up on the fixtures, or on a bench. It would
have cost less to sot them lower, moreover if they werelower all 66
children could lean directly over the bubble, drink withotit touching
the fixtures with their mouths, and save themselves from wetting
their clothing. Under the present conditions, common cups would
be almost as sanitary as tlm fountains now in use. We recoAnnend
tlither that, all the fountains be lowered, or benches set so that the
children may bend over the cups and drink 'without touching the fix
ture with thair mouths. Ii all futon buildings the board should see
to it that a better type of fixture is used, ani6thay be set to suit
cAildren..
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STOREROOM.

147

Br Olsen furniture, supernumerary desks, and other supplies should
be stored in a centrally located storerorn rather than in therbase-
ments of school buildings. The basements could then be cleaned up,
and materials checked in and out as needs dictate. There should

also be a shop for a mechanic where furniture may be repaired and
acttrate check kept on all valuable materials.

FLOORS:

Scrubbing schoolroom floors is. a serious blonder, except in very

rare instances. Nothing will ruin a good floor more quickly than
frequent scrubbings. Ithould be cleaned by sweeping with a brush,

broom, and dustless sweeping compound, as is generally don& in the
Meniphis schools, and when necessary to insure a more thorough
cleansing should be scrubbed frith sandpaper. If, however, floors are
kept well waxed or properly oiled so as to keep the joints tight and
the pores of the wood well filled, this will rarely be needed. In sonic
of the buildings scrubbing is still customary and the floors are in
bad condition.

TOILETS.

In a large number of the older buildings the did type of latrines Is

used. That is to say, a seat 'is not necessarily flushed immediately

after use, but all are flushed at the same time by an automatic tipple,
which, as it fills with water will ultimately reach a plenum point
where it becomes overbalanced and discharges enough water to
cleanse all the seats at once. Some of these are set to fill rapidly and
discharge 'frequently; others are set to discharge only during or
after intermissions. It is plain that this system is either wasteful of

water, when set to insure frequent regular flushings, or.open to the
objection of retaining waste too long. Such a condition fills rooms
with odors, necessitates that seats be used more than once before
being flashed, or that the janitor be.on guard constantly to see that
they are flushed whenever needed. It is bad policy to waste water;
but it is unreasonable to ekpect the janitor to be always. on guard,
not only during intermissions but more or less during the entire
day. In many cases, we found that waste, from ,the previous' day
would remain in the toiletsall night because the janitor had cut off

the water apparently immediately after recess and took no account

Of conditions thereafter. Most of them were open to flies and of

course were insanitary and objectionable.
It is asking too much of any janitor both to save water and to

kbep this type of toilet entirely sanitary: It is recommended that no
more of this type be installed, and thetKat the earliest possible date

1st
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those now in service be taken out and,a modern individual wash-out
sybtem installed. Further it is recommended that until this is pos-

e sibie the janitors be all directed to adjust the flow of water so that
during the entire school day the toilets will flush frequently and auto-
matically; be-1sta off at night only after all children have gone, and
turned on again as soon as the children arrive at school. This will
necessitate the use of more water, but it will save the janitor's time
and make conditions much more vholesome. All outside toilet build-
ings should be locked immediately after school and kept locked until
the children reborn. This not always done, and as a result out-
sid(cre; may enter, and are likely not only to misuse the building, bait
frequently to leave obscene scribblings.

The automatic sanitary individual flush toilets we found in the
newer buildings are perhaps as good as any for the larger children,

bot they are not satisfactory for the smaller children, because they
are too difficult to mount and frequentlytoo slow to fill for good
flushing. It is indeed strange that there are no jiiv*ile sizes of
toilet seats in the Memphis schools or. for that matter, in the schools
of nearly air the other cities of this country., Toiiit seats are all of
the adult ire amt set at a height to necoimnodate adults. `Conse-
que/terThe little folks have to climb upon them, and slide off them,
mu di to their discomfort and to the disaarantage of cleanlinesg both
for the children and the seats. If adults were subjected lea time to
such inconveniences, possibly they might come to think more care-
fully of the needs of the children. A barrel would be but a little h\ss
too tall or too large for an adult than adult toilet seats are for the
little ones. It is reommended,Therefore, that in all buildings con-\
strutted in the future and designed to accommodate children of the
primary grades. the architects be directed to specify a proportionate
number of juvenile seats and to segregate them -from the larger
ones. This will automatically segregate the smaller children from
thelarger in the* rooms, accommodate them more decently, and also
save expense and space.

. Many of the toilet rooms are dark and badly ventilated. This is
. generally true of those in detached buildings as well as of those in

the basements of the school- building proper. TheA0 conditions are
tine niostZfrequently to the faulty planning of the Ilvilding, and in,'
many instances conditions have been made worse by faulty placing

.of the seats and the urinals. It is a terioui mistake, in planning
s-hool 'buildings, to think f the toilet least, or at leastk not to have
ininind from the shirt that these necessities demand the 'twist possible
position with reference to the proper accommoilatiOti of the children
as well as of the requirementuf sanitation. In all futuri:i. buildings
he toilet rooms. ?(a) should 111 placed with their lontaide to the

:eaet, ath side windowi so that they may receiv as much
I.,
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direct sunshine as possible, for under no other conditions can' they be
kept so sanitary and decent; (b) 4ey should be made not over 14

feet wide for the boys, or 12 feet wide for the girls. The reason for
these recommendations may be brrefly. stated as follows: (1) If .you

ish children to preserve decency and' cleanliness in school toilets,
turn in the light; (2) if you wish .children to avoid gathering and
loitering in the toilets, make the. rooms just large enough to meet
legitimate needs; (3) if you N1ish to render the toilets free from
cAlor, and keep them sanitary, let in the sunshine and fresh air. The

N

pievailing practice in Memphis has been to place the seats and
urinals in rooms with the short side to the light, so that the seat stalls
are dark, and the urinals get little direct ventilation. Many have
a double row of stalls set back to brick. This arrangemAt always
makes the room quite dark and neressmily makes one set of stalls
face directly from the light. Furthermoie, it makes it impossible
for a principal, teaches or janitor to make a quick inspection of the.
room and thus forestall license and carelessness on the part of
children whose standards of decency and propriety are s-tithreht-
tively low.

Many of the seats in the various toilet rooms are broken and should
bk. repaired at once and kept in order. The moment a toilet fixture
gets out of repair that moment an increased carelessness on the part
f the childreli will begin. It is a curious phenomenon that children

will express their disapproval of conditions in toilets by deliberafely
making them worse.
' rn practically all the buildings furnished with the slot and stall
urinals the floors' insteail of being sloped to wash out into them and
thus insuring the minimum of saturation of the cement floor with
urine, slope into an outlet in the floor some distance from the slot.
Conseq.uently, the urinals fail to get the advantage of an extra flush-

ing whenever the floor is washed. This could all have been avoided
by setting the slot of the urinal lower and setting the floor to slope
to it instead of to a separate drain in the, floor. Hue, again, the need

.of sunny, well-ventilated toilet molts is emphasized. The more soiled

the floor becomes in front of the stalls the farther back the boys will
stl.nd and the more liberties they will take. Thereiire better types '-
or urinals now than the slot form, though in justice we must say
that these represented about the best at the time they were installed
in these buildings. We recommend that. in the future the individuill
enameled small type be used. They are liable to be more expensive
in their initial cost, but in the long run cheapest and best. The

trough urinals used in many of the buildings are generally rusty (tnd
discolored. They should be painted and put in good cod4dition at.

once. Here, agai is an illustration of bow little architects and.

ti

1,

. 1'
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builders. thinle-of the actual needs of children. Nearly all of the
urinal troughs are set so high that the little boys either have to tip-

tot to use them or in some cases have to climb up to them. How long
would such conditions last if adults had to endure then In general,
the trough type is objectionable, but since they have been installed it
will doubtless not be feasible to substitute a better type in the imme-
diate future. It is, therefore, recommended that either-they be low-
ered to suit the needs of small boys, or benches of a suitable height
l,e set for the little boys to stand on. The use'of white tile and glazed
brick for the floors and walls of toilet rooms is to be commended.

JANITOR SERVICE.

The janilor service for the schools of Memphis is for the most
part below the standard which should be maintained. The causes
for this situation may be stated as follows;

The salaries paid are too low to attract and keep in the service
those who might be expected to study their work intelligently
and professionally, and to have sufficient vision tc appreciate the

- educational and sanitary significance of the proper care of school
buildings and schs?ol grounds. (A salary schedule is suggested in
Chapter II.) Boardsof eduation will never serve their people prop- .

: erly until they come to realize that one of the most important persons
about the school is a well-qualified, capable janitor. He must be able
to understand the proper use of all the equipment connected with a
modern school and know how to care for it and keep it in order. He
must know why cleanliness is demanded and take a pride in the care
of his building. He must know how to sweep, set desks, ventilate.
how to use and adjust thermostats, how to build fires to save coal,
bow to minimize fire hazards, how to deport himself in the presence

era to command their respect and appreciation, how to guard
rals of the boys, especially in toilets,and on the school ground,

ow to command their respect and secure their good will in every
way possible. He must have sufficient initiative and skill to meet
emergencies, and to devise better ways to keep the building and
grounds neat and attractive. The time has passed when anyone who
can wield 'broom and build a fire has fulfilled the requirements of a

. janitor. He, too, must teach, not froin books, but through standards
of decency, neatness, sanitation, and that sense of propriety and
orderliness which every community needs more And more.

While the school buildings of Memphis were doubtless seen under
the most favorable conditions, since the coming of the survey stair
was anticipated,- and the janitors had made ready for such visits as
does the average housewife for vigil ,rs, yet the evidence of lack of
proper supervision,of janitor serville.was more or less general. The
survey gaff was told.that the janitor was directly responsible to the

a.

Se
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principal of the school, and therefore under his immediate supervi-
sion. This is as it should lae, but it carries.with it the necessity on

the part of the principal of making frequent and careful inspection
of all parts of the building and grounds, in order to cooperate with
the janitor and to direct him intelligently in his work whereXhis di-
rection is necessary! There is an evident, hick, however, o such

supervision. Dither, there is no practical authority allow the

principals, or else many of them have not taken that vital daily nter-
est in their buildings ,ind grounds that one would expect the i to
take in their homes,

The janitor service apparently reflects a general lack of c ose
supervision of the system as a whole. That is to sty the standa ds
of sanitation and tidiness observable in general would be improved
to a marked degree by closer and more minute supervision from the
central office. For example, we believe it would be eminently ad-
visable that a schOO1 for janitors should be instituted and main-
tained through which the superintendent of schools could set up
higher standards of service and develop a real professional interest
in this very important branch of the school work. During the
coming year a schedule of lectures, demonstrations and conferences
for the janitors should be instituted, so that they could be brought
together at least once a month in some central' place, with the op-
portunity to organize themselves by electing one of their most effi-
cient members as chairman, and working out a regular program
bearing on the problems they meet daily. Included in this program
there should be occasional lectures by the superintendent of schools,
city hellth officers, the department mechanic or engineer, a repre-
sentative of the fire department, and any others competent to teach
them the fundamental significance of their work, and in a measure
to digaify it and make it of real interest, not merely a task.

One of the big problems of the schools in the South, where the
climate makes larger demands on sanitation and -creinliness than
in other sections, is that of inculcating in our children a permanent
taste and an intelligent understanding el t inippreince of sanita-
tion and-neatness. The schools should do t s by setting the example
and by direct teaching. Who is responsibl for example, that in cer-
tain public school buildings of the city w should find that parts of
the basement are used as hen houses, or to store furniture. not be

' longing to the school, or where much useless debris has accumulated
to gather dust and dirt as well as create a fire hazard, or where drains
are chocked-to the detriment of the buildings and grounds, or where
barrels and cans furnish breeding places for mosquitoes, or where
schoolhouses are menaced by insanitary ,conditions of adjacent -
property, or where shruhhery is allowed to grow eb near.to the build-
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ings as to shut out the sunshine from basement rooms, and hundreds
of other details calling for improvement. It can not all be laid to
the janitor, to the principal, to the superintendent or to the board
of education, or the city health authorities. All are involved, and
all should cooperate to set things in order and make the janitor serv-
ice a real editc4tional service as well as a housekeeping necessity.

The authorities are to be commended that so-called'"dust-down "
is used in sweeping, but Vie' were surprised to find feather dusters
just as frequently used. Feather dusters do not remove dustthey
merely scatter it in the airand as the dusting is generally done
in the morning before school begins, the children breathe more
of it than they would if it were left on the desks. They would get
it on their hands, in that case, which would be bad, but not so
had as to breathe it. Dusting of all furniture should be done
with prepared cloths or mops, so that it may be removed from the
rolls .and not merely stirred up to be inhaled or to settle again.
We recommend that featithr dusters be at once abolished and that
diistless cloths or mops.be used instead.

The method of paying a lump sum per month for the total jani-
tor sere ice and then of permitting the janitor to hire his own
help is open to the objections that there is a constant temptation

Jost him to hire cheap labor, to do too much and, consequently, slight
some parts of it, and at times to introduce people into schoolrooms
who, for health or moral reasons, haVe no right there. Let us
illustrate by taking a single example, though for several reasons
omitting names: One large building was visited where obviously
there was too much work for any one person, however energetic amid
competent, to do thoroughly and satisfactorily. But, in order that
the total income might be for personal use, no help was secured.
As a result the building was not clean and, indeed, in many places
disreputable dirty. It is recommended that the superintendent of
schools, with the aid of the principals, determine the amount of
service needed for each building and selects* personnel to do it.
While there should be a chief janitor, he should receive a definite
and direct salary for his work and be held personally responsible
for its successful completion. (See Chapter II for further discussion
of

In
hispo

int Of the buildings we found the janitors serving lunches
to the childrep, and thus dividing their time and. possibly being
tempted to use this opportunity as a source of income. In some
uf,the buildings we observed that -the lunches were being served
under insanitary surroundings and the food being handled-. by
unclean bands. This should not'be permitted. If no better method
than this can be devised, living lunches at schools should at once
be abandoned.
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There is an evident lack of definite program of service for the
janitors, and as a result many of them lire being called on for services
which they should not be asked to perform. -We found that at times
they serve as messengers, take care of the children who report to
school before the teachers arrive, look after the boys on the play-
ground and in the basement, and do various other services not strictly
germane to their jobs. The first duty of a janitor is to keep the
building and lot in as good condition as possible. and this includes a
surprisingly large number of things. Teachers sometimes forget that
the janitor's day is a very long one. In cold weather his fires must
he burning very early, and sweeping must he done after schools have
closed, and "acres of floor" are not quickly cleaned. It is, -in gen-
eral, a bad policy for janitors to be eallki on to do any sort of per-
sonal service, for their time 'and strength has been purchased by the
hoard of education `for another purpose. Teachers should be de-
tailed to look after the children on the school grounds and see that
they clean their shoes, refrain from scattering paper from luncheons,
or in any way misusing the building. These are educational oppor-
tunities and should he utilized for the sake of the training of the
children as well as .from the point of view of caring for school
property. (Sew. Chapter II.) .

We recommend that better means at most of the schools be pro-
vided for removing mud and cinders from the shoes of the children
before they enter the building. The cost will be very little, and if
the teachers demand of the children that they clean their shoes.care-
fully the building will be much easier to keep clean, the floor will
last longer, and the hygienic condition of the building much im-
proved:

There is an air of general carelessness regarding the neatness of
the school grounds. Scattered paper, loose boards, piles of ashes,.
and other dthris were frequently seen. No service about a school is
more acceptable to all concerned than neat, orderly, and well-kept
jg1vgrounds. This is the janitor's business, And. with proper en-
Muragement and cooperation on the part of the principal, teachers,
and pupils it.should require comparatively little of his time to keep
the whole environment neat and clean. Children unconsciously re-
spond to such conditions and are most easily managed as a result.

SUGGREtiONS REGARDING INDIVIDUAL BUILDINGS. (WHITS SCHOOLS.)

BRUCE SCHOOL.

The toilets in this buildingAre clean, but Inadequate.
Classrooms in the basement are unsatisfactor.

__Classrooms are tinted a dirty yellow and they should be draped and re-
tinted *a light color.
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The three buildings used as annexes to this school are badly adjusted and
unfit for school purposes.

The toilet facilities of these annexes are inadequate and the buildings are
dangerous fire hazards.

CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL.

This is a modem and In many ways up-to-date school building. The grounds
arc especially beautiful and large and the wisdom indicated by the purchase
of this school site is to be coremendefl.

The jar from the engine under the'stage is quite annoying, and something
Should be done to stop the vibration. The trouble is apparently caused by
hanging the steam pipes to the concrete floor above. The class In physics
might be set the problem of trying to eliminate this obvious fault.

The building begins to indicate the lack of care; for example, the drain pipe
from the roof of the manual arts room, In the rear, Is missing and should be
replaced at once, as the water from the roof pours down the side of the build.
ing and keeps the walls damp.

Many window shades are badly mutilated, giving the rooms a ragged, tin-
kept appearance. We also' note that many of the teachers are careless with
reference to adjusting their shades so as to secure the best light. Here, as
in the Rozelle School, the bottoms of the windows are too low, so that the re-
flected light comes into the eyes of the students, rather than on their books.
Quick relief would come if this were corrected with window boards.

The students here are more careless with the building than they should be;
witness the condition of the room turned over to the athletic team.

The wisdom of. installing a complete electric plant for this building, neces-
sitating fires under the boilers every day in the year, is doubtful. It would
be a good piece of research work for those who are Interested in engineering
in the high school to determine the cost of such plant and of the direct pur-
chase of the. city current. There is an increasing tendency to depend upon
city current rather than to manufacture their own electricity in the larger
schools throughout the country.

CHURCH HOME SCHOOL.

We feel it our duty, since the city of Memphis furnishes the teachers for
this school, to call attention tp the fact that the rooms furnished for CUM
purposes at this school are unsatisfactory. The small rooms are inconvenient,
while all of them are badly lighted. We have no special recommendations to
wake, but it is your duty to see that these children are provided with better
classrooms.

CUMMINGS AVENUE SCHOOL.

,.'fids.building is in a good state of repair, but unfortunately It was so planned
that It is almost impossible to add to it without practically rebuilding'It.

GORDON SCHOOL.

This buildin g.t. in good repair, but, as with all,the other buildings 'erected
about the same time or previously, it was badly planned. It lighted from two
sides, forcing the teachers to face the light.
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GUTHRIE SCHOOL

This is a good type of building, but unfortunately was not designed to face

the proper direction. At present nearly all the classrooms get only the north
light. Had this building 4titted the east much better conditions would prev* in

the classrooms. This building deserves commendation because it was planned
-4olizinally so that additions can be made at a minimum cost without disturbing
the architectural unity.

The remnants of the old building which burned should he removed as soon as
possible, as it Is now unsightly and of no use.

The. toilets are well made, but unnecessarily large; the stalls should have been
placed against the walls Instead of hack to hack ; this makes half of-them quite
dark. The urinals were net set ill] the iiiier slope % dud the floors will tend

saturate with urine and become This defect should be corrected
ut once.

A. B. HII.I..

This Is a good building, and well placed on dry ground. Some of the desks
need resetting so as to get the light from their left as the children occupy their
desks. The cement work In several parts of the building is'not up to standard,
told Is in need of repair. There Is a leak in the eighthgrade room and in one
or two other rooms. These should ht attended to at once else the plastering
will fall.

We found the 11%01(110g In-acceptable sanitary condition.

IDLEN11.1) SCHOOL.

The four portable buildings located In the rear of this building arecrowded
entirely too close together for the sake of ventilation and general convenience.
While these portable buildings are in a fair state of preservation they are not
good types and no more like them should he purchased. The stoves in these
buildings are withoutjackets and rusty. If these are to be used another winter
they should he surrounded with a Jacket so as to distribute the heat better and
to prevent those near the stove from becoming overheated.

e boiler room in the main building should he fire proof. The building as
whole was neat and clean with the exception of some useless junk In the

basement.
The toilets shouidbe put Into good condition and the walls cleaned.

LEATH SCHOOL, NOS. 1 AND 2.

If building No. 1 Is to be used for any length of time an entirely new heating
plant should he installed, for the present heating system is insufficient and
somewhat dangerous. This building is a real fire hazard. --

The boys' toilet In this building Is both insanitnry and inadequate. It should
be torn out and a complete set of modern toilets installed to aceommodate holt
buildings.

The basements of both the present buildings should he reconetructed. The
fresh-air rooms are dirty and the foul air from the basements can get directly
into the classrooms.

Much junk was found everywhere in the basements, all of which should be
removed as soon as possible. Rats are also in the building and are not only
dangerous but a menace to health.
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LEATH ORPHANAGE.

The only suggestion we have to make concerning this school is that teachers
Should be more careful In the placing of the desks.

LENOX SCHOOL.

The roof and gutters of this building need immediate attention.
In a number of the Atoms the desks can be better arranged for jile advantage

itf the children.
The window shades are in bad repair and should be looked after immediately.
In this building we found fire - screen doors at the foot of the stairways which

were doubtless placed with the hest of intentions. We wish to say, however, we
believe they are entirely us ess, and the rather heavy expense incident to their
purchase represents a mere N% ste. The theory of these doors is this: They are
supposed to shut off the mein b ldings and the halls from the stairways so that
children may use the stairway a out danger of being cut off with lire from
the main port of the building, but th henry will not hear any thoughtful con-
sideration. if these doors are to he kcp ut all the time, and they are useless
If they are net, how are the children to g out in case of fire, even to the
stairwny?

Strange to say, in the girls' toilet here there was much disgraceful writing,
while the boys' toilets were comparatively clean. It is only Just to say that both
of these toilets were in sanitary condition.

The difficulty of heating the second floor Is doubtless due, first, to the lack
of radiation in theSe rooms, and, second, to the fireproof doors above mentioned,
which when closed prevent the from the lower halls
If these doors were removed or kept open we believe the upper rooms would be
more acceptable in cola weather.

MADISON HEIGHTS SCHOOL.

Here, as in most of the older buildings In the city, the old type latrines are
used, but these were unusually clean and free from odor. Mary of the seats
were broken and need immediate attention. The toilet rooms for both boys
and girls were badly defaced with scribbling; nitwit of it obscene.

The drinking fountains, sup in nearly every building in the city, are set at
the proper height for adults rather than for children.

Here, as In a number of other school buildings, the old-time platform in the
classrooms still obtains. They should be eliminated as soon as possible. They
are In the way and serve no useful purpose.

The level of the floor In the boys' toilet should he raised so as to drain
properly Into the slot in the urinal, and the vulgar writing in both toilets should
be obliterated.

MAURY SCHOOL.

This building is nicely placed on a fairly good-sized lot, but the terrace should
be sloped so as to drain the water away from the building. Now the walls.
are wet from surface water. The roof has been leaking, or is leaking, and the
plastering needs repairing.

Sonie of the shrubbery should he cut away front the walls of the building so
that they may'dry out anal all the Waste paper scattered over the ground should
be cleaned up.,
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MERRILL SCHOOL.

The toilets for both boys and girls are inadequate and insanitary. Strange
to say one of the toilets has no outside light and no direct ventilation. Such

conditions should not be permitted to exist.
The school rooms are lighted from two sides, which is very hard on both

pupils and teacher.
OPEN-AIR SCHOOL.

This is a splendid single-room open-air building. It is to be hoped the board
of education will watch results of the work here very carefully for when this
is done they will doubtless decide that more open-air SC1101 pls should be con-
structed In various parts of the city. The building was well kept and altogether
desirable.

It would be a good policy to provide pen-air rooms to all the large buildinga
in the city.

PEABODY SCHOOL.

One of the portable buildings used ut this school has been set so as to get the
north light instead of the east or west If this building is used another year it
should be faced about to get the proper orientation.

The boys urinal In this bu\i ing we found quite.odorous. This is due.-to the
fact the slot outlet Is higher than the fitor and the urine has a tendency to
soak back Into the cement floor. This could be 'corrected at very small expense.

There are tine playgrounds located at this building.
There Is too much junk in the basement. This ought tO be cleaned out for It

is always dangerous and clutters things up.
'I'lils Is a good type of building and the additions are in good condition.

POPE SCHOOL.

RIVERSIDE SCHOOL.

This building Is badly placed with reference to noise and posaible dust from
the spike factory in tie immediate neighborhood.

The lighting in many rooms is inadequate; here again the mistake of bilateral
lighting was made.

Many of the desks in the building are rickety and badly adjusted; very large
numbers of them should be reset and properly spaced.

There is an excellent gymnasium and playroom connected with this school.
The floor of this gymnasium should be shellacked and waxed, for it is beginning
to wear badly.

The areaway to the door of the furnace rooms are disgracefully dirty. There
seems to be no outlet, and they were partly filled with water and paper and bits
of bread, making a very disreputable appearance. These should be drained and
covered at once.

The clothes hooks here as in many of the other buildings were set at u
height: to suit adults, and hence out of reach of the little folks.

ROZI1LLE SCHOOL.

This is by far the best grammar .school building in the city. It is well
planned, and in the main well built. Cement :work in the basement is not so
good as it might have been; the toilet rooms in +this building were in splendid
condition, but unnecessarily wide. The seals here as in all the other buildings
tom_ of the same height and really of adult size.
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The board is to be commended for introducing shower baths in this building,
although fh the boys' room no provision fins been made to hang up their clothes.

It was unfortunate that the architect set the windows too near the floor.. As
a result the children are going to be troubled uselessly as long as this building
lasts.

This building is so well adapted for Its purpose and so much more thought-
fully planned than any others in the city it can In the main be used to illus.
trate the best principles of school architecture.

tlreater care should he exercised in the handling of Ink. for the floors are
becoming badly stained.

SMITH SCHOOL.

This building is by no means tirepropf and should be guarded with great
care. Quite a bit of "junk " was found-In the bnsement, which should be re-
moved at once.

outaide toilets Were dean and free from odor but are not sufficiently shielded
from the classrooms above.

The drinking founts were made of small pipes with elbow and faucet. They
are not a bit more sanitary than common drinking cups.

In a-number of rooms the desks should be reset so that titer? will be less space
between desk and seat. Many of them are now set at a plus distance, when
they should be at a minus distance.

The classrooms were found as neat and clean as conditions would permit.

SNOWDEN SCHOOL.

This building was set on ground entirely too low and as a result the wood-
woek in the basement is now rotting and the walls are damp.

The girls' toilet room is especially dark "Old wet. The shrubbery in front of
it should be cut away to let In the sunshine.

The building is of a rather good type and is being well kept.

ST. -PAUL SCHOOL.

Beth boys' and girls' toilets in this buLltling are inadequate and In very had
condition.

. The basement should be reconstructed and modern plumbing and tolleti In-
stalled.

The walls should be cleaned and tinted with light color.
The basement ceillug in connection with the furnace room and cold storage

should be rendered fireproof at once. .

VOCATIONAL IIIGH SCHOOL.

The basement floors should be cemented all over at once. Much "junk " In
the way of 'broken or supernumerary desks, pipes, gymnasium material, old bat-
teries, and other litter was foulid in the basement. These should be removed
and baie,ment cleaned up.

The toilets are the old-fashioned latrine type, set back to back, in dark and' '
filthy rooms; seats wet and dirty, and in very unsanitary condition.

The walls of the schoolrooms Nhould be.retinted a light color.
The bayou In the rear of the school should be itelosed in an aqueduct as it is

now filthy and unsightly.

JEFFERSON STREET. SCHOOL.

The seats in the present room should be arranged to face the east instead of
the south. The walls ilhOuld be 'Minted with a light color i the green now
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lending to absorb too much light. Boys' toilet In had condition and should be

corrected at once. The building wos clean, but schoolrooms have Insufficient

light. .'
coLoRED SCHOOLS.-

CHARLES A% ENUE SCHOOL.

This school Is housed In two old outst-111d shacks. The rooms care dark

anti the floors rotten. The buildings should he eondemned at once,rthey are

moth for occupancy of any kind.

CA !INES .% VENU E 'Ili a IE.

NVe found the tousinent of this !alibiing full of all sorts of Junk and'in a

eery Insanitary emoiltion.
NN'hen the former hot -air system of homing tuns 1-evinced by a steam system

the hot-oi ducts were cut oh from the funove but hove been left open so that ,

the dust and dirt orlsing from the furnace tis 1%:11 ns the had air gas's (Why

into the classrooms anti halls. We con not mullerstolof why els has n

permitted.
Directly in the roar 01 this building the so-co Iled comity morgue is shunted.

'In the neighborhood moist, are k(11( 111.1'S1',:. nod the %%-bole vicinity itt sat-

urated with the odor of this condition, and minimum of tlieS ore breeding to

torment the neighborhood. The health authorities °twit! to 14' that this

nuisance Is eliminated.
This building isi.lipable of intuit othlithunal Ilse if the etivIrolument were made

more acceptable and everything put in good condition. Better janitor servree

should he demanded.
We suggest that some additional windows he Introduced into statue of 'the

rooms to provide inure light.

GRANT SCHOOL.

The toilets in this building are also inadequate and badly Marts', and we

found them in an insanitary condition. In fact, it would be itupossilile for the
janitor to keep them neat and clean. Urinal troughs are too small to accommo-

date the boys, and consequently they use the floor.
The drinking fountains in this building, as in nearlyall thu other buildings,

are badly set and mostly insanitary.
The furnace room Is too low for the drainage anti consequently is wet and

nasty. The area ways outside the building are stopped up with dirt and tilled

with Water, and of course furnish breellfng places for the mosquitoes.
Three of the large rooms and one small room have the desks set with the

hocks of the children to the right instead of to the left. These should be

rearranged.
Gith:14:,4NWOOD SCHOOL. .

This building is badly placed with reference to the railways and nuanufacturs-

lug establishments of the neighborhood. The (dosses were crowded, and If this

building is to be continued in use additional classrooms must be provided. The

toilets are inadequate and df thenittiquuted tS'Pe

KLONDIKhl SCHOOL

The building is baited by badly cracked Itti4acketdd stoves. The building is

in danger of catching fire from these Hawes.

The building is of an old antiquated -type, in bad repair, and should be aban-:

Boned as noon as possible. We do not believe that it would be wise to undertake.

to ricollatritee or Make -kdditiOne, to this ,
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KORTRECHT HIGH SCHOOL

The outside billets in this school are quite inadequate and NI very poor con-dition; many of the seats are broken.
We found the basement full of junk of all sorts. This should De removed at

once, for the building at best isa fire hazard.
In this building, as in several others, there is a definite provision whereby

font air from the basement is conducted directly into the classrooms and halls.
The janitor said the intake windows had never been opened. Such conditionsindicate lack of supervision and direction.

This building occupies a very bad situation between two railway`stationS; It
is noisy and smoky and dirty. The whole atmosphere of the place is one of lack.of care.

KORTRECHT GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

This building is very badly placed, because of its close proximity to the Rock
Island freight depot. It is badly crowded and the rooms In the central Part are
dark. These can be remedied by introducing more windows.

The basement is wet and in bad condition. It should be looked after at theearliest moment.
Outside toilets were foul and insanitary. The dtiitip is not set to flush often

enough.
In the older part of the building new sashes are needed.
The basement should he thoroughly elegred of all the junk, and especially the

chickens under floor.
rt 6 LAROSE SCHOOL.

This school represents About the worst situation In the city of Memphis.
Elsewhere recommendations have been made concerning this particular school.
Certair0 it would be worse than disgraceful to ,continue conditions now exist-ing there.

PORTER SCHOOL.

This is an old one-story wooden building of nine rooms, with the addition of
two portables on the ground.

The toilets are bad and should be reconstructed and made sanitary.
The shades to the windows are worn out and should be replaced with newshades at once.
The stoves should be jacketed and the foundation to the building should beinclosed to make it more comfortable in extremely cold weatheill
Several of the rooms in lids building need more windows; which could be

provided without great expense.
The Diakering needs ruifirs and the roof Is itakleg; In fact, the whole build-

ing needs a thorough going over.

VIRGINIA AVENUE SCHOOL.

TIN is a very old building, badly crowded, and situated Immediately between-, the Rock Island and Prieto railroads. It is on low grotind and In a very in-sanitary condition. The classrooms in the basement are totally unfit forchIldien.
J.

Window shades are lacking in many of the rooms, and what there are aremostly Worn out
Thar toilets are inadequate and Insanitary. They are unfit for tinybody to use,
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